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PORTLAND PCBIalfiHIN© CO.,
Exchange St. Portland.
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Terms:
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a
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Press” (which bus a large circulat ion in every part
ot the State) for $100 per square for lirst insertion,
and 50 cents jier square for eaeli subsequent inser-

tion.

all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS,.

BRUYS,

II. A.

SHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,
10 1-2 Market Sqr. (up Stairs.)
A good variety of cases always ready made.
C^'Mr. B.. is always ready to obtain employment

for

Those desirir g such
at No. 10 Elm St.

Scandinavian; Immigrants.

help can apply as above
janwowni

or

_____

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
DEALERS

WHOLESALE COAL

GEORGES
|

MAIN

sale

at lowest

Wllkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
tfapr27
l*ort of shipment to any |w>int desired.

^W.

L.

FILER,

K

FRESCO_PA

Having just returned from Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed his
business, and is ready to embody into his future
work some of the new ideas acquired there.
OFFICES AT

Schumacher BroA. G. Schlotterbeck & Co.t
303 Congress st.
No. 5 Deering Block.
apl‘2tf
PORTLAND, JIR.

_

~CHAS.

A.

(Formerly

WARREN,

Warren &

Gregg.)

BROKER,

SHIT*

PHILADELPHIA.

jau31

H. L. GREGG &

MRS- M.. A.

BROKERS,

SHIP

AND

'COMMISSION
it. L. Gkego,

J.

148 EXCHAXGE ST.

jan22tf

at

f,aiv !

63P*Partieular

attention

paid

collecting.

to

~GEORGE

D.

JOST,

This favorably known and popular sea
side resort is now m>i>ened for the reception
of permanent and transient guests for the
season of 1872.
OTIS KALER & SON, Proprietors.

RESIDENCE, 0 BRADFORD STREET.
Hole’s, Coi nor of
de20

Free

tf

J. II. LA H SOS,

PHOTOGRAPIlEil,
No 152 middle Street.
PORTLAND, HIE.
Copying and enlarging done to order
All the new styles, Berlins, Bejabvants, MedaU*o*i,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retoucued
card, bv which new process we ge! rid of freck'cs
moles, wrinkles, and all iinperieetious of the szin
Call and judge tor yourselves.
tiTiMollo-Gootl work nt itlodcrnle Pi icA iiu to Please.
m.
may 2U

"HUNT#

junlOdtf

Summer Board

keep on hand a good as onineut ol Italian
and Vuiericaii Marble, anil will receive orders lo
oat to size all kmdg ol'Mouuuenral stock; at price,
tbai will not lai! to be satisfactory to all marble work-

SHALL

_aag22
J. H. jIOOPEli,

UPHOLSTERER

—OF—

Ready Made Clothing,
prices

less than

PARLOR Suits, Lounges, Spring Beds,

l>e

bought at wholesale.

ill Wool Suits. $7.50
Nice Tricot
ill Wool

Vests, $1

Suits, $20.00.
to $5.

Pants from $1.50 to $8.

Nos. SI £ 33 Free Street,
OF

can

Gr.

EDWIN

DYER,

Mattbess.is,
Patent

flrDouougli

169 Fore St.

LouugfN, Eu-

Bed

Chnii’H, Arc.
repairing neatly done.

nuipled

|flP*All kinds ot
nre

Furnioc25-’B4jr T&Stf

boxed and matted.

WM.

M.

J.

MARKS,

F.

& Job

Printer,

promptly and carefully
Every Description
executed, and at the lowest prices.
dp22 tc

W.

1840.

FRANK BACON,

Spring and Summer
CLOTHING,
it Less Ilian the Present Market
Value !
a stock purchased to close the
suspended jobbing bouse in New

Seing
Manufacturer of

Gold & Silver Leaf, Bronze,
Gold Foil and Dentists’

tioad. tlie List oi
then call

•

No. 33 Hawkins St., near Sudbury Street,
BOSTON, MASS.
flF'Itefining done at short notice.
aj»27*3m

MITCHELL BROS.,
fashionable

115 FEDERAL STREET.
Mpecinl

Attention pniri to the rannufarturr
of IniiHcs’ Bools.

We employ none but, first-class workmen, ami
guarantee our work in all canon.
UfFTirat -class Boot Makers wanted.

Jun2o-2w

WM. A. EVANS,

FORT
Jyltr

HOG

LAW.

FAIRFIELD.

INLAND.

notice.
visiting Hog Inland are notified that the
lawn against trcRimsser* will \n rigidly enforced,
any person trespassing in the woods, <>r landing
with dogs or

]>ARTIES

wild
on the island
guns, or building fires in
the woods, will br prosecuted.
Associations or camping parties wanting the island
must obtain permission from the owners. The owners do not wish to prevent the innocent enjoyment of
their property by private parlies and well dispose !
their assistance in ith protection.
persons;
WAS
2tawlm
junl2

and’expect

Sale.
FRUIT and
stand, doing good
A business; goodConfectionery
reasons for selling.
Inquire at
this office.
uiy 30dtf
For

goods and

a

Prices !
you

will buy.

SCOTCH

$513.50

of

tliorough-

SUITS,

tor

$59.

A Good Business Suit
For $57.50.
of All-Wool Vest*, tvoilli
from $2.50 lo $1.00 for 31.30 curb.
j_jp-pieage bejir in mind that T have no connection
, iow with any other store on the street, and 1 war1

Vinrgr

Tliefte
but

over v

article to prove

n»v23tf

Herr’s

J.

a

just

as

represented,

as

I

my bnaintsa.
F. SISK. 171 Fore Ml.

for
Friends.

♦'liaiiee

Greeley’s

SALE—Ten volumes of tlie NEW YORKER
quarto paper of ltt pages, edited and published

I,1011
a

>y II. GREELEY
CO., New York.
They are the tirstten volumes, extending from
IRSG to 1841. Each volume Is bound, and contains
Apply at the Phess Office
mylOdtf

y_1»P*

i s ij

ore

sTTTTTSl TTt

YOU

DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AM) GLOSSY?
PS
OX’S
rilOAI
I'O.IIADIl
OPTMIK,
lsud daily, will make il so. It is entirely a Vegetable

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
MB Fulton Street, New York.

are

written and

have

To

are

very entertain-

Jybilcc at home, send for
WORLD’* PEACE JUBILEE

THE

a

For

a

good

BAKER’*
PR AC

work

on

75

Composition, buy

THEORETICAL

AND

i'ICAL HARMONY.

To make Sabbath
get that Gem of the

Song Book, entitled:

$2 00

School children’s eyes sparkle,
the New Sabbath School

Season,

SPARKLING RUBIES!

Amo

By

Harry Sanders, Esq.
above books sent free, on receipt

on

Monthly

In Green street from

a

Committee.
W. A.

o

W1IY

IOUVJBN’8 INODOROUS KID GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them equal lo new with scarcely any
rouble. Be careful to get tlie Genuine.
Sold by I* uggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cent a per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO..
192 Fulton Street. New York.
ISowdoiii College.
examination of Candidates for admission to
either Department will be held in the Chemical
U-eture Hoorn. Adams Hall, at 9 A. M., on Friday,
luly 12th, and on Thursday, Aug. 2H.
JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN,
President.
je27-T, T&s&wkt Jyl2

to Anderson

Portland, July, 1,1872.

WINSHIP,

Chairman.

jy2td

IMPROVED HOWE
and all

other First

Sewing

Class

Machines

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spools for 5c.

R.

Warbnrton, 165 Middle Street.
_j»>’2___

Maine Historical Society.
F11HE annual meeting of the Maine Historical SociA ety will bo held at their new rooms in tin* Cliafxd
jf Bowdoin College, Thursday July 11th, at 8 A. M.
At 10$ A. M., the society will commemorate its semicentennial year by pai»ers and addresses suggested by
the occasion, at which tlieir friends will In: cordially
A. S. PACKARD, Rec. Sec’y.
welcomed.
Brunswick, July 1st, 1872.
Ju2-tutii&s

University!

S

Deering

Bonds !

A
these

in

Large
Specialties

Business, Organization—To see if the Corporators
will accept the act of Incorporation, passed at the

last session of the Maine Legislature, and any other
business properly coining before the meeting.
KBEN T. NUTTER,
K. A. SMITH,
E. G. P. SMITH,
Members of the Corporation.
jun23deod 2w TTAS

riles,Rheumatism, Catarrh, Consumption, diseases
>f the Skin, Blood,Heart, Liver,
Kidneys, Bladder,
>tc., were caused by Seminal Weakness, and resist•d

all treatment till it was cured, and that 49 ol
.‘very 50 could uot be cured without local applications of the proper remedies direct to the organs, as
medicines by the stomach alone i>roved worse
than useless.
This discovery, with a gifted in:uiliou
to
detect the
fatal and latent
complications affecting his patients, is the reason of his
•uring so many who had tried the advertised medi;inea and most eminent physicians in this country
Mid Europe.ln liis MEDICAL & PHYSIOLOGICAL
WORK, published in 1$54, these subjects are
treated upon fully, and for the first time by any physician or author.
Dr. HEATH,
by request and permission of
liis patients, can present the evidence of those who
liad suffered from a few months to 30 years;
en
treated by as many as 40 professors and physicians;
paying from $IOO to $0*000, and pronounced incurable,who have enjoyed the best of health from one
to 45 years, since liis treatment.
A personal interview is desirable, though we have
not sceH one-tenth of our patients.
Dr. A. H. 1IEATH has resided at No. 110 East
rwenty-lit'ih street. New York (near Mauison and
Fourth avenues), since 1$59, and receives patients
[ill 4 P. M. daily, and in the evening.
__

apr20-eod&cow

MINERAL

WATER,

Betliesda YY'ater is admitted to l»e the oniy known
tor the cure of Diabetes, Bright’s Disease,
uid all the diseases of the Kidneys.
There is not a remedial agent known to man that
ran cure the foregoing diseases so effectually and so
jnick as Betliesda water. The fact has been deiuonitrated wherever the water is used.
The water is
uveet and pleasant to the taste. It cau be drauk at
ill hours.
Why should any one suffer while this
vater is so easily obtained?
By permission, 1 respectfully refer the Hon. S. I*.
Dhase, Chief Justice, Washington; Hon. William
Windom, U. S. Senate, kidney troubles of twenty
.ears standing; A. M. Billings, President Peoples’
i-jA Co., Chicago; J. North, M. D., liver, kidney and
liabetis, sixteen years; E. K. Griggs, Esq., 24 South
riiird street, Philadelphia, crued of Bright’s Disease;
drs. Dr. Gurley of Philadelphia, case of Saccharine
[>iabetis; Mr. Bastin of Philadelphia, case of Diabe;es, enred; and hundreds of others all over the coun,ry. Respectfully, &c.,

County Cider.

80

FINEST

COUNTY

CIDER!

preparged

P. II.

je28tf

New Trunk
No. 229

BY THE

or

the

July

Straps,

ar-

The three points of excellence which I claim, are:
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air;
Ind; dryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
ntcrmiugling of odors; purity and active air, the
dements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, l>etween Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
& Co.’s lee House, Portland, Me.
je4dtf

DUTY

REMOVAL!

on

OF

St., Boston,

Mass.

junl4d3m

FOUR HUNDRED MEN AND HORSES
ONE HUNDRED ENGLISH RIDERS,
Acrobat*, Gymnast*, Clowns, &c., who have never

appeared

in New

England.

I*. M.

ties and such

as

have

never

before been

brought under subjection.
GRAND STREET PAGEANT,
Among the prominent features of wbicli are a Cavalcade of Knights in burnished steel armor, accompaA

nied by Ladles magnificently attired in the costumes
of the days of the crusades.

Clerk at 330 Congress street.
tf

the river breeze.

From hi* cheerful demeanguessed that three sonnets had recently been written to him;
yet
there they were, printed on the second
page
of the programme for everybody to read.”
Unhappy Mr. Thomas, it is one of the penalties of greatness to become the
prey of aspiring sonnetists!

practically help-

The case came before the Police Court

argued

in all

gravity,

a

fortnight ago.

at

330

je27tf

GIRL to do
at Press office

which will carry an Allegorical Tableau of
America, represented by a group of Beautiful Females classically draped, representing Europe, Asia.
Africa and America.
One of

NEPTUNE’S SEA CHARIOT,
Chinese Chariot of Confucius, massive eages and
other chariots, cars and berlins of exquisite workmanship, drawn by a magnificent stud of foreign
horses, and succeeded by the whole troupe of a tints,
including the most beautiful lady riders in the
world.
TWENTY-FOUR SHETLAND PONIES
and a team of

ZEBRAS;

DRIVEN IN

HARNESS,

on

ami wife

table, gentlemen boarders can find
accommodations by applying to MRS. WIL-

good
BUR, No. 4 Chestnut Street.

mwo good girls to go into the country—to do genJL oral house work during the summer mouths.
at this office.

over

ONE HUN-

DRED Male ami Female ArtisC*.

DOUBLE TROOP OF GYMNASTS.
Admission fifty cents. Children under 10 years
twenty-five cents. Performances at 2 and7£p. m.
For full particulars see large posters and circulars.

je29—jy3u-6-9-10-ll—2tw—27th&3d

The Best Known and Most
Tested

may7tf

Boarders Wanted.
or transient Iwmrders accommodarooms and ltoard.
Two connected
with lsiard, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of Franklin*
feblTlf

PERMANENT
ted with good

rooms

A,

Vessels

Wanted.

freight Coal from New York and
Philadelphia to Portland and other

points oast.

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial st.

mar26thdtf

STATE

OF

WAIVE.

To the Electors
—OF THE—

CITY OF PORTLAND,

ss.

to warrants from the Mayor arid AlJT dermcn of the city of Portland, the duly qualified doctors of said city residing in Wards one, two,
three and four, and six' will meet in thier respective
Ward Rooms in said wards, and those residing in
ward five will meet in the Machigonne engine house
on Congress St, in said ward, and those residing in
waul seven will meet in the school house on Vaughan
sireet in said ward, on TUESDAY, the
Ninth
day of July instant, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, to
in
their
votes
the
give
upon
following question:—
“Whether the inhabitants of the city of Portland
“will accept an act of the Legislature of the State ot
“Maine entitled an act to authorize the city of Portland to grant further aid in the construction of the
“Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad.” “Approved
“February 27, A. D. 1872.
The said inhabitants 10 vote by ballot on said question : Those in favor of accepting said act expressing
it by the word “YES” u]>on their ballot, and those
opposed to the acceptance of said act, expressing it
by the word “NO” upon their ballot.
The polls on such day of meeting to remain
open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall be
closed.
aldermen
of
said
will
The
be in open session at
city
the ward room in City Building, entrance on Myrtle
street, from nine o’clock in the forenoon to one
o’clock in the afternoon on each of the three secular
days next preceding said day of meeting, and from
three o’clock to five o’clock on the afternoon on the
last of said three secular davs, for the i»uri>ose of reor voters wdiose
ceiving evidence of the
names have not been entered on tbe lists of qualified
voters, in and for the several wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per Order.

"pfURSUANT

TT

T

T>/“»r*T X-Cl/WT

Portland, July 1.1872.
Argus and Advertiser copy.

/II_l.

/111

jy2dtd
1

1,1872.}

kinds of work, heavy or light, and the most

For all

popular.

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

Honorable Mayor and Aldermen of the City
of Portland:
Whereas, The Legislature of the State of Maine,
by an act approved February 27, A. I). 1872, entitled
“An Act to authorize the City of Portland to grant
further aid in the construction of the Portland A
Ogdensburg Railroad,” authorized the city to grant
and in pursuance of the provisions of said'act to the
amount of Two Millions Five Hundred Thousand
Dollars, which sum at the date of said enactment it
was supposed might be needed to complete said railroad to the Connecticut river; and
Whereas, By a con trace made and executed bv and
between said Railroad Company and Messrs. Fuller
aud Harding, said Railroad Company has secured
terms for the construction of said railroad, by which
the amount of aid that will be

This
ami easily managed machine has now
stood the test of time and thorough ex liniment; and
the thousands who have fortunately used ours, frankly give it the preference, as the very best, both in
this country and in Europe. Study, capital and inventive genius have been devoted to its improvement
for years, till, now with

practical

ITS NEW SILENT FEED,

ANY KIND OF SEWING
Needed in the Family

can he done upon it with greatami ease of execution to beginners than
accomplished on anv other. It lias received
the HIGHEST PREMIUM'S over all-as a Family
Machine—on both sides of the Atlantic.

rapidity

er
can

be

Those who want the best

should obtain

WHEELER & WILSON S

hand and for

sale by the subscriber
ON
Falls, Gorham, Me., Merchantable
in
Boards, Joist and

at Great
Hemlock

Timber,
large or small quantities. Price at the Mills Eleven dollars per thousand
running measure, or will be delivered in Portland.

Mid other places, as low, or lower than the same kind
mid quality can be obtained elsewhere. Dimention
Timber for frames sawed and delivered at short notice. For sale also, alvout eighty tons White Oak
Shin Timber, on the premises where it lays, or delivered wherever wanted. Also a quantity of Oak
N. A. TRAFTON.
Piling for sale.
Post Office address Windham. Great Falls, Me.
June
1872.
Gorham,
27,
juu28dlw&w3w* w27

Family Sewing Machine,
Needles,

Work

Machine Stitching iu all its branches doue

in

the

best manner.

J.

L.

HAYDEN,

Ui

Air cut

for Maine.

St., Portland,

163 Middle
jllllHd.Sm

Me.

Southern Pine.

COPPERAS

16!) Pieces 1x8—30 and 33 ft. long.
11.

FOSTER, Trcna’r.

made rapidly with Stoucil and Ksy Check
Outfits. Catalogues, samples and full particulars free. M. S. Spcnctr, Brat tie bar# Vt, rnyUftw

rt.

OAR
FOR

Portland, June 28,1872.
To the Commissioners of Portland Harbor:
The undersigned respectfully asks permission of
your body to build a wharf on the southeasterly side
of Hog Island.
W. H. FESSENDEN.

Portland, June 28,1872.
On the preceding petition it is ordered that a hearing thereon be had at the office of Portland Lloyds
on THURSDAY, July 11th, 1872. at 4 o’clock P. M„
and that a notice of the foregoing petition, together
with this our order thereon, he given by publication
in two of thc^newspaners published daily inlPortlaml
for seven days at least previous to the hearing.

STUFF.

juydlw

KELSEY,

1G1 Commercial Hi.
Juuc 26-dtr

For Sale.
FOUR oar Lap Streak Gig, in good repair; very
easy pulling; will be sold cheap if applied for at
T>nce.
Apply at Boat House Merrill’s Wharf to
DAN’LW. FOX.
Jy2dlw

„

)

,

Conmiitudoncnt.
_

For Sale.

Light Open
ONE
jcl3eodZw*
TTAFf AND

Box

Wagon,

at No. 7 Casco Si
A- CHASE.

HEALTH SAVED ! ! !

Thon-

I j 1 _£ I o k;i to Is rescued from Insanity and the
of “Exhausted drains”
grave. A sure preventative
turd “Nervous Debility”. Send S3 to l*rot. Merritt,
Lock Box, 197, Syracuse, N. Y.Junl7t4w

Wood!

Bout

A

C’.H.FAKLE*,

S-U.EBY

&

to

Therefore, the undersigned Directors of the Portland ami Ogdensburg Railroad Company respectfully
request you to cause Ward meetings of the inhabitants of sa d city to be duly called and notified, according to law, to vote upon the following question
‘‘Whether the inhabitants of the City of Portland
will accept an act of the Legislature of the State of
Maine, entitled ‘An act to authorize the City of
Portland lo grant further aid in the construction of
the Portland aud Ogdensburg Railroad,* approved
February 27, A. 1)., 1872.”
Ami your petitioner* further pray that said meetings may be notified and warned for Tuesday, the
ninth day of July, A. I)., 1872.
And the undersigned hereby pledge themselves not
to call on said city for aid exceeding the sum of Thirteen Hundred and Ffty Thousand Dollars if said
Sam*. J. Anderson.
act be accepted.
ml «$: Ogdensburg Railroad Co.
President P
Andrew Spring,
Frederick G. Messer,
John E. Donnell,
Rensellaer Cram,

T

UYAS1

city

fect.

.Jacob mcLellan,

Manhood, Womanhood and their Mutual Interrelations; Love, its Laws, Power, etc.
Send for specimen pages anti circulars, with terms.
Address, National Publishing Co. Philo. Pa. jnttMw

□a

This economical and efficient disinfectant, so favorably recommended in the public prints, is manufactured by the New England Chemical Manufacturing
Company, at the Old Vermont Copperas Works, ami
B»r sale at their office, No. 74 Water Street, Boston,

of tbs

Directors.

&c.

Agents Wanted for

Fowler’s Great

required

complete said railroad Is reduced to the amount of
Tlii.teen Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars; and,
JPAcrcas.Said Railroad Company,havingon its pa#
accepted the said act, would prefer to ask the city to
accept said act by a vote expressing a limitation
aid
to be granted at the
of the amount ot
sum of Thirteen Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars aforesaid, but are advised that doubts exist as to
the legal validity of any qualified acceptance of said
act by the citizens of Portland, and if such doubts
should be continued by rhe judgment of the Court
there would, by the limitations of said act, be no further opportunity for said citizens to correct the de-

AND TAKE NO OTHER.
Machines sold on Monthly Installments.
All kinds of Sewing Machine Supplies, Silk, Thread

bring

The troops

It is said that France
into the field 800,000 men.

Senator Carl Scliurz made a speech at the
Sanger-Fest in St. Louis, from which
we take the
following short passage as showing the Senator’s lively appreciation of the
superiority of music d over political conven.
tions.
“I come from a concert very different from

savagely drilled, and the soldiers would any day rather go into action
than endure a rigidity of discipline like that
inaugurated by Frederick the Great.
A

ride,

recent

arc

which may

fairly

be

said to resem-

ble the famous little trot of Sheridan, was
that of a Kansas man who was bitten by a
rattlesnake, “and whiskey twelve miles away.”
Like Sheridan he arrived just in time and
still lives.

this one;

hearer concludes that too many of the shrieknot only out of time but

Recent Publications.
Autumnal

Catarrh—very commonly and
incorrectly called Uay Fever—which was so
amusingly described a few years since by
Henry Ward Beecher, is a disease of such infrequent occurrence that it has hitherto re-

The very respected Treasurer of Yates
county, N. Y., lately weut on a vacation, and
until a

ceived

suspi-

If any person has doubts whether advertisements are read or not, let him put somehe does’nt wish seen in an obscure part

of the paper.

the

recently

Harmon.
The marvels of electricity are treated of
in the latest volume of Scribner’s Illustrated

Peace
Justice of
the
first
his
in
new
step

caree
by providing
library, consisting of

himself

with a

Ha

Wood!

no atd SOFT -*OOD (Or sale at So. 43 Lin
Gjln street. Also Dry Edging*
WM. HUS*.

a

the first that has been written upon this interesting affection. Though the causes of the
disease are as yet undetermined, enough has
been learned of its natural history to indicate the proper treatment. Medication may
palliate the severity of some of the symptoms, hut the great, not to say the only remedy, is removal to a noil-catarrhal region.
The spot nearest this city answering to this
description is the White Mountain district,
a retreat to which before the time of the annual attack will secure
entire immunity for
the sufferer. If the invasion of the disease
has occurred, a few days of residence will be
required to effect a cure. Published by Hurd
For side by Loring, Short &
& Houghton.

The St. Louis
Democrat now employs in
its editorial department a distinguished divine
and a celebrated athlete.

took

in medical woks, and
even doubted its ex-

Dr. Morrill Wyman, however, has
long time been studying the disease,
and now gives the result of his observation
of eiglity-one cuses in a very able monograph,

The prize poem at Cambridge University,
England, was on “The Destruction of Chicago by Fire.”

a

mention

istence.

for

the town.

appointed

no

physicians have

some

arose

thing

every

ing performers are
out of temper.”

nerals from her house.”

right

frequently

where it is sometimes unknown who is con-

gray-haired old man tried to get a room
Kearney street, San Francisco, the other
day. He asked the woman who answered
the bell, “Have you a room to let?” “Yes,”
she replied; “but—’, “But what?”
“You
cannot haveit.” “Why not?” asked the old
gentleman. “You are more than 60 years
old, are you not?” “I am 65. What of
that ?” “The landlady won’t allow any fu-

it was all

where

one

ductor,and where too often even thebaton, in
unsteady hands,instead of harmony, produces
confusion worse confounded.
Right and
wrong maintain so fierce a struggle that the

A

people supposed

from

instrument plays a different tune, and where
the dissonances are so
persistently prolonged
as to exhaust both
breath and patience;

on

law

He read both

Library of Wonders. The book' is very entertaining as well as instructive, and will be
read with interest by not a few who have ar-

didn’t suppose there were twenty men in
Massachusetts who could have written such a

Popular Scicuce is devoted to Sper tram Analysis Discoveries. It is devoted mainly to a

volume.

consideration of researches with the spectroscope in the astronomical field. Published

Papa—I’m sorry to hear though, my dear
boy, you have failed again in obtaining a
prize this quarter. You-must be very wooden headed.
Dear boy—Yes, pa, I'm afraid
I’m a chip of the old block.—Judy.

by

copy of the revised statutes and a volume of Shakespeare.
a

works dilligently, but the
Sliakesperian book seemed to strike him
most favorably.
The other day he gave his
opinion confidentially to a friend that he

rived at a more mature age than those for
whom it is especially intended.
For sale by
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
The fourth of the naif-hour Recreations in

Lee & Shepard.
& Harmon.

Albert Lunel,
Brougham, was

clergyman in a Lawrence church, on a
occasion, discovered after commencing
the service, that he had forgotten his notes.
As it was too late to send for them, he said
to his audience, by way of apology, that this
morning he should have to depend upon the
Lord for what he might say, but that in the
afternoon he would come better prepared.
Anna Perkins, a beautiful blonde, has
appointed liquor agent of Dalton, N. H.

only

been

Lord

no

fowls has been the

upon one suoIn all
doubt must be allowed to rest.
that relates to political events and political characters; to the manners, the genius, the conduct of nations; above all the state of society
beyond the Atlantic, there is no fiction, no
coloring whatever, any more than in the sacred doctrines most connected with human
happiness—peace and freedom—religion, rational as well as pure, morality, uncompromising though charitable—benevolence, universal, but discriminating—which is the design of these pages to teach. Published by
Harper Brothers; For sale by Loring, Short
and Harmon.

experiments by

Six

of

Pessky Lootner, as the country
mangle it, nor Peska Lutnay, as the
profound French scholars enunciate it; neither is it Pesky Nuisance, as a worn-out musical critic styles it, but Peschka Leutner,
(Loytner.)
not

♦

on

a

The birds took to dram-

French doctor.

Two

males,

toria has sent many curious instruments,
among them four of George third’s silver
state-trumpets, and the Secretary of State

collection of Indian instru-

Men, Women and Things. By Fanny Fern.
good-sized volume of lively sketches,
in the well-known manner of the writer, and
a glance at the index is a most convincing
proof of her versatility. “Undertaker’s signs
on Churches,” “Mrs. Washington'9 Eternal
Knitting,” “How I Read the Morning Paper,” “Petting,” “Why Don’t I Lecture1/”
“The Scrubbing Brush Mania,’’.“The Dignity of Human Nature,” and many

topics

thing through if I am shut up in a lunatic
asylum forever after.” Another says: “My
brain is reeling, and my senses are in a
as

Verily

will be filled with the

our

insane

asylums

unfortunate victims of

the wizard Gilmore.

A correspondent of Viciyht’s Journal of

more

incon-

j

to say such hard things in your chapter “On
Editors?” Editors always speak handsomely
of you. Not to mention several other charges
that you bring against us without giving ns
sav that
any chance to defend ourselves—you
we “have a very good time,” and, to our exI
We
don t
human
not
treme surprise, “an1
and we are. However, you admit that our
roseleaf is, at times, a very little doubled up
_.that subscribers are occasionally a little less
amenable than could be wished, that we are
subject to invasion of bores and book-agents,
and that other papers coolly appropriate our
pet items. Such is (editorial) life. We ure
human—and thank you foryour good, sensible
words on editorial duties and responsibilities,
and forgive you for the rest of your very piqHaving
uant and rather rampant article.
“had out” our own grievances, we cheerfully
as a
lunik
our
readers
to
the
recommend
and entertaining companion for tlie

bright

at the mountains, seaside, or at
Published by G. W. Carlcton. For

sale by Bailey & Noyes.
Rl’NINKIIS NOTH **'
The nerves are ever on the rack while kidney,
bladder and
glandular diseases, mental
and physical debility, gravel, diabetes, retenof urine, and all chronic
tion or incoutinuence
maladies of tlie urino-genital organs, in cither
All
males or females, remain in the system.
these ailments promptly subside by an
sional dose of Smoi-anoer's Bcchu.

occa-

jy2-eoUiw

if the Anvil Chorus hail

Another says:
upon my head.”
“Let me but get out of this crazing, demo-

played

niac influence.”

and

suggestive

ful and touching language. But oh, Mrs.
Fanuy! why did your evil genius piompt you

home.
Gilmore will probably ere long be indicted
for murder. We advise him to betake himself to Nephelococcvgia or Swammerdam.
Some of the sufferers are dying by inches.
The editor of the Boston Transcript vowed,
during the singing of the Marseillaise, that
he “was ready to cut his own throat.” Another victim writes, “I am bound to see jtlie

equally

gruous are written up sometimes in a style
irtesistibly comical, sometimes in very beauti-

summer

ments.

“I feel

dozen au-

This is

Stuarts, stands Lord Kildare’s harp, with
metal strings and black ancient frame. A
harpsichord belonging to Handel is also
shown. Japan, China, Africa, Otaheite and
New Zealand contribute barbaric violins,
trumpets, flutes and tomtoms, among them
the war drum of the King of Ashanti. The
real treasures of the collection are the stringed
instruments, including about two hundred
violins, violas, violincelli and basses of the
Amati and Stradivarii, and a viola said to
have belonged to Handel.
Lord Warwick
lends to the exhibition an English box-wood
violin, dated 1578. It is carved with woodland scenes and is said to have been given by
Queen Elizabeth to Leicester. Queen Vic-

whirl.”

a

Caper-Sauce ; A Volume of Chitchat about

the

been

these half

into “an every day novel.” A salimagunadmirably adapted for sojourners at the
seaside or mountains—just the thing for travellers. Published by Roherts Brothers, Boston—For sale by Loring, Short and Harmon.

heard in Wales and Ireland in the times of

a

by

en

held at South Kensington,
collection, so interesting to
students of musical history, comprises about
600 instruments, of all nations and ages.
The dulcimer, sackbut and harp of ancient
Jewish music are faithfully represented.
Among the venerable wormeaten jiarps,

for India sends

taken

di

Musical Notes.

This

are

thors and the threads of their destinies wov-

An exhibition of ancient musical instru-

being

the

Loring, Frederic B. Perkins and Edward E. Hale.
Six characters—three males and three fe-

mrnths of absinthe drinking was found
sufieient to kill the strongest cock or hen.
Thr fowls which indulged in brandy alone,
astsl, however, four months and a half;
whi e the wine-bibbers survived for ten
Their crests also swelled to four
mon hs.
t me. the original size, and became unnaturally red.

London.

of

ic W.

that it became necessary to limit the allowance. They all lost flesh rapidly, more
so

those who drank absinthe.

Oxe by iialf a Dozes

Otuek :—Harriet Beeclier Stowe, Adeline
D. F. Whitney, Lucretia P. Hale, Freder-

drinking with evident delight, and many an
old cock consumed his bottle of wine a day,

ments is

Brougham,. says—“But

ject

members

of somff curious

our

part of the author.
In the dedication, to Sam'l Rogers, Esq.

The German cantatrice at the Boston Jubi-

subject

from

runs

though

vanity may lie somewhat touched
by the pointed criticisms upon our peculiarities—we can but admit their justness, coupled as they are with so much good humor,
and an evident desire to l>c impartial on the

about three thousand numbers.

The effect of alcohol

novel

national

painters formerly sent about
two thousand paintings to the exhibition, blit
they are now entirely unrepresented.
is

Short

written some

the Old to the New

The German

lee

a

the course of the story
World; anil

terest,

This year’s exhibition of paintings in Paris
contains

by Loring,

Forsale

by the late Lord
twenty-eight
years since, but for private reasons ot bis
Anything
Lordship's was not published.
from the pen of this ex'raordinary man, who
tor a half century exercised such a great influence, almost a magnetic power, over the
public mind of Great Britain, cannot but in-

A

especially

Office of Portland & Ogdensburg
Railroad Company, Portland, July

SEWING MACHINE

have been abolished.
can now

recent

qualification

Thoroughly

All the show and fanfaronade of the
Their clothes arc
Their military bands

To

this continent.

The Company Numbers

may 27-tf

Wau ted.

would not have

one

Miss Anna Mehlig, whose season in California and Oregon has been very
successful,
will return to the Eastern States in
August.
Mme. Camilla Urso will a'so come hack in
August, from London.

French army is gone.
plain and serviceable.

A Massachusetts citizen who was

gentlemen can
good board,

or two
rooms ami

or

MOLOCH’S DEN OF WILD AND FEROCIOUS TIGERS AND HYENAS
exhibited at each performance bv the great
MOLOCH, who will enter the den and exhibit his
astonishing magnetic power over the monsters of the
desert and the jungle, and demonstrate his complete
control over them.

light.

wrork

Boarders Wanted.
GENTLEMAN

A be furnished with front
also, transient

quack
phalanx.

No. 9 Lowell St.

Boarders Wanted.
OOD rooms well furnished, with good board, at
ClW reasonable rates, at No 13 Myrtle St. my28tf

drawing the Fain' Chariot of Titania; the whole
forming the most attractive out door display ever wit-

nessed

or

the

tells how the food passes

that he had vacated permanently,
$40,000 and a young lady being missed from

Wanted.
a
stationary engine

Wanted.
general house-work;

Enquiry

Apply

through

cion

run

May 29-dtf

THE BEAUTIFUL TABLEAUX CAR

SILENT FEED

MONEY

as

SMART,

A

a

COLLECTION OF PERFORMING ANINALS.
Including a number of the most untractable varie-

Notice.

WOT. II.

YOUNG MAN
June 27

active young man about 25, who lias
jtA. hail some business experience, can hear ofa good
situation by addressing with full name and references, 1*. O. Box 1743. Must be a good penman.
June 27-tf

application.

PIJltE SPICES, &e.

June 13-d 1m

MEN who understand themwilling to work when an excellent
opportunity is ottered. Commission large and business unexceptionable.
Good reference required.
Further particulars may be learned by addressing
junTtf
ARCHIBALD, Box 16U5.

A

present “Lock-Stitch” Machine has no equal in
the world. The WHEELFR & WILSON’S is reliable, economical and noiseless. It answers the wants
of the household completely, and

COTTON,

IMPORTERS 4- GRINDERS

»y

Hit. CEO. A. CLARK, HOSUEOFATHIST,

GOOD SMART
^JX
selves and arc

Wanted.

our

TEAS!

l’rof.

WANTED.

ENGINEER
_Congress

PAID,

full line of choice

samples of which will be furnished

Company.

1—new 3t

to
st.

store for

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.

A

Match

West Commercial Street.

FAMILY

icles to be found in a first-class Trunk Store, and
lavin* had fifteen years practical experience in the
msiness in New York and Boston, I can warrant my
rvork to give satisfaction, and my rent being low and
attending to the manufacturing myself, 1 can afford
I would invite my friends and the pubo sel1 cheap.
ic generally to give me a call, and examine my goods
md prices. Trunks made to order. Repairing done.
FI? "All goods delivered to any part of the city free
)f charge.
EDWARD NIXON,
iel8-dlmo.
229 Congress st.

IN BOND OR

on

GIRLS WANTED

A

FOR DISINFECTING.

PHOTOGRAPH

jclidlm

SMART active young man to act as new*
agent
the traiu. Reference am! a deitosit required.
C. R. CHISHOLM & BROS.
Apply to
jy4d3fc
G. T. R. Depot.
w-

To the

and

Baskets, Satchels,

wholesale grocery store.
113 Commercial Street.

A

1A.

Congress Street,

fitted

Sale.

Hi» removed to NO. 4 Brawn St.
Office hours from 8 to 10 A. M, and 2 to 4

Depot,

a

MEN

UNQUESTIONABLY

the
Up
opened this
sale of Trunks, Valises, Ladies’ Pellisicr, Bags,
HAYING
PitfNie
Shawl
and all

TOBIN,

ROOMS in a growing town of
(9000) nine thousand inhabitants. The only rooms
in the place and now
doing a good busines.
Sold on account of ill health.
|e27d2kr«
KANDAI.L BROS, Natiek, Muss.

hung a wreath of lilies; above him the
crystal chandeliers chimed gaily, swayed by

or

and was

Apply at

Wanted.

Next to City Hall.

183 Commercial.
Tor

exceeds the glories of the days of chivalry
splendor of the Field of the Olotli of Gold.

NIXON’S

F. A.

to otter the PUREST AND
FLAVORED ClDER manufactured.

now

I napproachable Magnificence of
its out-door display,

remedy

GEO. S. HAY,
Sole Agent for State of Maine.
FEDERAL STREET.
jy2-eo.LVwlw

jly4-tf

Portland Star

will be

BETHESDA

brated

am

Gorgeous Brilliancy,

PHANTS and

by Dr. HEATH disclosed the
startling fact that a majority of those suffering with
SERYOUS DEBILITY, Dyspepsia, Constipation,

appointed agent
HAVING
DANFORTH of Norway forthe sale of his cele-

I

And ECLIPSING ALL THE WORLD in the

Dazzling Splendor,

THE RAREST AND BEST SELECTED MENAGERIE
Ever organized, also FIVE PERFORMING ELE-

Practice

52 Chatham

Mr.

BEST ANIMAL EXHIBITION ON THE CONTINENT.

before

Exchange Nt.

work in

wanted7

_New York,_

5 0 0 o

Martini's (irove Camp IVIci'tiiig Association.
FB11 IE tirst, meeting of Martha’s Grove ('amp MectA ing Association will be holden at the vestry of
Chestnut St. M. E. Church. Port laud, Me., at 2 o’clock p. in., Friday, July 12th, 1872.

bv

A

BOY to

THE

25 PINE ST.
Jnn2/kll2t

PRINCE &

been

WANTED

-AND-

BONDS.

school is o|»cu to all persons of all denominathe next term will begin Sept. 26.
Catalogue, giving Information in regard to admission and pecuniary aid, will lte sent on application to
Prof. Oliver Stearns, d. D., or Prof. K. J.
You no.
my4d2m

1IHIS
tions, and
A

Oxford

THE

SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAN,

DIVINITV SCHOOL OF

Harvard.

OF

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co

few

Description of Sewers, &c, may be seen at the office of the City Engineer.
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved.
Per order

Experianeed young lady to teach on the W. &
W Sewing Machine.
jly 4tf
Apply at No. 163 Middle Street.

AN

Pronounced by tlie Prews and the Public

Instalment*.

Immediately

in.

p.

Of Waukesha, Wisconsin.

Portland to Congress st.
Cumberland to Madison

Washington

7J

A 7 per cent, bnml for sale at 80 and interest on on3
of the great roads running from New York tCity—on
the third largest road in New York State. The inost
desirable bond of all the Midland issues, affording the
largest income and promising the greatest protit,
At 80 and interest they give about 9 Per Cent.
Per Aiiuuhi income on the amount invested, and
by a rise to par would pay 45 Per Ceut. Profit.
We believe them one of the safest and most profit*
able investments ottered in this market for years.

for Sewers.

point

2 ami

Wanted

1)A Y.

AND

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

of retail

THE Inlcrroloninl Coni Mining Coni>
A pnny are prepared to sell coal from their Mine
on the “Acadia” Seam, at Drummond Colliery, Pictou, N. S., and to deliver it F. O. B., at Granton
Wharf, Pictou Harbor, in any quantity.
The coal from this Mine is how taken from a depth
of nearly 1400 feet, and for steam and manufacturing
nurjioses, is not surpassed by any in the Province.
It has been extensively used in Cooking Ranges and
for household pur|>oseH
generally, and owing to its
cleanliness, brilliant llamc and freedom from sulphur
lias given universal satisfaction. The appliances for
handling and assorting the various descriptions of
coal, and the facilities for despatch, are of a superior
charact er. Orders may be addressed or applications
made to James Dunn, Esq., Gen. Ag’t, Wcstvllle, N.
S.; A. P. Ross, Esq., Ag’t, Pictou, N. S., or to the
subscriber, who is now landing a cargo of the above
coal, and is prepared to sell in large ot small quantities. ami will keep a constant -supply on band for this
market.
A. D. WHIR DEN,
No. 12 Union Wharf,
Agent for State of Maine.
Portland, June 10, 1872.
junlldlini

a

12th & 13th.

ENTERTAINMENT

“Medium Machine.”

MIDLAND

PICTOU COAL !

In Neal street from Congress st. to
rods south of Brackett st.

i>crfonnancea;at

ST.,

“POMP OF PAGEANTRY”

null

OLIVER D1TSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. D1TSON & CO New York.
jun27d&w2wr w26

Proposal*

two

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

and

OXFORD
SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time yon go out?
llenovate those you have with

h

our

Saturday, July

A

THE BEST EQUESTRIAN PERFORMANCE

_ap25tf_

Mozart’s Letters, (2 vols. eaeli, $1.75);
Beethoven’s Letters, ($2.00);
Mendelsslion’s Letters, (2 vols., each, $1.75); and
Reminiscences of Mendelssohn, ($1.75.)

Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapt-

id for nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
[h alers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per
Wttle'

1IHE

and examine

&

THE MODEL

a

33P*Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call

31

hcaiy Biographic**,

no

charmingly
ing books, as are

Lot

horoughiy understan l

DO

COUNSELLOR AT

WOOL

Worth

ant

Boot & Shoe Makers

the

account
York.

MIMK is a veteran in the business, and
y understands the wants of tlie people.

ILL

Plate,

au see

purchasing

about

SECOND NATIONAL BANK

Reading,

In Madison str ct from
itreet.

-OF-

of work

are

to call at

Machine* *o!d

ME.

In Washington street from
street.

A LARGE STOCK

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

EMTARUSIKCD

PORTLAND,

viz:—

SISK,

OFFERS FOR SALE

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

those that

Wanted.

HIGH & PORTLAND

Friday

OTI1EH8

Where we shall keep constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles of

11-t,t,&s

1111E

171 FO RE STREET

Book, Card

ALL

FOlt SALE AT

Committee on Drains and Sewers will receive
proposals until 2 o’clock P. M, SATURDAY,
July 6tli, for the construction of Sewers, as follows,

27-dff

June

KIMBALL,

Beethoven, ($2.00) of Handel, ($2.00): of Mozart,
($1.75); of Mendelssohn, ($.75); of Rossini; ($1.75); of
Chopin, ($1.50); or of Schumann, ($1.75.)

DYER,

OFFERS FOR SALE

At

OF

price.

A VERY LARGE STOCK

FREBEE 8'I IIEET.

MANUFACTURER

P.

Of

The

Fore Street.
EDWIN

TIT08E

Town of

FOR T1IE BEST OF

Country.

169

JEWETT,

3tit COIXGBC88 8T BEET,

ers.

in the

169

Italian & American Marble,
Yard 43

June

rHE

Wholesale Dealers in

OfUre

€.

desk

last.”

him

was

Music Journal says: “The conductor was evidently in the best of moods. In front of his

Derringer of Indiana, at the age of one
hundred and seven years, is headed by a local
paper, “An ancient pistol who went off at

leg, leaving

comment

large and enthusiastic, the price
doubled, the weather was
charming and the finely rendered programme
included among other numbers* Beethoven’s
overture to Coriolanus, “Liszt’s
symphonic
poem “Orpheus” (first time) and selections
from Wagner's “Flying Dutchman” and
“Tannhauser.” The correspondent of the

An English lady attempted to bring her
husband to terms by making off with his

CAPABLE girl to do general housework. Reference required.
Apply at 90 CLARK ST.
juy3

PORTLAND,
COR.

331 CONGRESS STREET,

styles

CIIOHI7* BOOK.

subscriber has recently purchased the Central House, at Poland, ami painted, paired and
inished the same throughout, can accommodate tainlies desiring pleasant, board in a healthy location.
It is situated about two miles from the celebrated
‘Poland Springs”. For further particulars c all on.
>r address
GEO. E. HOUGHTON.
Polaud, June 7, 1872.
junStf

Gr.

and Best Assortment

of Carriages ever exhibited in tliis
State, embracing
almost, every kind of a carriage now in
use, and several new
(sold by no other concern) for sale at
greatly reduced prices—much less than lirst-class
carriages can be purchased for at any other place in
New England.
Call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.
Books of cuts, with prices, sent free to persons desiring to purchase.

Bcacli, Oak IIU1, Hie.

Mcarboi-o

FRESCO PAINTER
N. 15. Onler Slate at F. F.
and Cross Streets.

—

audience

The announcement of the death ofMr. John

wooden

appropriate

of admission was

day so gay, you cannot thrill me!
Your light and perfume, shower and song.
Your bloom ami brightness, only till me
Willi old-time memories, sweet ami strong.
1 would not bid your swift hours tarry,
I do not hasten at your call;
For in my’thankful heart I carry
The joy ami fruitage of the fall.

less.

the result would l>e an
the entire Jubilee.

on

Theodore Thomas’ benefit concert at Centr;d Park Gardens was a great success. The

0

A Western

WILL EXHIBIT AT

WIIEHE

Get the lives of the Great Music Masters:

KIRKWOOD IIOISE

Jan24-ly_

Cook aud Laundress,
paid.
jel8tf

A GOOD, faitliful Girl in a small family. Apply
J.X. at 39 St. Lawrence st, after 2 o’clock p. m.

convertible”

TAKE pleasure in announcing to the people of
Maine that 1 now have on hand the

jun8tf

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

larity.

Sewing Machine

CARRIAGES.

HOUSE,

This popular and liome-like summer resort will be re-opened for the season on
Tucftilay, June 11,187*1.
J. P. CHAMBERLIN, Prop.

BBOWX,

Counsellor and Attorney

TT&S

expe-

an

Wanted.

CARRIAGES,

Elizabeth Beach.

Capo

CLIFF COTTAGE, Cape
Elizabeth,
ATrienced

To whom liberal
wages will be
Enquire at Press Office,

Tlite report indicatesliow well the Hingcr Sewmaintains it early and well earned

FARNHAM,

Snmmer

_

EDGAR 8.

jiinmf

nice

W A Ns T E D

2,000!

5

aplO

Boston,

gray, you could uot chill me.
sweet time, far otfuml fair,
wIiuIh stuirkcil and rcliocfi shrilly,
And wild tain washed the woodland's hare!
Though sodden fields stretched cold, unvaried,
And birds flew south on weary wing;
For in my happy heart I carried
The hope and promise of the
spring.

Though loud

Wanted.

0.

ing Machine

Mass.

find

CAPABLE

Giving

SALE BY

JOHN C.

Trunk R. R., (South Paris

OCEAN

Boarders Wanted.
TltWO gentlemen and Iheir wives can

day so

O

In that

ONE

Bird, Manager
6

st.

GIRL. Apply at
A
_Jun25tf_57 PEERING ST.

181,260.
EXCEEDING

freshness and purity.

Manager.

CLOUDRAA,

Cr.

J.

!

j

YOI'TII AND AGE.

Woman Wanted to go into the Country.
CAPABLE and competent to take
charge of
cooking and general house-work will he well
paid. Apply at office of Portland Packing Cb., 110
Commercial street, up stairs.
Best references required.
jv2dlw

o

the Singer Sewing Machine for the year
1871 were

I h>i»u
AVe invite all

a

FOR

TO

A rooms and good board by calling at 03 Cumberland, corner of Anderson st., or would take three or
four single gentlemen.
Jo28dlw*

SEWING MACHINE.

to avail them-

up by process whereby all the delicate and
PUTdelicious
flavor of the fruit is retained in all its

house at every train.
Billiard and Bath Rooms; a’so, a good
and Feed Stable connected with the
WM. P, JORDAN,

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

are requested
we offer.

For Flavoring Syrups, Ice Creams, &c.

Livery
muse.

REMITTANCE

Gleanings and Gossip.

June 22-tf

IS

PINEAPPLE JUICE

Carriages from the

B. Hamel, Jk.

jau23-ly_

HOTEL,

On the Grand

Station.)

Philadelphia.

ami

1,2

The Sale of

AUBURN, Maine.
3m
jun22-TT&S

NOBWAY.

MERCHANTS !

>8 Walnut St.,

WHITTfcN,

j.vl____

BEALS’

Plating

AUBURN FOUNDRY & MF’G CO.

Largest

Proprietress.

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

8

DURABLE !

{S3P~Manufacturera
selves of the facilities

I

HOUSE,

Menagerie

OF TRAINED WI1.D BEASTS,

ac-

finish.

This popular house is now ready to receive
1
Xltcahhoarders, regular and transient.
•AAL*V Piiecs from SI.00 to $1.25 per day.

LAn"H

1

All articles to which Niche! Platiny is applicable
plated in the best manner, under license from United
Nickel Company of New York.

Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Me.

nSBaSI

Co.,

varying

rate*

British

1675. Portland.

Wanted.
learn the Hair Work Trade. 'Apply to
JOHN F. SHERRY,
jnJtilw
_No. UClapp’s Block, Congress

“THE SINGER”

APOTHECARIES !

painting,

ADAMS

Co.,

H.

This famous summer resort, situated on the Fide of
Mt. Starr King, commands an uninterrupted ami
magnilieent view of White, Franconia and Green
Mountain Ranges. The late lamented Starr King regarded this s|K>t as unsurpassed in loveliness and
grandeur. Trains on the Summit Railroad, and the
Summit and Tip-Top Houses can be seen from the
house.
Stages connect at Lanc aster, N. H., only 7 miles,
with every train to and from Boston, and after July
1, to and from Montreal and Portland via Northumberland, (Grand Trunk Railroad). Excellent livery
teams furnished at reasonable rates for all points of
interest. Catarrhal Complaints and Hay Fever immediately relieved. House inside and out being plac
ed in perfect condition, by
papering, &c.
Western Union Telegraph Ottiee in house.
Mr. B. H. Plaisted, the recent proprietor, will be
connected with the house the coming season. Perseus desiring information in regard to terms, board,
&e., will please address the undersigned, until June
1, at Portland, Me., and after that date at Jefterson,
N. If.
W. P. MERRILL, Proprietor.
Jefferson, N. IT., May 17, 1872.
myl8-2m t,t,...

Sanger’s

—

Mize of package and vnl

Robert A.

TT&S

AND

AVAUMHKK HOUSE,

-AKD-

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
4*4 MOUTH DELAWAIIV AVENUE,

I

received.

and

Dividend* attended to.

IntercMt ami

~

easy* The undersigned for twenty years past
Superintendent and Treasurer of Telegraphs at Portland, Me., has purchased the above named house.

to the

—

ARTICLES of VAL-

RECEIVED nt

COLLECTION

MIDDLE ST.

Costs less than Silver

dav.
JA8, M. GIBSON, Proprietor.

Order Slate at 0. M. & E. I*. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.
£3f*All orders promptly attended to.
my2Ktf

Great London Circus

Music is lively ami severe upon the Peace Jubilee as follows:
I notice an editorial
query in your columns
as to w hether
the “playing upon” the anvils
by the firemen at the Jubilee is to be done
til rough
hose-pipe.” In that case I recommend that the anvils first be made red
hot;

PHESS.

SATURDAY MORNING, JULY «, 1872.

Girls

Capable

IMPROVED

open fer summer and transient
It is the nearest hotel to the

N.

HOWE’S

THE

Address with references

__BOX

uatiou.

NICKEL PLATING

«

JEFFERSON,

INTER

&, 48

MORE

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

40

felitkloiu eod

half per

a

dC.

&

Phillips

VE

cording

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

Portland&Ogdenshurg It. IL Depot. Rooms
pleasant and well ventilated. Terms from
_six to ten dollars per week., transient two

dollars and

PAINTER,

FlIESCO

W. F.

House !

North Corn way, N. II.

roy22-eod-3m

FITTINGS, PUMPS, dC.,

good penman.
J)7f~lw

SEE IT!

aimirni.

ami other valuable*
DEPOSITS of ANY

Oar Pore White Load, both dry and ground in oil,
we warrant to be Mtrirfly purr, and GUARANTEE
that f<*r fineness, body and durability. it is not surpassed by any ixiad iu the market, either foreign or
American.
53^1 n order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is oil every package of our Pure Load. None genuine without it.

jcl3dtf

Washington

!

AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, REE
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LIN ED PIPE, IRON PIPE
&

Assistant Book-Keeper Wanted.
Vf VST be quick anil correct with figures, ar.il a
1TA

WAIT FOR IT !

SPEC IAL DEPOSITS of Slock*, Boml*,

DRY

Proprietor.

Ciiakles H. Gloyi>, Clerk.
Thomnston. dune 1st, 1672.

now

from 815 to 960 per

Dry nn«l Ground in Oil,

MAINE.

Deposit Vaults,

HAFEN TO BENT iu.idc ifao Vault, at

OF

HOTEL, Pure White Lead

Traveling agents.

boarders.

Oliver Street,
BOSTON.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

LOOK FOR IT !

No. 97 Exchange Street.

A 30

BOSTON

Coaches leave the House to connect with all the
Steamers touching at Rockland from east or west
Also to carry passengers to ami from the cars.
Carleton’s well-known Livery Stable is connected
with the House.
All old acquaintance and ft lends at the Lvni»k
House, where the undersignod officiated as Clerk
from its oj>eniug, are invited not to forget his present
residence. He willin'at home and happy to meet
them all.
WILLIAM Jv. BICKFORD,

Ts

Safe

MISCELLANEOUS.
IT IS COMING!

PORTLAND

Co., Ag’ts,

JIANUEACTEREBS

repaired,

price,

market

33, 34

OOIrr

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

1829.]

IN

J. H. Chadwick &

This old. well known and favorite house has during
the past winter, been thoroughly
remodeled
and supplied with new furniture, in style equal to
any Hotel of the dav; is now oi»ened for i*ermanciit
and transient boarders.
The rooms are light and airy, the arrangement, being sneli, that each room has a view upon Main st., a
street unsurpassed in beauty, by none in the State.
Making it a most pleasant resorj for visitors from cities during the summer season.
The larder will be kept fully supplied with the best
tin; market affords, at all times ami seasons, and no
pains or expense spared to make the condition of all
who may patronize the House agreeable ami happy.
Central and commodious SAMPLE ROOMS are
open, in connection with the house to accommodate

Sole agents in Maine for the sale .and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also tor

[ISCORrOBATEn

STREET.

THOMASTON,

]

Commercial 8t., Porllmad.

170

Me.

Moulton & Clank,
Proprietors.
This house, just completed, is now open
of
.for the accommodation
visitors, boarders
and parties. It is situated in the midst of a
of “the Bay,” and is
[grove obout midway
[within twenty minutes drive of the business
portion of the’ city.
Bowling/Alleys, Livery and Feed Stables are connected witli the house.
jun'Jtidlm

a

space, in
“square.”
$150 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; contiuunz every other day utter first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
v eek, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
U nder bead of “Am smemknts,” $2 00 per square
p. r week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Hates of Advertising:

length of column, constitutes

MISCELLANEOUS.

HOUSE I BOSTON LEAD CO.,

Ferry Beach, Saco,

PRESS

Is published every Thursday Mobnino at
ear; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

Address

I

day (Sundays excepted) by the

Adamson’s Balsam

cures

mrlO-T T S &

Asthma, Coughs

Price 35 and 75 cts.

Colds, Lung Complaints.

wly._

Ladies, it will be welt

Duponco’s Golden Pills
gists. Always reliable.

remember that
sold by all drug-

to

are

jvti-eodlwAwlt

PRESS.

THE

SATURDAY MORNING, JULY 6, 1872.
“General €5ra ill
and he

never

has been beaten,

will be.’’—Horace Greeley.

never

“Grant and his

policy

deservo the

very

highest credit.”—Horace Greeley.
“The people ot the United *tute* know
€»enernl Grant—have known all about
him si nee DontUon and Vicksburg; they
do not know
care to know

his

slanderers,

and do not

cbvm.'9—Horace Greeley.

republican nomination*.
FOR PRESIDENT,

ULYSSES S. GRANT.

STATE NOMINATIONS.
GOVERNOR,

FOB

PE11HAM.

SIDNEY
FOB

At

PRESIDENTIAL

ELECTOnS:

E. SPRING, of Portland.
ALEXANDER CAMPBELL,
qf Cherry Held.

Large—SAMUEL

District—JAMES H. Me MULLAN.
Second District—JOHN H. KIMBALL, of Bath.
Third Distrtct—JAMES ERSKINE, of Bristol.
Fifth District—EBENBZEIt KNO WL TON.
First

FOR

REPRESENTATIVES

TO

It is a curious

college degrees that the departure
from their original use and meaning is now
so wide that they have acquired a new use
and meaning which are now so commonly
understood and recognized that they have become as legitimate as the old.
M. D. and
the degree conferred at graduation from the
academic department of colleges are almost
the only ones that still indicate a supposed
proficiency in any department of learning or
the accomplishment of any particular course
of study.
A. M. has come to be, as has
been wittily said, a mere certificate of uninterrupted existence for three years after graduation, while D. I)., and LL. D. are no longer
thought by any intelligent person to indicate
legal or theological learning. They are
strictly honorary degrees, and he who regustine
receives

nor

neither a St.
William Blackstone.

a

merely

a

Aune
compliment. It is true that
be

colleges still try to observe a certain appropriateness in the bestowal of their diplomas.
But the range of their choice is so narrow
that they often find it difficult to keep in view
even the small degree of respect for their
original meaning and design that is now
required. They do not yet confer D. D. on
a profane tenor
singer, or LL. D. on an inventor, or A. M. on celebrated members of
♦he prize ring. But they impose no narrowr restrictions on themselves.
The honorary
agrees oi A. B., A. H., and LL. D. sustain
) each other about the relations of the
positive, comparative and superlative. To confer A. B. on a man is merely an act of common politeness, to give him A. M, is to confer a mark of distinguished consideration,
while LI* I). is not necessarily a reward for
mere judicial eminence or even statesmanship, but for great public services. And
herein is found the excuse for bestowing a
degree on the President. If college honors
are worth anything they surely
ought to be
be conferred on men who have deserved well
of their country. There being no

degree
precisely adapted to express the academic
appreciation of such achievements in public
life as those of Gen. Grant, and the doctorate of laws being a degree of more
general
application, as well as a more distinguished
honor than the rest, it is by no means a conspicuously silly thing to confer it upon the
man who has by means of both the sword
and the pen made the reign of law universal
throughout this country.
x iir.

aryiui

io

oe

consistent

in

its

opposi-

tion to the Ogdensburg loan, has
begun

attack

on

the

city credit, asserting

that

an

City

It doesn’t appear that Horace Greeley

was

greeted with the air of “Dixie” when he en■ed the coliseum. Why this neat and
apipriate attention was omitted by the mana-

eds to be explained.

Political Notes.
The Belfast Age says tfiat the
meeting
called at Belfast is not of Republicans
opposed to Mr. Hale but a Greeley
meeting, which
the Age does not favor.
At the Greeley meeting in Baltimore Tuesday night, ex-Govemor Swann used the following language: “As to the past record of
Greeley, that should be regarded as apart
from the present question, and for his future
there was every reason to believe that his ad.
ministration would secure everything that
could be asked by democrats.”
Among the gentlemen who sat down at Mr.
Greeley’s Democratic feast at the Revere

House, Wednesday evening, was our fellow
citizen, Charles P. Kimball, Esq. H. G. has
doubtless forgiven Mr. Kimball for circulating
so

many thousands of that vile

the

good man
Greeley.

who was

icature of
then called Mother
ca-

the amusing, grotesque, fanciful and humorons
characters that was ever got together this is entitled to the palm. Everybody was delighted
with it. An excellent oration by Lieut. Gov.
Dale was a feature of the day. There was also
two boat races on the Pond, in which Portland
lwys entered. The first was a four-oared race
between the Lachine Club of Montreal and tlie
Ariels of Portland; distance, a mile and a half
and return; prizes, $100 and $30. The Ariels

got a good start and kept just ahead to the
stake boat, but in rounding the water was so
rough that their boat filled and swamped and
the Lachiues pulled home in 35 minutes and
took the first prize. After the Ariels had
got
adiore and emptied their boat they pulled leis-

Oxford County Republican Convention,
The Oxford County Republican Convention
was held at
Paris Hill July Sd, nearly every
town and plantation
being represented. Gen.
J. J. Perry.presided and B. K.
of
Frink,
Hrott'nfiplfl
bhhv nneiu

WHS eieciea saeraiev*
was
secretary.

Esq.,

Hon. E. C. Farrington of
Fryeburg, harin'*
served but one term in the Senate, was unarm
mously re-nominated by acclamation. Col. F
E. Shaw, of the Demacrat, was nominated in
the same manner for County Treasurer; and also I,. D. Stacy of
Porter, for Sheriff. For Senator from the eastern portion of the
county
there was a spirited contest. The candidates
were J. K. Martin
of Rumford, and James
Irish of Hartford. Both have lieen members
of the House, and are both well qualified for the
place. Mr. Martin received a small majority,
and on motion of his competitor his nomination
was maile unanimous.
Mr. Chaseof Buckiield,
the present incumbent, and
Joseph L. Chapman of
Andover, were candidates for County
Commissioner. The former was
nominated,
although Mr. Chapman received a very handsome vote. lor
Register of Deeds,S. R. Newell,
the present incumbent, was
nominated, over L.
B. Barker of Bethel by a small
J.
K Hobbs, who has held the office majority.
of Register of
Probate for twelve years, was again
a candidate, hut was defeated by H. C. Davis „f urr
ant’s Pond on the second ballot. J. H.
a young attorney of
Bethel, was nominated for
Clerk of Courts, his competitor, S. 11. Hutchins
of Rumford, receiving a
large vote, but not
enough to nominate him.
In every single case the nominations were
made unanimous. Although there was
sharp
competition for several of their places, among
the several friends of the different candidates
the best of feeling prevailed and the convention woundup harmoniously.
Gen. \V. K. Kimball from the committee on
Resolutions, reported resolutions indorsing the
platform ami candidates, of the last National
and State Republican conventions.
Gen. K.
declined the office of Clerk of
Courts, to whicli
lit) would have been
renominated, had he permitted the use of his name in that connection.
Hon. W m. P. Frye
being present addressed
the Convention at lenth
upon the political topics of the day.

Wrieilt

gen-

whom it was a pleasure to meet. There
is some talk at the Pond of
arranging a match
between these crews at some future time.
For the single scull race, Michael
Davis, H.
P. Ladd and Charles Henry, all of

Portland,

entered; distance, a mile and return; prizes,
$50 and $25. Henry had the first choice and
took the inside, with Davis in the middle.
Ladd got the advantage in the
start, but his

outrigger broke and he withdrew. Davis came
in in 15.14 ami Henry in 15.33, and the
prizes
were given accordingly.
The Ariels were treated very handsomely by the committee and the
people, and enjoyed their trip very much. They
desire to return thanks to the comidtttee and
others for the many courtesies received.
Religious Intelligence.

There have been over a hundred hopeful conversions in Marshfield, Northfield,
Whitney▼ille and Princeton.
Rev. Mr. Bowen, waster of tlie Main street
Free Baptist church, Lewiston, is
spending, a
vacation of sir weeks in Rhode Island. Rev.
Mr. Ford, pastor of the Pine street
Congregational church, is also taking a four weeks’
vacation.
Jiv'*

Rev. Mr. Clemens baptized seventeen
persons, and Itev. Mr. Page three persons in the
CoblKwsee pond at Richmond Corner last Sun-

day.

annunl

Methodist

camp-meeting, at
Grove, Northport, will commence

Monday, August 2<ith, and continue through

the week.

Rev. L. L. Hansoom is to leave Camden for
field of labor at Searsport.

a

new

Rev. Dr. Sheldon closed his labors with the
Unitarian church in Waterville last Sabbath.
>
anui-meeting
Camp-meeting

East
Jtast Livermore wil
commence Tuesday,
August the 20th, aud close
tho
26tli.
Monday, August
at

An old gentleman, 71 years of
age, and a
young lad of 11, were baptised in West Philips
a
charge, few days since, by immersion. Last
Sabbath ten persons were baptised on
Kingfield Circuit. Several were admitted to the
Church in full connection. Rev. E. < Jerry
baptised a number of persons, some eight or ten
in Temple, last Sabbath.
At the recent session of the East Maine Conference at Bucksport, as Bishop Haven came
in front of tho church on
Sunday evening, he
happened to hear some one say tiiat there was a
little crowd of
down by the railroad.
people
The moment his quick ear caught the sound
lie proposed to go and hold a meeting. Several
joined him, and they were promptly on the

Quite a crowd soon gathered. Bishop
Haven opened tho services with appropriate remarks, and then introduced Chaplain Trihou,
snot.

of the navy, Rev. A. 8. Townsend, and Rev!
Mr. Knox, from Kansas, all of whom made excellent remarks. While Bishop Andrews was
pleading for missions in the Church. Bishop
Haven was doing missionary work in
the
streets.
young

from the West

men

graduated last week

Philadelphia Divinity school

(Episcopalian,) all of

whom were ordained to
deaconate. Five others at the same time
received priest’s orders.
Tho Congregationalists and Methodists in
BucIiImkI’ Mass., have temporarily coalesced.
The Congregationalists furnish
the meetinghouse and the Sunday School
while
the Methodists contribute a teacher*, and
a
minister
Sunday school superintendent.
the

The Vermont Association assembled a few
since at Brattlelioro.
There are 201
•hurches in the State,of which 101 are supplied
with ministers. The salaries of 133 ministers
imount to $120,000, an average of $000.
The
diurch property amounts to $1,230,000.
Sevinteen churches report revivals. The churches
lave received 1,051 members during the year;
J1H of them by profession of faith. The whole
lumber of members in thochurche* "are about

parts of Maine, and more widely known
the commander of the Quaker City whose
trip to tlje Holy Land Mark Twain hos made
famous by his “Innocents Abroad.”

Rev. J. B.
.Teter, D. D., of Richmond, Va.,
been appointed by the Southern Baptist
oreign Missionary Board to visit Rome, for
he purpose of attending to tho erection of a
muse of worship in that
city.

some

Jays

18,500.
las

lady
April

was

the
young couple went to a ncighlmring town and
were married.
intended
to
the
afThey
keep
fair secret for a time but one of the parties told
a friend in confidence and it
spread to others.
Mr. Hancock finding that the fact would soon
come to his father-in-law removed his wife to a
hotel and then sent her father a note apprising
him of the real situation.

STATE

Ent out 21st, Lydia Bkolflcld, Forsyth, Rio Janeiro
and Calcutta.
Ar at Loudon 21st, E WStetson,Moore, New York,
(and ent out for do); 22d, Majestic, Gibbons, from

Senator Chandler is making his son-in-law,
a visit at the latter’s
home,
Ellsworth.

Congressman Hale,
In

Gray, June 23. by Rev. A. S. McLean, Jacob N.
Morrell, of Windham, and Miss Delphina N. Humphrey, of Gray.
In Gray, July 3, by Rev. E. Beau, Freeland M.
Small and Miss Lucy J. Quint, both of Gray.
In Waterford. July 1, by Rev. Hollis
Kendall, J. M.

SPECIAL

Plummer and Mrs. C. W. Rand, both of Portland.
DIED.
In this

city, July 3,

Tina E.

Graham, aged

15

years

months.
I Funeral this Saturday forenoon, at 10 o’clock,
at No. 5 May street.
In Dee ring, July 5, Mrs. Nancy Bishop,
aged 84

3

The

NEWS.

Bangor!

of the

NEWS.

PAYftON, Portland.
BRKWftTER, ft WERT A CO.,
Jun26-sn-3m

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNT*.

apGsn eod 3m
As the

Du Fonts’ Powder,

Caps,

&c.

COUNTY.

The

Tel-graph says that the old iron which
fearfully and wonderfully twisted in the

was so

fire which consumed the railroad bridge between
Brunswick and Topsliam, is uow being worked
over by the blacksmiths to he
put into the new
structure. A temporary shop with forge anil
bellows has been put up uear the bridge on the
Brunswick side.

[From

our

Naples Correspondent.]

July 1st, Bayard A., sen of John M. Church
of Naples, fell from a tree, striking on Ins
head,

making a wound which had to be sewed up, hut
from which he seems to suffer no inconvenience.
July 4th,

heavy shower, accompanied by

a

thunder and lightning and a terrific wind passed over the town, and in some parts of the town
uprooting apple aud other trees to a considerable extent.
About 11 o’clock Thursday night the house of
Nathaniel York of Najfles, was discovered to he
on fire, which was consumed with most
of the
contents. Supposed to be uninsured.
The town celebrated by a parade of Fan tastics in the morning and a display of fire-works
in the evening, of the 4th.
Many farmers in this vicinitv commenced
having the first of this week, but have not been
able to get their hay dry on account of
frequent
showers.
C
FRANKLIN

COUNTY.

Brig Hyperion, Woodbury, Philadelphia^-coal

order.

Mr. B.

Goodwin, carriage manufacturer at
Farmington, has sold a carriage a day for the
past two weeks, at prices ranging from §105 to
The Kennebec Journal says: The collection

of salmon for

breeding purposes at Bucksport
Over 500 fisb, weighin''
the aggregate about three tons, and
ranging
from R to 28 lbs. each, arc nowon
hand, and additions arc daily made to the number. They
are kept alive and
healthy in an enclosure in a
fresh water
pond iu Bucksport, where they will
remain until November, when their
eggs will
be taken from them.
The bouse of Brewster Spurting of Gouldsboro, was burned the 22d. Insured in the Penobscot Mutual for $500.
is

proceeding briskly.

Typhoid fever is prevalent in Augusta.
A Republican Club will be formed in
Augusta

which Senator Morrill and
Speaker
Blaine will make speeches.
Mr. H. Q. Blake,
formerly proprietor of the
Androscoggin Hotel at Lisbon, has moved to
Hallowed and taken charge of the Hallowell
House.
at

Samuel Watts &

Bro., of Thomaston,
of 400 tons.

nearly finished.

have
Tho

OXFORD COUNTY.

A correspondent in Brownfield writes that
admirers of good horses and blooded stock
would be well repaid their pains, to call anfi ex-

amine

pon,

and“Cou‘Pequawket,”a|Hambietonian,
Gen.

Knox, and

a

of their one and
two year old colts at the stable of
James Edgeat
comb, esu.,
Brownfield. For docility symmetry and action and perfect training, they are
not surpassed by any horses in the
State.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The Maine Central Directors
to-day at Dover
meet the citizens along the line of the
proposed
Dexter and Brownville road.
some

TENOBSCOT COUNTY.

An inquest has been held on the dead
body
found near Vanceboro’, and the verdict
was
that the deceased came to his death
by means
unknown.
The body could not be ide ntified
and the luyitery remains still unsolved.
Potatoes sold in Bangor Wednesday fifteen
cent a bushel cheaper than before
for twenty
J
years.
Th# Bangor Whig says that in
Bradley, Wednesday, Ashman Cram and Audion Cram wero
severely wounded on the head in a fracas with
two brothers named
Blackman, about the power in a mill which
they occupied

Kendall

s

fell
nme5’
Mills
a few
days

from

since,

a

building

is dead.

Kendall’s Mills has “hulled corn”
in the
week, and yet calls for more.

two

in

days

Tuesday last as Janies
8a>'8£"
Welch and Durmot
Hilton were running a boat
heavily loaded with log driving utensils and
supplies, over Bombazee Rips in Norridgewook
the boat upset and Mr. Hilton was
drowned’
Mr. Welch was injured, but it is
hoped not seriously. Mr. Hilton was about 30 years old
and resides in Anson. The remains
have not
been recovered.
The dwelling house of Thomas
Owens in
Moscow, was struck by lightning during the
thunder shower of Friday last
off a
knocking
of the shingles and
clapboar*, and
nocking down John Sands, one of the inmates.
Soventytavo millions of logs have come down
the East branch of the Kennebec this
spring
East spring the amount
througli the same channel was forty-five millions.
The season has
been Ivery favorable for the drivers.
River
nearly bank full, aud at no time so as to over-

eortion

now.

The Lewiston Journal says that the
anniversary exercises of the Maine Central Institute
at I ittsfield occurred
Tuesday, when fourteen
gentlemen and three lauiva
ladies contended
nMILenueO for
lOT tho
tllO
-.......

Mansnn

has

been

.“‘’

nrizps.

Tlw

nriyoo

wmso

__1.

engaged to teach in the Normal De-

partment the ensuing year.

WALDO COUNTY.

A little son of A. Andrews of Belfast
put his
elbow out of joiut while wrestling with a com-

panion.

The annua] meeting of the stock-holders of
the Belfast Sc Mooseliead R. R. Co., was held
at Belfast July 3d.
The President reports the
following in regard to tho operations of the
the
company during
year past: Claims against
the company amounting to 8300,000 have been
nearly all settled or arranged. The largest was
that of Wilson, Tennant & Co.,
450,0«b which
was settled by
paying 810,000, the maximum
estimate cost of arbitration. The Maine Central R. R. Co., have ratified their lease
agreeing to pay 833,000 annual rental. The subscription claims against towns, now in suit
amount to about 880,000.
The decision of the
court will probably be received in a few
weeks
The Maine Central Co. propose In erect larae
and convenient wharves in Belfast this summer to faciliate business, and
promise to give
us at once a fast
daily freight car from Boston.
The Treasurer reports amount paid out for
the year $151,880.30. Receipts $150,211.30. Estimated amount the company owes individually
$122,707. City of Belfast note $101,<100. Estimated assets if a favorable decision is obtained
$75,100. The old Board of Directors was reelected as follows: C. B. Hazeltine, Daniel
Faunce, Wm. M. Wn<id, Philo Horsey, ,T. O
Dickerson, John AV. White, A\rm. McGilvery
Joseph Mitchell, Edward Johnson.
Two new brick yards havo been put in
operation in Belfast lately.
Lieut. Carl F. Palfrey of Belfast, has been
transferred to the Engineer Corps, and is in the
expedition for determining the north-west

boundary.
The regular meeting of

the AA’aldo Co.. Agricultural Association was held at Brooks village
last Week. The next meeting will be held at
Monroe the last week of September.
Subject,
best kinds of stock for the farmers of AValdo
Co.
Two thousand dozen
eggs nor week are
brought to Freedom and forwarded to Boston.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.
Messrs. AA m. Plaisted &
Son, have built this
season at their
tannery in Princeton, a new drying loft, and are now building a bridge across
the river below the mills, for convenience in
bringing over hark. They have on hand and
will use 4000 cords of bark this year.
The wages of the pnddlers at Pembroke have
been increased by the Iron AVorks Co.
The
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3*1, sch William Capes, Kelley,
Portland; Comet, Dow, Calais; Ieabefta Jewett.
Hopkins, Bangor; Fair Wind, Bonsey, Ellsworth.
Also ar 3n, schs Adriana,
Bailey, Gardiner; Hen-

Pike, Gove, Calais.

prig Delmont Locke, Hatch.

do ; Casco

Lodge, Pierce, and Teazer, Hamilton, E1Izabethportfor do; Chas Sawyer. McFarland, do for
Bath; Prize, Thutstou, do for Salem; Giraffe, Baglev, Hoboken tor Lynn; Oliver Dyer, Falker, Philadelphia for Saco; Pacific, Ginn, New York for Waldoboro; G M Partiidge, Bunker, from Bridgeport for
Camden.

Crabtree, Wooster, Sullivan; Napoleon, Smith, and
Leonora, S[»oflord, Bangor; W Baker, Brewer, and
Geo Washington, Show, do.
Cld 3d. brig Mary E Thayer,
Hand, Port Peffersou;
sch Ocean Wave, Lansil,
Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 2d. barque Jennie Cobb, Packard, fm
Romlout; schs A K Woodward, Woodward, and Nellie Metcalf, Port Johnson;
Petrel, Rumrill, Elizabethport; £ W Rawley, Raw ley, and Pilot’s Bride,
Brewster, Hoboken: Angelina, Thompson, Rondout;
Arboreer, Clark. Ellsworth.
Ar 3d. schs J W Fish,
Seavcy, ami Whitney Long,
6
Hayes, Philadelphia.
Cobb> for Rockland.
£JeImie
GLOUCEslEB—Ar 3d, sells Billow, Richards, fm
Crockett, Wintcrj»ort for Boston;
„fcmn,aVLow.
Nellie M Power,
and Plienix, Thompson, Portfor New York; Marion,
Fletcher, Saco for do;
hjml
PL

“Saco”,

commands

Bangor.
Pavilion. Parker, Bucksport.

Evelyn, Crowly, from

BATH—Ar 4th, sch Congress, York, New York.

Guanape.
At Valparaiso 1st ult, ship
Norway, Woodbury
disg; barque Shamrock, Dow, from New York disg
to load cargo of ship Norway for
Hamburg.
at Caibarlcn 17th ult, brig H Houston,
Tuppen,*
Philadelphia.
CldHth, barque Mary C Dyor, Hopkins, N York;
18th, brigs lza, Thompson, do.
Ar at Cardenas 21st, barque Annie M
Gray, Eaton
New York; brigs Mary C Comery.
Coraqry, Sierra
Morena, (and sailed 22d for North of Hatteras) Jno
Wesley, Ford fiorton; J H Lane, Shutc, Portland:
22d, Geo Harris, Blanchard, do; 26th, barque Jas E
Ward, Nickerson, do.
Sid 22d, barques Canada, Doane, for North of
Hat-

_

Portland, June 21, 1872.
NINE AJSTD
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The Annual Meeting of the Planter Patent
Last,
Company will be held at the office of
he
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Bargain.

Less.

No. 60 Commercial Street.

|

WAITE lias an Interest in our bindfrom July 1st, 1872.
SMITH, GAGE * Co.

A. C.

The usual good time may ho eetpected.
Swings, Boating, Foot Balls, lee water and the usual picnic accompaniments. A fine Grove
with platform has been engaged near the
depot, where the
Psrtlaail Band will furnish music for
dancing.
A Special Train of
Passenger Cars only, will leave
the P. & R. Depot, foot of Myrtle
St., at 7.30 a. m.
Returning will leave Rochester at S p. m.
Farefbr the rou.*t trip SI *5, from Portland; and
$1 10from Saccarappa and Gorham,
Tickets for sale at the deiiot and
by the committee
of arrangement*.
committee:

A. D. Smith,

A. S. Berry,

U.

F.

Juukinp,
Juy3td

W. Honncssy,
T. Wildes,
F. W. Hatch,

W' "■*.
S'
C. I,. Dongley,

H. P.

Ingalls,

J. H.Kussell.

World’* Peace Jubilee

CLOSING PKRT’OTtMAN'CEH.
popi; l ahTph ices <
For the Grand Afternoon Concerts.
Parquet (reserved seats)
a3 „
Gallery (reserved seats)
%■> (H)

MARKED DOWN.

Admission (without reserved seats)
FOR THE

OUR

yy

Executive

Musicians, a
complimentary benefit

SUMMER

TO THE

GOODS

Kalser-Franz Grenadier Guard Band
will be tendered. The most popular
music, as ureseatsil by this distinguished Baud, will ha
ottered'
Prices for this grand
occasion, *3, *2 and 31
to
aording location.
FRIDAY EVENING, July 5, at 8,
LAST GRAND CONCERT

CALL AND EXAMINE

BY

THE

Band of the Garde

PRICES

M.
-AT-

COVELL & COMPANY’S,
Corner

g*|

CONCERTS,

FRIDAY, July 3, at 3 o’clock.
In furtherance of the
agreement of the
Committee with the eminent German

—or—

DRESS

EVENING

Ceaeral Adminisa
9100
Ticket* to all parts o* the house for ulo at MUSIC
HALL, and at the COLISEUM throughout the day

ENTIRE STOCK

of Brown

9C,

T&8tf

Kepnblicaine

!

PAULUS, Leader.

SATURDAY, July «, at 8 o’clock.
GRAND COMPLIMENTARY
BENEI
To the Eminent Composer and Conductor
HERR JOHANN STRAUSS,

by the Executive Committee, at which Herr Str
will conduct two of his favorite
compositions.
Tickets at 83, 8-’ and ft, according to location.

ON SUNDAY EVENING, July
7, at 8 o'clock

EASTMAN & CUTTS
Would Inform their patrons that they

ARE

STILL

AT

NO.

States

Their

Old

to

Order*

it

June 13-i»tf

1.

Hotel,

GRAND SACRED
BY

CONCERT

THK

IKIMH NATIONAL
BAND,
Mr. EDMUND
CLEMENTS, Leader.
Tickets 81 to all [.arts of the house.
Now open, Ticket-offices at the Coliseum, on the
Common, Omar West St. entrance, and near the
Smokers’Retreat,”) Music Hall, Music Stores and

Hotels,
1’er

order of the Executive Committee.
HENRY G. PARKER, Sec’y.

Jay* St

Stand,

Prwwsptly

*•

Pomiblr.

Municipal Bonds.

of Couutie* anil Cities in Missouri nn-l
occasionally School Bond* of Mi**ouri and Kansas, with semi-annual Coupon*, drawing lo per com,
interest, selling at price* which net from

BONDS

*“

Bankrupt.

Jr’rS.bT*lve"

®otlce

A

D

h

a._

1*72.

o/bis* appoint»

»#_ 1-

s

1
wit.

AMOS S. ICING, Assignee.

BURNETTS COCOAINE,

an

investigating them very sarefully ami buying
offering for sale only tlioie that 1 consider among the
safest for investment. They are Issued in 8100
8300
and 81000 sizes, running ten or twenty
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and moat
carsful investors.
They are dally

ami

yearn’from

becoming

Promoter of the Growth

and

Beauty

af the

mch22 dtf

OTHER

& BRADLEY

auctionkerh,
COMPOUND

possesses the peculiar proi»erties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 sn
eodly
MOUSE'S “UTURINEI TONIC” is pre^red
for strengthening tlie system,
imparting
tone and vitality to the various organs, reniovin
such weaknesses and complain.a as tend to undermine the constitution and which eause a
great
amount ef suffering if neglected.
nibl6codan3m
DU.

CHARI.E* SI. IIA« K list.
3S fc'xrhnngr at., Parllnarf

HOYT, WHEELER

Hair in the World*
If O

more

popular, receiving more attention from caidta’lsia
seeking both safety and profitable returns fbr their
investments.
Particulars furnished on ari.li. aflon
Government Bonds converted on the moat
fhrnrnhle
terms.

Universally acknowledged
The Beat nad Cheapest Hair Dremi.ig

Interest.

extensive acqtiintance in the West, as
well as a business acquaintance of twenty years at
home in Portland, 1 am making a specialty of these
securities, visiting the localities where they ere issued

Having

in
Kicker of Deering.
_Uk

District:

Jnl2-law3t-

expressly

Notice.
ness

Portion.! would lurite their friend, to Join them
Excursion to

their Annual

Ton lo Twelve Per Cent.

tooo kinds of books at
COLBY'S, 119 Exchange st
month only ending July 12. 1872

jyWlw

FELLOWS

AND

June 4-dtf is

Kulion & Kicker
District of Maine, sa:
A^t Portland the thin!
day of June

junl4d&wlm*w25

MR.

THE—

i Randall, McAllister L Co., International Musical Festiwal

Clapp’s Block

STREET.

lowest

cost

tor one

Sec’y.

SEASON !

S'
E. Srv.w>
F.Ausiln

will sell at the

mem aa assume** of
Fulton &
'nnihArland «—

owning at
GREAT
wholesale

CO.,

60 Commercial Street,
Opposite Custom House.

AS

Parties who wteh to purchase for wiuter
will do well to give us a call before purchasing.

SSt*?

6

of

ttoek

arket rates anti and will warrant then
*• giw satisfaction in
every case.

malter of

Books at Half Price or

mined George's Creek
Cumberland Coal,

large

ment.

for particulars enquire at Jones’ Market 371
gressst.
Jel-tf Is
DANIEL JONES.

ARRIVED

a

Notice of Asslgn«>c of His Appoint-

A

COAL.

hand for tale

The best coals mined.

Attrwd

PROVISION store—one of the best locations in
Portland. A small saleable stock. Soldrnae
count of leaving the State. Must be seld
within ten

of Freals

RANDALL, McALLISTER

CO.,

_CONGRESS

jj.
&

Wednesday. July 10, IS»9.

Where they will

Trimmings,
Bargains in Small Wares.

F or Blacksmiths’ and steam use, for sale iu lots to
„ lit purchasers, at lowest market
rates, by

„

have

1st,

ans,

CUMBERLAND
JUST

JULY

Laces,

H. TALBOT &

—OF

NOW OFFERING

At the abor. L*w Price.

BARGAINS IN

on

A

ARE

United

Hosiery,
Gloves,

TUESDAY, JULY O, 1872,
At 12J o’clock P. M.
f tr the pitriiosc of choosing
officers, declaring divi€ end and transacting such othet business
as may
r ropcrly come before said Corporation at its annual
n lecting.
STANLEY T. PULLEN,

$8.

ROCHESTER, N. H.,

FURNACE COAL

ATTRACTIVE

Black Malta Eaccs,
Black Thread

PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Printers’ Exchange, Portland,

_

WE

_2i6

AND

H. TALBOT L

PORTLAND

o’cl’ck.

$6.50
COAL.

MISSES
Bonnets,

or

No. 6 Clapp’s Block,

Soot and Shoe

at 7

Grand Excursion

Of

$6.50

AND FOLLOWING DAYS.

*

SEBAGO.

For best sic varieties,
For l*est three varieties,
For best single variety,
All competitors admitted free of charge.
Pea Order,
S. B. BECKETT,
Jy4dtd

on

Made Suits, or suits mado
J. C. IBOWK
Congress st.

MONDAY,

BOND STREET, N. Y

Corporation Notice.

Portland, July 1, 1872.

filled at short notice.

BARGAINS !

fiatu»l

TO LAKE

ODD

ME.

___Jn»-T

Likewise, Ladies’ Heady

superb Hnir Dve is the best in the world—perfcotly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disno ridiculous tints or
appointment;
disagreeable odor,
ihe
genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dve nroducIMMEDIATELY a splendid
or
j?
leaves
the
Brown,
hair clean; sof.t 1-eautlful; does not
or anj injur,o"a
om,,poi,n'1-

J

PORTLAND,

_

Congress,

SPECIAL

9tli,

July

Amusements such as Croquet, Foot Balls, Swings,
&c., will be provided.
AH person* will provide their own refreshments;
those who do not wish to carry them can be furnished at the Pavilion.
Cars will leave Maine Central Depot at 8.30 A. M.
Fare—Adults <50 eta. Children 2.1 cts.
Tickets for sale by the Committee on the cars.
Horse cars will leave Munjoy Hill at 8 A. M. leaving passengers at the nearest point to the de|x»t uu
Spring st. They will also be In waiting on return.
July 2dtd

$5

CLOSE OUT TIIE SUMMER

or

School

make their annual Bxcursi m

Tuesday,

Exchange Street,

notice.

at short notice.
dune 28-dlw sn

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.

_Jyll_SN

No. 32

prepared to furnish ICE

91.93 and upwards.

Bonds.

Oct. 15th.

to

SELLING CHEAP

Braid

,

THE

CREAM,

from the country
^•Orders
J unc 27-sn d3w

TO

Will

‘i

quality to Families, Parties, Balls, Picnics, Excnsions, Ac., in any quantityJ

at short

CENT.

Muuicipal

May 15th

from

"

T. S. HATCH, No. 170 Pearl Street.

paid by the State, in New York

souniy assay-

day,

Johns’ and Hickory Whte Ash.

well known reliable and harmless

Street*

Casco St. Sunday

ICE HOUSE, MARKET STREET

DISEASES.

CREAM of the very beat

Ju20lf

EXCURSION.

7 00
9 o«
Ice will be delivered earlier than 15th May and later
than 15th Oct., at the same rate per month as during
the season.
n»ch27
apl5

ICE CREAM.

Dwight,

This

a

"

St., Boston.

State

remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, Dermatoiogiat, 49
Bond St.. New York. Sold by Druggist
everwhere
mclilfi
MW AS
suAw-6m
wl2

For sale by ChAS.
(Agent for Western
Bond Board, Kansas City) No. 76 State
si., Boston.
w21
myl8sn3m flaw

Arat Halifax 30tli ult, brig A D Wbiddcn, EUD
*
Portland.
Ar at Chatham NB 18th ult, barque Fanny Atkinon, from Portland.
Ar at St John, NB. 1st Inst, schs Iris,
Buchard
’.irtland; Lizzie K, Water., do; 2d, Maem-t Smith'
•ortsinoutli; D W Clark. Pock, and The Star Sailer, from Portland; 3d, ship ,J P Wheeler, Jenkins

[Latest by European etcamers.l
Arat Livcriiool 21st, Western Empire, Grozier
lavanuah; Enoch Talbot, Talbot, Pensacola- John
lyilney, Bartlett, Darien; America, Bartlett, trom St
lohn, NB; 22d, Col Adams, Butler, Guanape
Cld 21st, S F Hersey, Small, Caldera aud Callao.

and lnt.

lbs.

STOCK.

TEN" PER

Kansas Registered

cor.

For moth Patchrs, Freckles,
f®iTAN’use PERRY'S MOTH AND FRECKLE

INVESTMENTS:
Principal
City.

10
15
20

PERKY'S IMPROVED COMEDONE and PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age
1, warranted to cure Flesh Worms.
Pimples, Eruptions
and Blotched (lisfigurationsiif the face. Sold
by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond st!. New York.

ICE

_.Time

SEASON PRICE FOR 1872.

U. S. Bonds and other marketabieSecurltiesallowetl full price in exchange.
meh23sa eod3m

Committee.

sntf

Full Supply Guaranteed the Entire
Season at the Low est Rates.

Connecticut Valiev 7s.* 95
New York and Oswego 7s.,.””'95

WALDEN,

,,

A

Burlington, Cellar Rapids and Minnesota 7s.921
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.90
Logsnsport, Crawforiisvillc and S. W.. 8s.95
Chesapeake and Ohio St. 91

The

20, 1872.

Tuesday Evening next, July 9th,
The following Premiums are offered:

Harieigh and Haxelton Lehigh,

invite inquiries relating to investments, and
give
below the prices of a few of the most desirable Bonds:

LOTION.

ATWOOD & CO.

HARRIS,

The Portland Horticultural Society will hold an
Exhibition cf STRAWBERRIES, at the Store of
Rolfe, Esq., Treasurer, corner Congress and
Chestnut streets, on

IN

CHOICE COALS,

As

SKIN

taka parties to any point desired at reasonable
rates. Inquire of

Samuel

We

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

leave the Station (foot of Clark St.,) at 7.45 a.
Tickets will be for sale at the Stores of Adam

C. A.

Prepared by
A. fi. HCHIiOTTERBECK &
CO.,

we

and

Season,

Show!
CLARK, Strawberry
DEALER

A safe anil sure remedy for removing Tan,
Pimples,
Moth Blotches, Freckles untt Eruptions from the skin
rendering it soft and fresh, and imparting to it a makbli: purity.
Price 50 cents per bott.e.

Europe.

--

ult, ship L Walsh, Pendleton,

2w

new

w25

Four per cent, interest allowed on deposit accounts, subject to check, drawn as on any City Bank.
Out-of-town depositors will have their remittances
anil collections promptly
acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission Business, negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other Securities, make collections throughout United States and

auvumvi v CD

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Calcutta May 24, ships Garden
Reach, Gilmore,
and Pocahontas, Duncan, for Boston,
do; Kate Davenport, Duncan, for Dundee, ldg; Cora, Coombs, lor
Mauritius; Charlotte W White, Griffin, and Ver-

st.

D. W.

BANKERS,

Brownfield, 93c.
Fenter Couway, 93c.
North Conway. 43c.
All will provide their own
refreshments, excepting
Tea, Coffee, Milk, Ice Cream, Ac., which will be for
sale at fair prices.
Should it be stormy on the
5th, the Excursion will
be postjioned until the following day.
The public generally are invited to
join us on tho
occasion, and the Committee xpledge themselves to
bV UV
do
all iu
in their nower
to make
power to
make iho
the Excursion an agreeable one to all concerned.
S. R. EEAVIITr,
U. L. KIMBALL,
F. A. SMITH,

4

jnn22

Moth & Freckle Lotion !

scniotterneeK 8

nr*. 1 Devonshire,

Lemont, Mupjoy; Bailey A Noyes, Exchange st; B.
M. Eastman, 332 Congress st; and at the cars ou the
morning of the excursion. Also at all the Stations
on the line of the railroad, at the
following rates.
Portland, Mtroudwnter, Westbrook 91.
Month Windham, Gumbo. OOc.
White Rock, Mebago Lake, Ricbville SOc
Steep Falla, East Baldwin, 70c.
Baldwin, West Baldwin, OOc.
Ilirnm, SOc.

Sinaloa, Avory,
Port Johnson; A F Howe, Philadelphia.
Ar 3d, schs Fred G Holden,
Verrill, Ronuout; Ore-

Dolllliaven. Frocso, Pcnarth; barouo
L'remont, Small, Havana; brig Sami Lindsey. BradI »rd, Havana.

Fryeburg Village,

Exchange

90

il’CH

Cars
m.

2d,

teuton.
Cld 29th; shin

mile from

sn

F. A. HAWLEY & CO„

view of

a

jun20d*wlm

BANK OF DEPOSIT.

rates.

Horace Seudder, Gould, Bangor.
£y,5l!l’.&r|ue
NEWBURYPORT—Ar
sch

lelphia.

one

Detroit,

JAMES E. PRIXDLE, Agent.
GILMAN CHENEY. Supt., Montreal.

forward to your address

Apothecaries and Chemists, Portland, Me.
sals by all Druggists.
myl4sn tf

Mountain and River Scenery
that is not surpassed by any other in this section of
New England.
Transjiortallon betweenn the Station and the Grove
will lie furnished to such as desire
it, at reasonable

Smith, Uption, Port Johnson for Portland; Joule
for IbKkport; Kioka, Look, do for Salisp>ok,do
hury Croton, Wall, ElizabethjKirt for Portsmouth;
Gentile. Eldndge, New York for Belfast.
Ar 4th, barque Jas A Brett,
Nickerson,Cienfuegos:
sch Buena Vista, Orne, Wiscasset.
ship Marcia Greenleaf, Poole, Liverpool;
,Ars6tb»
S Bickmore, Barter, Feruandina* Annie
SV'8
Bliss,
}\ ilev, Baltimore; Lacon, Kilpatrick, Hoboken; California, Kaler, Waldoboro; Mars Hill, Pomeroy.
Sul*

tcras; Leonidas, Gates, for do; schs M M Knowles
Small, and Nellie Star, Poland, do.
Arat Cienfucgos 27th ult, brig L Warren.
Gott,
Pensacola.
Arat Havana 24th, barque Sarah B
Hale, White
Portland; Volant, Woodman, Cardenas; brig A 1C
Curtis. Nichols,St John, NB; 28tli, R B
Gove, Harkness. Sierra Morena.
Sid 23d, ship Union, Cotter, Havre,
Arat Mat ansas 21st ult, brigs Hattie E Wheeler
Bacon, New York; Harry. Sedgley, Baltimore; 22d,
Daphne, Bowen, St John, NB; 23d, P Hobbs, Dodge.
Portland; 24th, barque Starlight, Seavey, Mobile*
brig Loch Lomond, Clough, Baltimore.
Sid 21st seh John Bird, Sleeper, North of
Hatteras;
T, (Br) Tufts, Port land; 23d, barque
“'•'S,1
M E Libby,“Jon
Libby, River Clyde; 27th, bias Forbes,
Swett, do.
Cld 23th, brigs J Polledo, Dyer, North of Hatteras
26th, Alice Tan ton, Connor, for Fcrnandina; 27th
barques Welkin, Snow, Pensacola; L T Stocker for
Nort h of Hatteras.
Ar at Sam221 brigs S E Kennedy, Ray, Gihar ibarque N Si Haven, Hall, Philadelphia; 2Hh, sch A
l>awrence, Adams, Boston; 26th, brig Chimborazoo
Joombs, Havana.
Sid 20th, brig Onalaska, Wheeler, for
Boston; 2°d
>arque lnuesttgator. Ford, Falmouth; 25tli, Aueisjne Kobbo, Newlmll, Boston; A N
HoiFranklin,
Philadelphia; Olevia Davis,Herriman, do; 26th brh?g
ii W Messer, North of Hatteras.
Ar at Trinidad 17th ult, brig Proteus,
Dyer, Phiia-

about

25 cents and I will

me

For

Fryeburg, on the 5th of July next, at which time the
grounds will be formally opened, and an opportunity
given to Societies aud individuals to lease lots for cottages and tents.
The grove is beautifully located on the bank of the

BOSTON—Ar 3d, schs Susan, Mitchell, ElizahcthP°rt; Sarah A Reed, Reed, Hoboken; John A Cook,
Smith, Deer Isle; Panama, Gray, and Stately. Maxwell, Ellsworth; Wm Hill, Murphy, Franklin; A B

office,

anda Hake Honey!

Established 17 years.

orders for jobbing and building promptly atto._ jnn5 sntf

The Methodist Societies of this part of the State
pro[>ose to make an excursion over the Portland and
Ogdensburg R. R. to “Martha’s Grove Camp Ground”,

and baunie Pike.

mont, Higgins, uiic.
Ar at Hamburg 18th

STREET,

__sn_mar25-dly
GRAND
EXCURSION 1

Ar 7th, sehs P S Lindsey.
Hamilton, and Olive Elizabeth, Soule, Portland for New York.
In port 4th, schs Billow, G G
Jewett, Com Tucker,
Gildersleeve, Wm Connors, Webster Kelley, Idaho,

4-3t

Package of
Seven Samples of Curious Article*,
and with them Wholesale Price
List,—easy to sell, to
old or
young, with large profits.
M. SALOM
The
Grand
Proprietor,
Toy and Fancy
Bazaar. 365 &351 Washington St., Boston. Mass.

discretions or excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
tauglit by tills work the trne way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only Jl. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. Tile
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.

Harry Percy, Percy,

SOMERSET-—Ar 3d, sch Sarah Bernice, Proctor,
Machias.
V INEi ARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d, schs
A&nes, Young,
Amboy for Boston; J B Knowles, Merritt and Castilian, Morgan, Port Johnson for do; Hudson Parker, ami Malabar, McCarty, Elizabeihport for do; DelSnow, Rondout for do; .Jed Frye, Langley.
aware,
Weehawkeu for do; E G Willard. Walltice, Pliiladelphia for Portland: Sardinian, Torrey, Georgetown for

Steamers every 'Thursday.
The Canadian Express Co. connect at

Mich., with the American Merchants Union Express
I Co. to all points West, South-West, Oregon
and Califoroia.
For general information apply to the Company's

a

A Book for Every Man
OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVAT'i? “SCIENCE
a Medtcal Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
TION,
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Deeliue in Man, Nervous and
Physical Debility,Hvjtochondria, luiiiotciioy.
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errorB of
youth or the in-

I’KUMDb.NCE—Ar

Hobokei?M0UTH~Ar

Send

Til*

AND

Be Industrious

CUNNINGHAM^

PREBLE

All
tend

CAPPONAUG-Ar

8011

Marriage.

MASON &; BUILDER,

STONINGTON—Ar 3d, schs Comet, Dow,
Calais;
Jane, Dunham, Elizabethport.
FALL RIVER—Ar 3d, sch James
Tilden,
Jordan,
Ellsworth.
3d, sch Van Burcn, Seavey, from

or

N o TI CE.

Address HOWARD ASSOCIAJgSSS
TION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
16d*n3m
_inch

JAMES

HAYING BEEN THOROUGHLY FITTED

Will

7.30 A, HI. Express will leave office at 7 A. M.
1.40 P. HI. Exjressat 12.45 P. M.
European Express via Quebec and Allan's Une of

The Alumni of Bowdoin College are Invited to the
inauguration of Joshna Lawrence Chamberlain aa
President of Bowdoin College, which takes
place on
Tuesday, July 9. A procession will be formed at the
Chapel at 2.39 p. m., under the direction of Dr. Joaeph McKeen; and the exercises in the church will
begin at 3 o’clock p. m.
JOHN APPLETON,) Committee
JOHN O. FISKE,
5 of the
P w- CHANDLER,) Trustees.
C
_
S.
H. BLAKE,
1 Committee
WILLIAM WABREN,
! of the
JOHN MARSHALL BROWN. Overseers.
jv2sn

envelopes.

Passed do 3*1, schs Tahmiroo, Kent, Elizabethport
for Bangor; Hiram Tucker, CurtiB, New York for
Provideucc: More Light, Young, do for
Calais; Reno,
from Hoboken for Boston; Ranger, do for
do; Loduskia, Means, do for do; Katie Mitchell. Port Johnson for Augusta.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 3d, sch
GilMary W Hupper,
1

jly

Shippers.

Company's

tire city, the ocean to the horizon, CASCO BAT,with
its 365 Islands, the WHITE MOUNTAINS, 80 miles
distant, and with the j>owerful TELESCOPE mounted in the Cupola, objects 30 miles distant in every direction may be distinctly seen. The views here are
•aid to be unsurpassed for beauty and variety by any
J
in the World.
Congress Street Car posses every 15 minutes.
July 4-sntf

Happy Relief f^r Vounv lRen from the effects
of errors and abuses m
early life. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to
marriage
removed. New method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars
free, in

for do.

TRUE,

NO STRANGER should leave the city without
visiting the Observatory, Munjoy’s Hill. From the
Cupola, 227 feet above the sea, may be seen the en-

39 EXCHANBR ST.,
PORTLAND.

Houghton.
FOR

diate stations.
Returning, leave Gorham at 4.00 A. M., arriving in
Portland at 8.13 A. M.
All orders for goods by this
Express can be answered tbe same dav by the 1.40 P. M., Express.
1.40 P.HI. For Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Hamilton, London, Sarnia, Port Huron, Detroit, Mich.,
and all stations on the Grand Trunk Railway.
All orders lor the 7.30 A. M., Express should be left
at the
office on or before 5.30 P. M., of the
previous day; for the 1.40 P. M. Express on or before
11.30 A. M.

OBSERVATORY.

BY

1872.

STEAMER

Charles

7.30 A. ML For Gorham, N. H., and all interme-

PORTLAND^-

In many pa|icr» you will find
A place to “Puzzles" is
assigned;
To solve them, many hours will spend,
Yet what they incuu can't comprehend,
The simple answer when you see,
Some noted man sr place may ho;
But we’ve a greater “Puzzle” still,
WcM like to have you solve who will;
*Tis how the Boys can purchase “Clotues”
So very low at Gkobok Fexno’8,
Coat, Hants, Vest, Hat and Short complete,
Corner et Bcacii and Washington Street,
ch wk
jn29
Boston.

Clara Eaton,
M M Knowles,

Merriman, Galveston
^aYsl
Small, Cardenas 9 (lavs;
Israel Snow, Pease, Baracoa U days; LM Strout
Dean, Bangor; Mail, Linscott, Gardiner: Pavilion!
Prescott, Calais; Earl, Cunningham, Belfast Empire, Ferguson, Belfast; Lizzie Webster, Smith, from
Jonesboro; Calvin, Clark, and Ellen Morrison, llodgdon, Bangor; Alexander, from Calais; Jas Henry,
Crockett, Rockland; Orion, Osborn, Belfast; Sandv
Point, Grant, Norwalk; Sea
Foam, Philbrook Bangor; Oregon. Wilson, Providence.
Cld 34, ship Gentoo. Linnell, Callao; barque Templar, Bartlett, Rotterdam; brigs LF Munson, Munson. Malaga; F J Henderson. Henderson,
Port Johnson; sells h ranklm,. Clark, Indlanola; Nellie Oarr
Lansil, Bangor.
Passed tlirouhg Hell Gate 2.1, schs E C Gatos, from
Hoboken for Boston; Gen Hall,
Elizabethport for do
JasLibbey. Carroll, do for Portland; Frank, Randall. Port Johnson for Boston; Spartel.
Smith. New

gon. Turner,
Sid 3d, soli

7'n
6>a

PUZZLES.

barque

THE

TWO DAILY EXPRESSES

FBBE 8TBEKT,

P. M.

Excursions

despatch

will

alter the

Bullions, Nails, etc., successfully treated without
I*ain or inconvenience to the sufferer.
Office Hours from 8 to 10 A. M. 1 to 3 P. M. 6 to 8

II. M. PAYSO.V,

Haskell, New Haven.

1872

and after Jane 34th, the Canadian Express Co.

On

Corns Extracted in five minutes without pain,

|ia

ap2sntf

Will leave Custom Holse Wharf by Steamer Express, at 8.45 A. M.
Tickets will be good fer any regular trip of the
steamer during the day. Price of Tickets for the
round trip 23 cts. for adults, 13 cents for children.
July 4, 6,8, 10.

Excursion

blood,

Railroad, Iowa, Bold,
7’a
Atchison, Topeka & Haute Fe, Bald
7’a
Northern Pacific, Bold,
7-30’s

brigs Adeline Richartbnn,
Mansanllla, Magnne, New HaElizabethport; schs Eldorado, Hamilton
Lleutliera; Sammy Ford, Allen, Hillsboro; Louisa A
Johns™, Maid,nan, Wentworth, NS; John
Mitchell, Calais; John, Kelley, Jouesport; Boynton,
Venilla
Thompson, riiomaston ; Potomac, Coombs. Portsmouth ; Thos Hix, Halt,
Providence; Charles Heath,

livan.

g<a

plc-nu Excursion to

a

of Time.

Extra Facilities to

SHOES

DR. S. II A in in EL.

Bntk

for

Elias

Express Co.

Change

COST !

D.

make

and

EVERGREEN LANDING

No. 20 Anderson St. Price $18#\ Seven
finished rooms aud good cellar, may be supplied with Sebago water at small expense. If not
sold before 1st August will be rented.
Apply to JOHN PORTEOUS,
Jyft-tlAug
Agent Grand Tiunk Railway.

Canadian

FUK TEH FEET

(ta

2d,
,pNEWYORK—Ar
J ravis, Apalachicola;

Wil-

The

SPECIAL NOTICE.

333 CONGRESS STREET.

16

Municipal

FOR SALE

Will

Sunday School
Society

HOUSE

Jun25sn*2w

Portland aid P ft K

Dyer, Matanzas; sch

for

House and Lot for Sale.

Men’s Serge Boots $2 65.
of style goods at less than half the cost.

WM.

Central

Marshall Dutch, Turner, Boston: sch

sch

IT

Men’s Canvass Boots $2 15.
A few out

Portlaad ft Rochester R. R.
Reeds ft Paraingtoi R. R.

Bailey, Coombs.

Tlie Park St.

On Wednesday, July 10th, 1872.

Nason,—the only
published with Mr. Wilson’s approval. Now is thi* time to make money.
B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston, Mass.
jy6 d&w-4w

GOOLD.

AI.o the Shoe Tool, and Fixture,
Stuck in Said.

Styles!

BONDS!
Portland

J^Jjr

_

AMD

.A.T

full of

as ever

—

Congregational Church,

OF

BOOTS

Til*

AT

jy2dtf

Life of Henry
TO son,” by Judge
KrssRi.L, and Rev.
Edition

ENTIRE STOCK

Attention, P. IQ. B.

Baugor.

NF.WP°p'-Ar3d,

PRICES !

The members of the Portland Mechanic Blues are
hereby notified that a meeting will be held at their
Armory, MONDAY EVENING, July 1st, at 7 3-4
o’clock.
Every member is requested to bo present.
June 2iM»n2t'*
Advertiser Copy.

Cld 3d, sch Nellie Chase, Bailing, Apalachicola.
liuacmcoiaSid 3d. brig Dirigo, Coffin, Boston.
PH 1LADELPHIA-Ar 2d, sch F A

FaHjHiverfor New York;

LOW

NELSON A CO.,
Congress St., Old Stand Pray & Smith.
Je29sn tjy4

BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, sch Jas O’Donobne,
WarT

rietta, White, do.
Sid 2d, sch F A

does uot

I

W. N.

Mr.

All business in
can be transact-

by mail.

canvass

Portland, June 24th, 1872.
jun23newlt then sn tf

Foreign Patents,

Agents Wanted.

t,t,

Banking Business.

Bell at

297

Boston.

Georgetown,

ed

times,

OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts,. in tho regular course of the

Ladles’ Furnishing and Fancy Goods!

Frank Clark, Morton, Bath.
GEORGETOWN—Cld 2d, brig Annie Batchelder,
Steelman, Portland.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 1st, sch Lookout, Nichols, for

man,

will

Tuesday Evening, July 9th, 1872,

Examinations made by our agent in Washington
desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry

STYLES !

Their Stock of

SAVANNAH—Sid 2d, sch May Morn, Hatch, for

Ar Jit.

the

UNTIL JULY 4th.

Matanzas.

ven

they

REMARKABLY

DOMESTIC PORTS.
OREGON—Ar at Tacoma 21st, ship Corsica, Havener. San Francisco.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 27th, sch Mouadnock, Hammond, Providence.
FERNAND1N A—Sid 29th, brig Jas Miller, Thombs,

--

At a meeting of the Directors of the Maine
Central Bailroad Company at
Augusta, Tuesday, the directors accepted plans and voted to
advertise for proposals to erect a new
depot at
\\ aterville.
It is intended to have it a commodious, beautiful structure, and it is to bo located opposite Colby
University. A new freight
tariff was adopted after being
carefully revised.
The remainder of the busiuess transacted was
of a routine character, aud of no
public interest.

to-night,

Which

MEMORANDA.
Sch Sinaloa, (of Machias) Avery, from Port Johnson for Salisbury, misstayed below
Newburyport 2d
iust, and drifted ashore on Gangway Rock, where she
tilled and remains full of water. She has
discharged
and arrangements have been made to float her off.
No insurance on the vessel.
The Sinaloa sprung
aleak on the outward passage to New York and lost
deck load lumber.

Cld,2d’

quality, Including

following soloists,
Emm. D F. Fit a, AV. 1C. FriMmles, II.
A. Cook nail A. C. It filer,

when

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and after this date, the un’ersigned will earry
on a strictly Banking business, at the
Banking
Rooms now occupiod by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK

PARASOLS,

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]

D 1 alot, Ames, Portsmouth.
Ai-M barque Cicnfuegos,
Cora Etta, Sleeper, Salem.

»pGsneod3m

choice stock of

very

best

Emeline, Roberts, Wiscasset.

Gardiner.

at all
and

and

cheerfully and promptly answered.
respect to an application for Patent

Congrenn St.

293

TOTJBIST, RING, «Sro„ &o„

Ar at Philadelphia 5tli, sch Nellie Star, Poland*
Cardenas 10 days.
Ar at New York 5th, brig Isaac Carver,
Williams,
Portland.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

in

Of the

Steamer
York—Henry Fox.
Sch S L Stevens, Studley, New York—Emery &

ren.

Diar-

as

QUALITIES !

LATEST

PARASOLS.

STYLISH

to

CLEARED.
Franconia, Bracg, New

5H0.

reliable,

opiate,
Fall not to try it.

BEST

NELSON & CO.

New Haven.
Ar 29tli. brie

Miss Lucille E. Smith of
Farmington, has
been re appointed as school teacher in Washington.

such

-OP-

Congress St., Portland,

i09

no

QUARTET!

of the

Doors open at 7 o’clock, Concert at 8.
Tickets—Reserved Seats, $1.50. Simple admihidoii
$1.00, to he found at C. H. Gridin’s, and at the door.
4-td

and Solicitors

Attorneys

CUAI. CUSTIS A CO.,

Sch Sardinian, Torrey, Georgetown—coal to Rolling Mills.
Sch E G Willard, Wallace, Philadelphia—coal tc
W E Dennison.
Sch Ida L Howard, Harrington, New York.

Fox.
Sch

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

_

a

Consisting

BRUNSWICK.

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS

PARASOLS.

Have

Jy6td

123 Commercial

American

Complaints,

pleasant, containing

produce Costiveness.
jun28sn d$m

L, BAILEY, 48 Exchange St.
ty Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”
je29edt4s;t
G.

PARASOLS,

▲XD Till

CHAS, SAWYER,
St., Portland.

Jy6dtf

s,t,&th

for Bowel

season

AIK. ALFRID RIGC,
Euphonium Soloist,

TEMPLE

tons register, and will carry 100 M lumher. or 130 tons coal; 8 feet draft.
For
particulars enquire of

further

CoDgresn St.

the reason, that it is safe and
very

I\

/7\\

rhea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, Colic, Ac., is at
hand, wo would again give our good advice, act wisely, and lay iu a store of Dr. BiclcnelVs Syrup. For

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Tlie new City Building at Lewiston is to be
done by Mr. Brazier of Boston.
Mr. G. W. Blossom of Turner, was severely
McAllister & Co.
injured last week by a kicking horse.
Sch .Jas G Craig, Connors, New York.
Sch Hannie Westbrook, Littlejohn, Portsmouth,
On Sunday a little son of Dr. Harlow of LewBramhall, Hamilton. Portsmouth.
iston, fell from a fence, aud injured himself so j Sch
Sch Gazelle, Gardiner, Pembroke—dry fish to Dara
that
his
condition
is
critical.
severely
I & Co.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
Sch Indiana, Wallace, Bremen.
Charles S. Berry of Island Falls, a few days
Friday, July 3.
since accidentally discharged a pistol, the ball
ARRIVED.
SteameT
his
New
foot.
passing through
England, Field, fra St John, NB, via
East port for Boston.
CUMBERLAND

A

CHAD, CIJSTIB & CO

Blank and Ball Cartridges,

ARRIVED.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, NS—passengets
Porteous.
Barque Gertrude, Carlisle, New York—coal to L
Billings. Vessel to C H Chase & Co.
Brig Addie Hale, Shenpard, Pliiladelphia-eoal to
S Rounds & Son. Vessel to Yeaton & Boyd.
Sch Teaser, Hamilton, New York—coal to Randall.

MR. IU. ARBl'CKLG,
Cornet Soloist,

For Sale.
The good center-board Schooner Isaac
Van Sants, in good order, well found
in sails, rigging, anchors, chains, Ac; 80

irii

TO ORDER FROM MEASURE

293

KA\I),

II. M. SMITH,

HALL,

will address the meeting.
Galleries reserved for ladies.

FINE SHIRTS!

4thT~

bai»-

arc

announce the engagement of

Hou. F. O. J. SMITH,

Boston.

MW&S

Concert!

CILIHOIIE'S

Road!

And others

M. M.

Pistols for Boys,

PORTLAND,

tlio

to

On Saturday Evening, at 8 P. M.

J. K. BROWN A flOIVft, Portiaud.
ft WAN A BARRETT, Portland.

MADE

Cheap

\,y

FOR SALE BY

ROSS & STURDIVANT, Agents,
179 Commercial St.
July 1, 1872.
eud4t

JULY

CITY

PRICE, PAR AND INTEREST.

4th, nt ten o’clock.

Commencement

Uuder the auspices of tlio senior class, who

to

Rail

College.

Will be held at

The security is ample. No better or safer investment for trust funds can be made.
They are of the denominations of $100,' $500, $1000
and $5000, registered and coupon, with interest payable semi-annually in Boston.

Steamer City of Richmond will not leave Port-

Evening

Miniature Alumnae.July 6.
Sun rises.4.30 I Moon sets. 3.15 PH
Sun sets.7.38 | High water.1*2.15 PM

PORT OF

to

Ogdensburg

Maine Central, Portland & Kennebec, Nomenet A Kennebec, Androscoggin & Leeds A Farmington Railroads.

land for Bangor on Wednesday Evening, July 3d,
but will leave on the

years 4 months.
In Brunswick, June 30, Mary A. Miuott, aged 32
years.
In Brunswick, July 1, Mr. Nathaniel Chase, aged
62 years.
In New York, July 2, after a brief illness, Frank
W. Hastings, son of MaJ. G. A. Hastings, of Bethel,
aged 19 veara.

MARINE

Line

loaning the credit of the city

The

NOTICES.

Bowdoin

OT»T*OSTCD
To

entertainments.

Meeting.

PUBLIC MEETING of the Citizens of Portland who aro

A

The Maine Central Railroad Company now offers
for sale a limited amount of its Seven Per Cent, Consolidated Bonds. Said Bonds have forty years to run
aad are, by express authority of the Legislature of
Maine, secured by a joint and several mortgage on
the Railroads, franchises and all the property, real
uud personal, of the following united Railroads, to
wit:—

Special Notice.
Inside

Citizens’

Expressly Authorized by the Legislature.

SPOKEN.
April 24, on the Line, ship A McCallum, from Hamburg for Callao.
May 8, lat 2, Ion 29 12, ship Alice M Miuot, from
Baltimore for San Francisco.
May 23, lat 17 47 S, Ion 37 45 W, barque S D Carlt jn, from Cardiff for Houg Kong.

In

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

CONSOLIDATED LOAM.

Rotterdam.

MARRIRD.

NOTICES.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPA’Y

Cld at Cardiff 20th, J B Lincoln,
Musaus, for Rio
Janeiro.
Ent out 20th, Priscilla, York, for Montevideo.
Ar at Queenstown 22d ult, Arizona, Conant, from
Havana.
Off Sciily 20th ult, Uncle Joe, from Baltimore for

GENERAL.

IN

SPECIAL

Guanapc.

Thursday, July 4.

SOMERSET COUNTr.

I ctder an act passed by
Congress during the
last session, Capt. C. C. Duncan
has been appointed Commissioner for the port of New York
to correct the flagrant abuses anil
outrages connected wirli the shipping of seamen.
Capt.
Duncan has for five years lieen
president of a
commission for the supervision of sailors’ boarding houses, and in this capacity he has done a
good work. Capt. Duncan is well known in
as

tentions of the young man and the
about to be sent to Europe. Last

togethef.

Of the sum of fifty thousand
dollars, required
for the endowment of the Classical School (Orthodox Congregational) at Hallowell, all but
abot five thousand dollars baa been secured.

Fourteen

A Louisville Romance.—The son of Gen.
Hancock must possess some of his father’s
dash. He is at present connected with a Louisville firm and has been paying his addresses to
a young lady whose father objected to the at-

laid the keel of a schooner
same firm have another

as a practice trial, but
they declined, as
their boat had received some injury. The Montreal crew is a new organization and the members have pulled together but
very little. The
Portland hoys speak of them as courteous

The
ne

received.

JVrtUi UvHJJHTY.

over

JV esleyan

were

Messrs. Kallooh and White have
recently fitted up a large billiard room in the Thorndike
Hotel, Rockland, and put in two elegant tables.
Rockland has voted to uniform the police of
that city.

the course again and took the second
They offered the Montreal club every
inducement they could to pull over the course

The

Grant

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

together quite a large assemblage of people,
estimated, at 2000. Early in the morning a
large body of Fantastics made a parade, and of

tlemen,

droping to 95 in
April.
June, while the Ogdensburg loan was pending they advanced to
90 and 97, and we have seen no
depreciation
of their value quoted.
In

was

The Fourth at Island Pond.

the next month to 97 1-2

tenant-General Sheridan, Governor Noyes of
Ohio, General McCook and others. Letters of
regret from General Sherman and President

......

The people of Island Pond got up a very interesting velebration on the Fourth, which drew

again,

•s n

_..

hardly then thought of; but we
that we deem conclusive, of the
fact that Democratic collusion witli some of
delegates of that convention, particularly from
this State, led directly to Mr. Greeley’s nomination. A prominent Democrat of Central
New Yerk wrote to a prominent man, hitherto
a
Republican, one of Mr. Greeley’s chief
friends and advisers, in New York city, only a
few days before the Cincinnati convention met
on
the subject of the proposed candidacy.
That Democrat was in favor of Greeley’s nomination; and believed that the Democratic
party of the country could be brought to his
support in certain contingencies. The reply to
the letter was a
reply which pleased and gratified him; it crowned the negotiation; and the
an
result,
understanding of what the Democrats were prepared to undertake, was, as we
have said, made known to the prominent men
in the New York delegation at Cincinnati
The name of the leading Democrat we have
mentioned is Horatio
Seymour; and of the Republican friend of Greeley, Waldo Hutchins.
That the negotiation was carried on, we have
seen the sufficient and undeniable proof.
We
have been shown a letter from one of the wellnamed
known writers of the last
correspondHorace Greeley, Waldo Hutchins and
ence.
Horatio Seymour are the “high contracting
parties” to the greatest scandal of American
politics. We state the fact of the correspondence on our proper responsibility; and if any
one of the persons we have named
denies, we
will givo dates and details, and procure testithat
will
not
lie
in
mony,
they
position to dispute. The statements not contained in the
two letters, one of Mr. Greeley, which, by the
way. set aside Chase tor Democratic use as
“broken down”—and the other, signed by one
of the three mentioned, are given upon perfectly good authority. There is no longer reason
to doubt that there
has been a perfect
understanding between Greeley and the
Democrats for at least eight months past.
It
was after October last the tone of the Tribune
became decidedly hostile to the Republican party. It was before the beginning of this year
that the change was generally conceded. Readers of that paper, who have preserved files of
it, will see that between October, 1871, and
May, 1872, the Tribune was practically a Democratic jounral, as it is to-day.
Now let Mr. Greeley, or anybody for him; or
Mr. Hutchins, or Mr. Seymour, come forward.
People generally have believed Mr. Greeley’s
nomination the result of a secret bargain. The
Democrats believe it, {gr they trust their leaders; but Republicans who have regarded Mr.
Greeley as a Republican, and who have given
any confidence to Cincinnati, will be astounded
to learn that he was in effect sold to the Democrats before Cincinnati; that he would undoubtedly have been made a candidate before the
regular Democratic convention, if there ltad
been no Cincinnati; and that they are the victims of a bargain carried out by trickery;
which will—it grows more and more likely—be
consummated at Baltimore.

urely
prize.

fine gold watch at the dose of the session.
The Tammany leaders are making efforts to
remove Controller Green from the position that
Connolly held.
Gen. Sheridan recommends decisive action
against the Indians.
The press seems to have patronized the Jubilee very generously, 3,800 tickets being issued
to members for one performance.
The sixth annual re-union of the army of
the Tennessee was held at Madison, Wisconsin,
last week. The attendance was not as large as
anticipated, but many prominent officers wera
present, including the Secretary of War, Lieu-

helpers demand an increase, and threaten a
strike if their demands are not complied with.
The Sentinel says that the fog has
stopped
some
fifty outward bound vessels, in West
Quoddy Bay, during the past week, while the
fog whistle has been in constant use.

ami mdse to John

proof

of Portland bonds have fallen off from three
to four per cent, within a week. The statement is not true.
The bonds stood in the
market in January at 04 1-2, and rose during
March and

N. Y.

inexplicable
remarkable
the Democratic leaders, iu endeavoring to force
Horace Greeley upon their party, as its candiIn October of last
date for the presidency.
year, months before the “liberal" Kepublican
convention of Missouri began the Cincinnati
movement, Mr. Greeley was in conference with
a Democrat in this state whom we know, on
the subject of the presidency; that Democrat
was hunting for a compromise or adissatisfied
Kepublican candidate whom the leaders of
and Mr. Greeley
his party would indorse;
nominated.
if
Mr.
agreed to accept
Greeley wrote a letter to this Democrat,
in reply to one; and this led to the conference,
at Sir. Greeley’s invitation; at which meeting,
Mr. Greeley consented to become the candidate,
Wo
if the nomination were tendered him.
have seen Mr. Greeley’s letter to which we
have referred, in his owl>, well-known hand-

have

fact aboat

need

ter of interesting history, serving to throw
light on this subject, is taken from the Bing-

publicans

Honorary Degree* and What They Mean.
All the newspapers have had something to
say about the bad taste of Harvard College
in conferring the degree of LL. D. on Gen.
Grant. It wasn’t the most felicitous compliment that the President ever received, certainly, but the journals that indulge in indiscriminate abuse of the college and the recipient of its diploma surely misconceive the

them

past record is now a matter of some interest.
That he did act in secret with leading Democrats is now very well known, and his nomination at Cincinnati was very far from being
an accident but on the other hand a carefully matured scheme. The following chap-

....

District-JO IIN H. BURLEIGH.
Second District—WILLIAM P. FR YE.
Third District-JAMES G. BLAINE.
Fifth District—E UGENE HALB.

ceives

espoused, is a fact well known to
How
every intelligent man iu both parties.
long Mr. Greeley has been a Democrat is not
so well known.
How long he has acted with
the leaders of that party iu secret to accomplish his own elevation at the sacrifice of liis

lias ever

writing.

CONGRESS.

First

nature of the transaction.

Chief Justice Chase is at Newport.
The New Hampshire Houso of Representatives presented Mr. Benton, the Clerk, with a

Republican.
We have come in possession of some facts
which account in part, if not wholly, for the
action of
and hitherto

WILSON.

HENRY

Sews and Other Items.

and

That Mr. Greeley is the candidate of the
party which he has opposed all his life—that
he is in open opposition to every principle lie

hampton,

VICE-PRESIDENT,

FOR

The Bargain of Horatio Seymour
Horace Greeley.

fkdrrat. ntrrkt, boato.v.
Huid Regular Auction Sale* every Turadny of
Dry v<*o««U, Woolrm. 4 lo(!iiiig, Carpet*,
r«

Fancy Good*, throw Goad* A Hata.
Also, every Thuraley, sale of Uoon and NHoi m,
including New ¥erk City iVIatlr Good* lor thu
retail trad**.

SASH

apj^eod.Tiu

MWAH

RIBBONS,

For Misses and Children, at very low price* at
«1BM. WFI41IH TttJliddlrfti.

.-v

—

CITY AND
Nrw

THE

VICINITY.

PE\Y FOR YEARS,

AdverliMcnieiat* To-Dny.

Meeting—City

Citizens’

THE

Pine St. M. E. Church.—D. H.Hannaburgh, pastor. Prayer Meeting at 9 a. m. and 7$ p. m; preacha- m. and 3 p. ni. Sunday School at 1$ p. m.

Advent Christian CHURcn, Union Hall, 87 Free
»t.—Elder J. A. Libby, of Poland, will preach
the usual hours.
Seats free.
Congress St. M. E. Church.—Rev. W. M. Sterling; Preaching at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m. aud 7$ p. m.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2; Preaching at 3.
A
Conference Meeting at 7$. Lord's supper at close of

Sunday at

r. m.

India St., Univ. Society—Rev. Geo. W. Bhknell. Pastor. Services at 10 30 a. ra. and 7$ p. in.,
l>y Rev. Mr. Tucker of Biddeford.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbath
School Prayer Meeting at 2.15. Sabbath School at 3
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
will preach at 10$ a. m. Sunday School
immediately

ious to

summer vacation) at 1$ o’c.ock p. m.
Portland Spiritual Association, Temperance
Hall, 351$ Congress st.; Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britan will speak at 3 and 7$ p. m.
St. Lurk’s Cathedral—Sundays, 10.30 a. rn.3 and
7.3o p m. Daily, 8.30 a. m. ami 5 p. m. Free to all.
Paul’s Church, comer ot Congress and Lortreet.— Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.,
: p. m.
This is a free church, with free seats.
tikl Church, 97 Fore Street.—Services Saba. m., at 10.30 o’clock; i\ m., at 3 and 7.00
c.
Communion service the first Sunday p. m.

Monday

Loft, Commercial whf.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., comer ot
Wilmot,Rev. Wm. H. Shaiier, Pastor.—Preaching at
3; Sabbath School at 1.45; Social meeting at 7$.
The Reform School S. S. will be held
Sunday P.
M.

The procession was to move at ten o'clock,
aud by that hour the streets were filled with
well-dressed people, moving from
point to
point, enjoying the "sight of the military ami
other showy features of the occasion. But there
was a 1 mg delay.
Some of the companies arlate, and had to get breakfast before they

Every

St. Lawrence St. Church.—Memorial services
at 10$ o’clock a. m., for Cant. Ambrose T.
Osgood
and his wife, lost at sea in April, 1871.
First Univkrsalist Society will cslebrato
Children’s Sunday to-morrow morning, and Sunday
School Anniversary in the afternoon.
West Cong. Chapel—Rev. J. W. Chickering, D.
I), will preach Sunday afternoon and evening.

rived

went into line. At half-past ten the regiment
moved down Congress street to its place, aud
in a few momenhLthg whole line was in motion,
of a mile, and adcovering over
mitted by all to be 'the handsomest Fourth of
July display ever made in Portland. The for-

three-quarters

United State* Circuit Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE

CLIFFORD.

In

part tlio

equity,

vs.

came

In and

heard

John Winslow Jones ct als., in
Henry Clark ot als., which Involves the
case

of

mation

Bradbury

&

Bradbury.

that of the assignees of Woodman & Littlejohn,
bunkrupts, vs. Canal National
Bank, Involving the question whether a creditor holding commercial [taper signed by a bankrupt Arm and
endorsed by an individual member thereof, bankrupt,
can prove bis claim
against the estates of both.
W. L. Putnam.
Mattocks—Emery.
case was

IHnnicipal
BEFORE JUDGE

Furling.

Crosby

MORRIS.

Single sale. Fined $30.

1

Drum

searching

sang with spirit and full volume of tone, naThen came a platform
tional and other airs.
wagon with a windmill, an old-time well with
its long sweep, presided overby throe charming
little water-sprites in a bower of evergreen, and
a beautiful fountain, with its streams of Sebago

sparkling in

A team

belonging to Talbot &
Mayo Street yesterday,

Johnson ran
demolished a
away on
lamp post, and severely injured J. H. Burrill,
the driver, a colored man.
The Casco Street Sunday School make their
annual excursion to Lake Sebago next Tuesday.
It would he difficult to get together a finer
body of militia tlian that which paraded in this
city on the Fourth. They were composed of
fiuo material and marched with great precision
and steadiness. The uniforms are all in goed

“w-

It

3 o’clock.
address the

James

Woodbury

only
mem-

his

was

to

faces and figures were presented at every step—
a beautiful
panorama of cheerful faces, neat
costumes and as much of an air of enjoyment
as could he
expected under the circumstances.
There was an abundant supply of water along
the route, and hundreds blessed Seliago. Some
of the more public-spirited people made tubs of
lemonade which was furnished liberally to
those in the procession. Mr. John H. Heald,
at number 148 Cumberland street, had three

Francis W. Buxton, Treasurer.
After installation of the officers, Chap. Franklin Fox ill a
neat speech presented to P. G. Josiali Burleigh
a Past Graud’s sash and
jewel, as a slight memento and token of the feelings of the members towards F. G. Burleigh who has just carried the Lodge through one of the most successful terms since its foundation.
P. G. Burleigh is
but this time

barrels of cooling drink, made up with Boring's
red orange syrup,which was the objective point
for the thirsty crowd. On State street, during
a halt, Gen. S. J. Anderson read the
Declaraion of Independence in a voice that could he

usually- ready,
caught napping and acknowledged the gift
short speech, and left the rest unsaid—un-

in a
til the next time.

heard at considerable distance; after which the
children and the bauds united in the StarSpangled Banner, forming a very pleasant feature of the march.
At 1.40 the procession was
dismissed at City Hall and the various bodies

Assault with a Dangehous Weapon.—
Thursday, night the sheriff’s deputies made a
raid ou the premises of Edward P. Tummore,
No. 6(5 Fore street.
After they got into the
place Tummore seized a cavalry sabre ami

to their various head-quarters to
break up for dinner and get ready for the afternoon programme.
The Governor and suite,
Mayor Kingsbury, Chief Marshal l’ennell, City
Marshal Clark, Gen. Mattocks and Gen. Anderson dined together at the Falmouth Hotel.

proceeded

attack on the officers.

He made a
lunge at Deputy Jordan slitting his coat and
narrowly missing the officer’s thigh, but the
deputy seized him by the throat and he wasdis
armed before mischief was done.

DECORATIONS.

While there

Bukglahv at Ai.fued.—The Woolen Mil I
of Thomas Holland, at Alfred, was entered b;

burglars

Tuesday night,

and about $ 1
worth of blankets and flannels carried oil.
on

ac-

window that commanded a view, was occupied
by spectators. It is a noticeable feature that
there was little “following after,” hut new

follows: Frederick Bucknam, N. G.; Henry
P. Cox, V. G.; William' K. Neal, Secretary

an

placed

at such improper places.—
blame we do not know, but somebody in command in that procession got more
blame than praise for them.
It is impossible to estimate propeily tlio number of people who witnessed the grand pageant,
hut all along the route, both sides of the streets
were completely filled with people, while every

I. O. O. F.—The officers of Ligonia Jaxlge,
No. 5, I. O. O. F, were duly installed by D. W.
Babb, Grand Master, last evening, and are ar

made

Their horses were

to

they should happen

meeting.

I

even

Slower,

>

Committee,

the Chief ^larsliul and umpires,and
it was decided to opeii
Hulkfo^the drill,as
the most available place, and prevent, if possible, the disappointment that would be felt, by
those who had come from a distance to witness
or take part in this
portion of the ceremonies,
should they be indefinitely postponed. The

dity

galleries

and the space uuder the galleries were
soon filled by the
military and citizens holding
tickets. The lower corridor was crowded with

people anxious to gain admission, bv.t the capacity of the standiug room in the hall was not
eiiougu
cants.

w) accommouate

oue-tentn or tne

appli-

About o o'clock the Governor and suite,
the Mayor and Chief Marshal,and a
large number of ex-army officers entered and took seats
the platform.

They were received with the
Infantry and Cadets, who
appropriate music from the
Portland Band. The umpires, Major
Sanger
and Lieuts. Ives and
Dennison, U. S. A., had
places on the front of the platform. Mayor
Kingsbury addressed the multitude, remarking
that the showers had necessitated a
change of
on

proper salute by the
were in line, and by

programme. It was a happy circumstance that
the entire military force of the State except one
company had gathered in the city. Many of
them were compelled to return home in the

evening trains,

and the Committee were obliged to proceed with the order under the circumstances that were presented.
He then read a
paper signed by all the Committee, setting
forth that owing to the late arrival of some of
the companies and the impossibility of

report-

ing to the judges at tile hour specified, the
Committee had agreed, as a matter of courtesy,
to allow them to cuter upon the competition, if
they chose. The Portland Light Infantry and
the Portland Cadets were the only companies
that had entered in season, and it was for them
to decide whether they would admit others to

competition. Capts. Mattocks and Anderson,
responding for their respective companies, gave
their cordial consent, which was received with
cheers.

Capt. White, of the Jameson Guards, Bangor, returned thanks for the invitation extended to his compauy, and was sorry that they
could not accept. They had just returned from
campaign and many of them felt unwilling
and unable to leave home again so soon. A report had gone out that the Guards were dissatisfied with the umpires. This was a mistake.
The Guards were dissatisfied with nothing.—
He presented the name of W. H. Hatham, a
a

private

in the Guards, as a competitor for one
of the medals. (Cheers.)
The Mayor responded briefly,and Lieut. Dennison road the rules under which the drill was
to be conducted, and stated that the manual
to be performed without the word. Eleven
candidates presented themselves, and drew lots
for position. Their names, and the order of the
was

are as follows:
Serg’t Osgood, Cadets.

to Burham Holmes of Capitol Guards, not that
his drill was more perfect than that of the
others, but that he had gone through all the

Who

and others will

city,

the

and this would have deif there had been no loss
of time in the morning. Four o’clock was
then announced as the time for the battalion to
form and escort the Governor to the field, but
at that time the
threatening clouds betokened
the approach of another
which soon
sprinkled the earth again. A consultation 4>ok
?
plqce at the Falmouth Hotel between tlie Cfty
over

ing appearance.

them by Cloudman. It is of a heavy green silk
with gold fringe.
On the obverse, side is the
figure of a Bishop and Erin with her liarp with
the motto, “We Aid One Another,” and the
date of organization, and on the reverse the coat
of amis of Ireland,the sun-burst with wolf-dogs
rampant, surmounted by the eagle perched on
crown and sword and the motto, “Gentle when
stroked,fierce when provoked,’’and underneath,
the harp.
The procession was until half pastouc o’clock
going over the prescribed route. The weather
was intensely hot and many halts were made.—
On Munjoy these were ill-placed, because they
occurred at points which brought the carriages
and heavy wagons on the slope of the streets,
where the work of tfic horses was doubled, aud
their {discomfort increased. These halts Iwere
without order of the Chief Marshal, and there
that
was a good deal of indignation expressed

Port-

passed

layed proceedings

miuntes, and each man, as he was dismissed
was rewarded with
applause At the conclusion
and after a moment’s consultation, Major Sanger announced that the first prize was awarded

gold, with green plumes were very attractive and elegant.
They carried the flag of Ireland and the Stars and Stripes and the magnificent standard of the Association, painted for

Steamer Lewiston took about a hundred peo
pic to Mt. Desert last night; chiefly from the
South and West, who go to spend the “heated
term” at that delightful place.

was

THE COMPETITION DRILL.

The programme for the afternoon was a competition drill for the State championship, open
to all companies, and three prizes for the best
drilled men. This was announced to come off
at 3 o’clock on Western Promenade.
Shortly
after two o’clock a very heavy thunder shower

decorated and drawn by fine horses.
The truckmen, who led the procession, carried
the flag of the Portland Cavalry Co. The men
were all well-mounted, and made a very impos-

and

We understand that Bishop Neely and wife
have gone to St. John for a brief visit.
There will be a Children’s temperance meeting
at the Allen Mission Chapel Sunday afternoon
at

and the coat of arms of the
United States and State of Maine on either
side. The Morton Block was covered with little flags. A line of flags was stretched from the
Pension Agency on Middle street to the Lewis
Building. The basin of the fountain of Mr.
Thomas O. Goold, corner of High and Deering
street was filled with choice flowers, while a
large bouquet at the apex was made to revolve
by the water jets.

hand, the man began his
movements, first performing the manual and
ending with the bayonet exercise. The time of
each exhibition occupied about one and a half

many compliments for their splendid appearTheir regalia of green
ance and fine bearing.

suioie ror

was

Navy Union,”

drill,

order:

color, the leading ranks being gray,
followed by blAcks and bays.
The Irish American Belief Association won

their
~"'ug that if all the members of the
dd leave the other home orgatiizaouldn’t be enough left to make it
for the rest to march.
B. L. Sawyer, foreman of the
wider Co., who was hurt at the fire

Thursday morning, as we stated.
father, Mr. Edwin Sawyer.

carriages

and John

Chief Engineer Andrew J. Cummings: Frank II.
Merrill, 1st Assistant; Granville H. Cloycs,
2d Assistant; N. Littlefield, 3d Assistant ; John F. Chase, 4th Assistant.
Machigonne Steam Fire Engine Co., No. 1—Capt.
R. S. Rand, with Engine and Hose Carriage.
Portland Steam Fire Engine Co., No. 2—Capt.
Chas. 1). SklUin, with Engine and Hose Carriage.
Cumberland Steam Fire Engine Co., No. 3—Capt. C.
H. Leighton, with Engine and Hose Carriage.
Thomaston Band.
Casco Steam Fire Engine Co., No. 5—Capt. Leonard
Pennell, with Engine aiul Hose Carriage.
Dirigo Hand "'ire Engine Co., No. 8—Capt. Sumner
Libby, with Engine and Hose Carriage.
Washington Hook and Ladder Co. No. 1—Capt. B.
L. Sawyer, with their Truck.
the procession was very
This portion of
handsome. The firemen were clad in neat costumes, their engines were highly polished and

cording

the Governor on Thursday-, ox cited a good deal
of admiration. It cannot be surpassed for
beauty in New Fnglaud.
The match game of base ball between the
Rcsolutes and Dirigos was ended by the shower after one inning, at Deering, on the Fourth,
the Rcsolutes standing two to one.
The game
will be finished on Saturday, July 13tli.

*—

These

elegantly

taste aud some of them very showy.
The High School Class of '72 will make an
excursion to the islands to-day at 101-2 o’clock.
Tlic police fared sumptuously at the Preble
House Thursday, and they deserved a good dinner.
Webster provided for the Norway and
Thomaston Bands.

The Grand Ar.ny of the Republic in
land numbers 200 or 300 members, but
about 70 appeared in tire procession.
A
ber wittily explained the smallness of

following

the

The prisoners at the jail enjoyed strawberries
and lemonade on Xlie Fourth, by the kindness
of Sheriff Perry.

a

the hot sunshine.

got up with good taste by J. B. Hudson,
Jr., and E. A. Jordan, The second division of
the procession was led by the Norway Band,
aud was composed of the Fire Department, in
were

The opponents of the Ogdensburg loan have
engaged the City H all for a meeting this evening. Addresses will be made by Hon. F. O. J.
Smith and others.

ongvr

next.

came

with the names of the 37 States of the Union.
In the rear sat a little girl representing the
Goddess of Liberty upon a raised throne. Folrcwdng this was another wagon drawn by four
horses, filled with little girls, under charge of
All along the route they
Mr. W. L. Fitch.

tlio

irom

Cunningham.

Following the carriages
came a mammoth covered boat-wagon drawn
by six bay horses, containing 37 little girls
dressed in white, wearing frontlets inscribed
ment,

The Portland & Kennebec brought 700 poodle from the country to this city Thursday, and
the city railroad transported 0454 passengers.

lurn-oiH

Corps.

carriages, containing Gov. Perliam and
suite, Mayor Kingsbury, the Reader of the*
Declaration of Independence, Oapt. White and
Lieuts. Deane and|Clark and Surgeon Reynolds
of the Jameson Guards, the Fourth of July
Committee and members of the City Govern-

Brief Jotting*.
A number uf delegates to the Baltimore Convention left for that city yesterday.
Some sorrowful wag, who missed his best
friend on the Fourth of July, tied a piece of
crape on the door of the Liquor Agency.
The wind Thursday did considerable damage
at Cape Elizabeth.
A new railroad track has been laid on Union
•wharf.

cic^aui

Fol-

Ten

shop of tbe said
Tunmore. Examination waived. Ordered to recognize in the sum of $300 with sureties for his appearance at the September term of the Superior Court.
Fox.
Williams.

a.uc

M. M

men.

—

James

Fox.
Williams.
Edward P. Tunmore.
Assault and battery on
Warren E. Jordan, a Deputy Sheriff, with a dangerweapon while

Corps.

Belfast City Guards—Capt. W. II. Folger—65 men.
Portland Cadets—Capt. John Anderson—11 men.
Kersey Infantry Band—12 pieces.

Boswortli Post No. 2, O. A. R. (Portland)—Commaudcr W. H. Green.
Commander
Irish American Relief Association

Appealed.

ous

Woodward—60

men.

Williams.
Fined $30

Single sale.

’Drum

som—48

Howard & Cleaves.
Search and seizuie. Fined

Tunmore.

Pray—60

Skowhegan Light Infantry—Capt. Isaac Dyer—72

Appealed.

Edward P.

J. T.

Hcrscy Liglitlnrantry (Oldtown)—Capt.

Paid.

Fox.

Almon G.

men.

Fox.
Howard & Cleaves.
Charles H. Dacey. Intoxication. Discharged on
payment of coBts.
John Goorlvan. Goat at large. Fined $8. Paid.
Friday.—Edward C. Mulligan. Larecuy. Sent to
Reform School.
James McQuade and John Sullivan. Search and
seizure. Fined $50 each. Appealed.
Fox.
Williams.
Fraud* K inslow. Search and seizure. Fined $50.
Fox.
Edward P. Tunmore.
$30. Appealed.

Light infantry—Capt.

Capitol Guards (Augusta) Capt.

Howard & Cleaves.
Foxen.

Johnson's Band, Lewiston—20 pieces.
men.

guilty. Discharged.

Fox.

men.

men.

Auburn

Cobb & Ray.
Jane Phillips. 0[»cn shop on Lord's day. Fined
$10. Appealed.
Cobb & Ray.
James Bradley, Jr. Search and seizure.
Adjudged

John

commanding—36 men.
(Hampden)—Capt. Frank G. Flagg65

Single sale. Fined

Fox.

not

Guards

Norway Light Infantry—Capt. Geo. L. Beal—60 men.
Portland Mechanic Blues—Capt. A. M. Benson—36

Court.

Wednesday.—Jane Phillips.
$3u. Appealed.

follows:

Platoon or Police under com mam 1 or Deputies Sterling and Gribben..
City Marshal—Chas. Clark.
Chief Marshal—Chas. J. Pennell.
Aids—Matthew H. Adams, A. M. Sawyer, H. R.
Sargent, Charles C. Chase.
125 Truckmen in white frocks, mounted, Capt. Geo.
W.
Portland Band.
Military Battalion under command of Capt. C. P.
Mattocks—Lieut. Edward W. Loveitt, Adjutant.
Portland Light Infantry—Lieut. N. G. Fessenden

iuij>ortant patent for canning sweet com.
W. H. Clifford.
H. K. SewaU-A. A. Strout.
Tlie next

was as

did Mr. Burns

State street. The Aimy and Navy Union
Hall was tastefully dressed with streamers and
corps flags, and exhibited a painting surinountel by the words, “Headquarters Army and

An hour later came the promon the Fourth.
ise of a “red-hot” day,’for the clouds that had
hung above the city all night had disappeared,
and given the sun full power to lend his cheerful rays and “warm up” the occasion. And the
venerable planet answered the requirement to
the extent of 78° and afterwards became so enthusiastic that he weut 13° better at noon.

Also meetings on
ami
Thursday evenings at 7.30 o’clock. All from the sea
and land are cordially invited.
Y. M. C. Association. Mechanics’
Building, Prayer Meetings every
Saturday evening.—Social Meeting
every Sunday at 10$ o’clock a.m.^u Munaey's Safi

as

on

commenced at six o’clock in the morning, when
the people from the rural districts began to
pour into town and pick up a few luxuries liefore they selected ilieir good places to see th6
show. The military began to stir, too, and de'
part for the depots and steamboat landings to
receive and welcome their visiting brethren.
Those who owned American flags hung hem
out and prepared themselves to greet their
country friends who always come to Portland

morning service. Communion Service at 3 l*. m.
Fraternity, Army and Navy Union
H*m.—Children’s Lycmuu will hold its last session
Spiritual

Wednesday.—Judge Clifford

pretty display,
Dennis on Cumberland street, and Henry Fox
a

fire-crackers, small cannon and other enlivening
and awakening agents. The celebration proper

after

o’clock.

while the church bells pealed out their
notes of gladness. The Observatory was also
splendidly dressed with flags in its accustomed
manner.
Mr. Bean on St. Lawrence street
and Mr. Sargent on Atlantic street, made quite

tion in Portland, presenting a showy programme; aud if no one else applauded their efforts in advance, Young America'; endorsed
them from the start, aud began to show his approbation as early as midnight with pistols,

The Second Parish afternoon services will, till
further notice be transferred to tbc evening at 7$.

Coach leaves State Street at 2
teacher is requested to be present.

joicing,

iences aud discomfort our thoughts may possibly be turned to the seven years of suffering
which our fathers endured, and so symobolize,
the meaning of the day.
The Committee laid out well for the celebra-

service.

were

ing flowers. When the procession passed down
Cumberland street these children were ranged
in front of the Cathedral and sang songs of re-

sixty-four of the calendar. Still the “glorious
Fourth" must be observed, or we should forget
the lessons of patriotism and self-denial that
it teaches, and if we endure some inconven-

ing at 19$

On either side of the bay window

two figures of angels supporting huge vases of
flowers. On the terrace was a row of twentyfive little girls, dressed in white and crowned
with wreaths of green. Every window was filled with other children, similarly dressed, bear

The Fourth of July has passed, with its glorious pageantry, its noisy patriotism, its labors
and fatigues,and hopes realized or disappointed.
Treat it as we will it is a weary day, and more
people go to bed at its close, weary and worn
out than on any other of three hundred and

clergymen

month.

CADETS

PORTLAND

Incidents and Accidents.

Hall.

St. Church Sunday evening. Addresses bv several
ami laymen. The publie are cordially invited. Services commence at 7$ o’clock.

at 3

Drize Drill.

vice.

Religious Notice*.
Ur"Union Temperance Meeting at the Chestnut

Sunday School

The portico of the hall also bore some handsome devices.
By far the best display was that
at Bishop Bacon’s residence. In the centre on
a large crimson
ground was an eagle perched
upon a shield, and this was flanked by two similar squares of the same color, but without de-

THE CHAMPIONS.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Dr. Bennett—Preble House.

ch

supporting a portrait of George Washington.—
The Blues decorated one side of the City Hall
with flags and shields bearing the names of the
cities and towns represented here by military,
and also the names of Kingsbury, Perliain, &*c.

FINEST OUT-DOOR DIS-

The

particular being dressed from

The front of the City Hall was
festooned with hunting, and on the balcony
was Harry Brown’s fine picture of Columbia

Fourth of Julv in Portland,

AUCTION COLUMN.
Millinery aud Fancy Goods—F. O. Bailey & Co,
Fine Carriages—F. O. Bailey & Co,
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Agents Wanted—B. B. Russell.
House and Lot for Sale—John Porteous.
For Sale—Schooner.

(,

Nantasket in
deck to truck.

-r^77-r
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CELEBEATE.

THE DAT WE

THE PRESS.

wits a general show of
flags and
hunting along the route and in other parts of
the city there were few attempts at decoration
to he specially mentioned. The shipping in the
harbor made a good display; the U. S. steamer

John J. Lynch, do
G. A. Williams, Infantry.
Clias. L. Dow,
do
J. Neal,
do
Neal Winslow, Cadets.
G. W. Hatham, Jameson Guards.
E. E. Dow, I
nfantry.
Charles A. Derloo, Infantry.
Burnham Holmes, Capital Guards, Augusta,
Serg’t W. H. Thomas, Jr., Infantry.
The men advanced as they were called, saluted, and stood at order arms. When the

judge dropped

manual,

wane

his

outersomitcea some,

ro .>e&J

Winslow of the Cadets, was awarded the second prize, and to Sergt. W. H. Thomas, Jr., of
the Infantry, the third. The decision was received with applause. Mayor Kingsbury presented the prizes according to the award, and
the companies advanced to compete for the
flag. [A description of the prizes was printed
in the Press of Thursday morning.]
Each
company had 32 privates. The Infantry took
the floor first aud went through the company

movements, and the Cadets followed.

When
the Cadets formed company front from a column of fours
and wheeled upon a pivot, at
double quick, with admirable precision of align-

ment,the enthusiasm of the audience burst out,
notwithstanding the previous request that perfect order might be preserved.
Each comany
then went through the mauuel and
turn, and at the conclusion, the

firing,

in

umpires

promptly

decided the Cadets to be the chamThe most tumultuous applause broke
pions.
forth from the audience, followed by cheers
from the rival companies. They cheered for
each other, and for the umpires. The Cadets
gave three and a tiger, for Capt. Mattocks, by
whose example and aid they lmd achieved victory. The Infantry gave a fitting response. As
soon as order was restored
Mayor, Kingsbury
presented the flag to the champions in a brief

speech.
Mayor Kingsbury, in presenting the

flag,

said:

Capt, Anderson

and GentU

of the Portthrough which we have
recently passed, has taught the people of the
North some wholesome lessons; among them
that while courage is an admirable virtue, it is
almost useless, and sometimes disastrous on
the field of battle, when uneducated in the science of war.
For war has been reduced to a science, and it
is not now numbers that win, so much as military tactics aud discipline. This lesson the
north learned to its soroow during the earlier
stages of the rebellion, and thousands of graves
where lie buried our bravest and noblest young
men attest its truth.
The northern States arc taking the lesson
home, aud making military education a promiAnd I am glad to
nent part of public duties.
say that Maine is not behind her sister States
in recognizing her obligations in this respect.
Though the efforts of her heroic General, and1
able Governor, Joshua L. Chamberlain. Maine
is rapidly organizing an educated iniliiary force,
which will redound to the reputation of the
State. And it is but right to and that the present able executive, Gov. Perham, has taken the
matter up where his predecessor left it, aud is
steadily pressing it forward.
We have to-day been favored with the presence of every military company in the State,
except one, and their tine soldierly appearance
has been the subject of general comment.
The city of Portland lias three military organizations. of which its citizens are justly
proud—the Blues, the Infantry and last, (but
not least as the result of this trial of skill witnesses) the Cadets.
You have been awarded this
flag by tho disinterested judgment of three intelligent umIn
pires.
presenting it, Captain, I need not remind you that it is subject to
challenge from
any military company in Maine for three years;
after which, if you hold it agaiust all comers,
it is yours forever.
Capt. Anderson replied modestly and briefly.
He acknowledged the
obligations the Cadets
were under to Capt. Mattocks aud to the Infrom
the
instruction
of some of whose
fantry,
m > e'rs they had got much of their
discipline.

land Cadets—The

war

nun

The flag belonged to them and the Cadets
would hold it subject to their demand.

BIDDEFORD, SACO

INCIDENTS AND ACCIDENTS.

AND VICIN ITY.

The day was one of the quietest and most orderly of any fete day that we have had for
years. Notwithstanding the vigorous enforcement of the liquor law a very few persons got
overcome by liquor, but there was no disturbance from this cause that we have heard of.
There was a very large number of strangers in
town, to whom the showers were matters of
more than ordinary concern, making them very
uncomfortable and depriving them of much of
the promised Bight-seeing.
Liberal arrangements had been made on the Promenade for the
multitude. Messrs. Ezekiel Bell and Joseph
A. Perrv, who had charge of the grounds, had
provided tents and a collation for the Governor
and suite and other distinguished guests. The
storm blew the tents down and the collation
went to the bad.
After Gen. Anderson had finished reading
the Declaration of Independence on State street
an individual, pretty well filled with Fourth of
July, walked up to the General’s carriage, and
slapping him familiarly on the knee, exclaimed,
“Sam, that’s the best speech vou ever made!
You put it to’m like—! you did.” The General was taken aback by this unexpected compliment and hardly knew how to respond.
Michael Flaherty, a boy of a dozen years,
living in Gorham, came into town Wednesday
night to celebrate. He had a can containing
half a pound of powder in his hand, which became ignited bv a fire cracker.
The boy’s right
hand was shockingly burned and lacerated and
the left much blistered. He wandered around
until Thursday noon, suffering intensely from
ilia wounds, when he was picked up by some
kind person and taken to Hinds’ apothecary
store, under the Preble House, where his wounds
were dressed and Mr. Hinds afterwards sent
him home. A stranger came to the same place
in the forenoon, suffering from a
slight attack
of sun-stroke. He was also relieved and after
an hour was enabled to
irt.
dep
Edward W. Porter, engineer of steamer
was overcome by the heat on
Macliigonne,
Munjoy, while the procession was on the march,
but we understand that he recovered after receiving some attention.
Two fights took place near the foot of Franklin street, in both of which blood was drawn.
During the first shower, the lightning struck
an elm tree near George W. Smith’s
house, No.
22 Myrtle street, and branching off entered
through one of the windows, passing across the
rear and out by the back window.
It struck a
mirror in its passage and crumbled the glass almost as fine as sand.
One of the window
blinds was also shattered. Two ladies w< re in
the room at the time and were temporarily affected by the electric fluid.
A house on North street, near the old fort,
was
stmek and the chimney demolished.
Whether anybody was in the house or not we
did not learn, but two dogs were killed by the
bolt. The name of the occupant was not ascertained.
William Ballard, son of Robert Ballard, No.
H Fore street, was seized with a fit on Federal
street. He was taken into Mrs. Ripley's boarding house and Dr. Clark called to attend him.
He was taken home by his parents.
A son of John Howley, corner of Park and
Commercial street, was prostrated by a sunstroke, and taken home.
John Higgins of Saccarappa, rose early and
>
took lire gnu (Vgo^amiawakeii a companion.
Putting in a heavy Charge he* lifted the gun
horizontally over his head and fired. Tho piece
l>urst,al^d the boy’s right hand was shattered to
jneces. The surgeons amputated the little fin-ger, and are fearful that the hand will be lost.
The color-bearer of one of the out-of-town
nos

irdiuva

pruswaieu

sun-scrose

Dy

on

Stale St. He was taken into.Mr. MeDulIee’s
house and cared for.
There is a report that a
fatal case of sunstroke occurred on the same
street, the man dying yesterday. An employee
of the Rolling Mills was also prostrated by the
same cause.
A boy named Lovitt living on
Wiluiot street, burned his face badly with
powder. A son of Mr. Frederick A. Poor, severely burned his hand with German fireworks.
A gentleman while unwrapping some fireworks in his parlor, ignited them in some way
and nearly set the house on fire.
Far into the evening the streets were crowded
with pedestrians, who thronged into refreshment saloons and gathered aronml the bandstands.
Ilidwell & 'Wilson’s company played to a
vrry large audiuce at Music Hall.
There was
also
many. very fine private displays of fireworks at different points.
in Wrinilliam.
The largest fire that lias occurred at Windham for fourteen years took place at 1 o’clock
ou
Thursday morning, at Great Falls. Fire
broke out in the saw and grist mill of Mr. Chas.
H. Wright of this city, which was
entirely consumed. The flames then communicated to the
covered bridge leading to the village, which was
also destroyed, except the piers and
Orem Fare

rendering
get

to

it

stringers,
villagers
help extinguish the flames,

possible

for only

a

few

and
crossed in a boat and others swam
across.
The large chair factory, formerly operated by Walter Corey, was the next
building
to be destroyed, and in turn two
large storehouses, with stable and shed, and the large
mansion house in which the employees boarded.
The furniture in the latter was saved. The mill

though

across
some

contained a gang-saw and some stave machinery, aud employed six men. Twenty men were
employed in the chair fact<%. Almost all the
lumber in the yard was destroyed, aud only the
cooper shops and dry houses saved. There were
several dwelling houses that escaped only by
the protection afforded by the trees.
There
were only about ten men to assist in
extinguishing the fire, aud they relied for the most part

hand

engine

that had not been in use for
The loss is estimated between
years.
$35,000 and $30,000. Dow, Coffin & Libby of
this city, had an insurance in various
companies for $10,000, and an agency in Gorham had
a small amount.

on a

seven

Fatal Accident.—Friday morning, between
7 and 8 o’clock Patrick McDermot, employed
by the horse railroad company, was instantly
killed in a gravel pit in Deeriug, owned by the
company, and located in the rear of the company’s stable. The men have been in the habit
of starting a train of empty cars on the decline
to the pit, and then
jumping on aud riding
down. McDermot attempted to do so, but failed and was dragged by the car which he had
hold of. When the cars reached the pit the recoil of the cars threw him under the wheels
crushing his head. Coroner Gould held an inand a verdict was given in accordance
with the above statement, and exonerating the
company from blame. McDermot was a man
about 60 years of age and leaves a family.

quest

Hotel Arrivals.—Win. Adams, wife and
daughter and D. W. Glass, Baltimore; P. P.
Hall, Miss Hall and S. Sewall aud wife, Quebec: John K. Ryerson an 1 family, Yarmouth,
N. S.; Mrs. J. B. Smith aud Melvin Smith,

Montreal,

stopping at the

Falmouth.
Nova Scotia; C. D.
Natick, Mass.; R. J.
Cox, Lenoxville, Can.; D. M. (Brown, Westport, are at the St. Julian
C. B. Patton and wife Louisville, Ky.; C. C.
Bennett, M. D., New Haven; John A. Holbrook aud Henry T. Bicknell, No.
Weymouth,
are

J. March and wife
Brown and Williams,

Mass.; N. Jenkins and wife, New Haven; C.
D. Bigelow and family, Boston; R. B. Maclav
and Aleuzo Truesdell, New York, are at the
Preble House.
Fatal Railroad

Accident.—Thursday afthe outward bound train from Boston for Dedham was passing through
Hogg
bridge, it struck Mr. J. K. Kimball of Rockternoon,

as

land, Maine, knocking off the top of his head
and breaking one of his legs.
He was taken
up in an unconscious state and carried to the
Tenth Station, but died before reaching it. Mr.
Kimball his daughter had been stopping at the
Sherman House,Boston,and it is a mystery how
he came to be upon the railroad at that time,as
it was expected by his friends that he had gone
to

Charlestown.

against

When struck he

was

leaniug

abutment, having just stepped off
into a secure position, as he probably

an

the track

supposed.
Excursion to Fryeburg—A very large party weut to Fryeburg yesterday to visit the new
Methodist camp-meeting grouuds, located about
miles from the village. There were about
1(XK) people present, and all found ready conveyance to the grounds, which haveheen staked off

two

into lots, with streets and avenues laid out.
Religious services were held and the pic-nic
dinuer was eaten in the grove on the benches.
The excursion proved very pleasant to all who

participated.
The success of the Fourth of July celebration was due largely to the indefatigable energy of Chief Marshal Pennell. From the time
of his appointment to the close of the festivi-

ties, he worked most zealously, giving all his
time and strength, and looking after the sue.
ccssful execution of the details as they were arranged. He did more than a man's work, and
at the close acknowledged himself exhausted,
and was excused at au
ing by the committee.

early hour

in the even-

The Excursion to Rochester.—The excursion of the Portland Light Infantry and
Portland Cadets to Rochester, yesterday, was

by about 1.500 persons, and the occaheartily enjoyed by all present. The
steep grades in the vicinity of Spriugvale de-

attended
sion was

tained the train nearly three hours, so that it
did not arrive at Rochester until after 2 o’clock,
and the breaking of a sliackleldetained its arrival here until after 1 o’clock this morning.
The den containing six Roj^l Bengal Tigers
is one of the features of the great menagerie
with Howe’s Circus. They are magnificeut an.
imals and a sight of them during their gambols
is worth more than the price of admission.
Moloch, the celebrated French dumpeem goes
into the den with them, and goes through a
number of sensational tricks with the pretty
pets. We don’t.
Portland and Boston Steamers—Change
of Time.—by reference to the advertisement of
this line, it will ha noticed that the hour of
leaviug Portland will be evjUl o'clock P. M. until further notice.
jyl-lw

Drowned while Bathing.

*

Pavilion Congregational Church—Rev. A. J. Rogers, pastor. No services in the afternoon
during the
summer

months, but usual services in the evening.
Baptist Church—By the pastor, Rev. A. L. Lane.
Congregational Church—By the pastor, Rev.
J. D.
Emerson.

Cniversaliat Church—By

the

L. l ucker.

pastor, Rev. Charles

Church—By the pastor. Rev. A. S. Ladd,
in the forenoon and
by the Rev A. Sanderson in the
afternoon.
Freewill Baptist—By the pastor, Rev. J. Malvern.
The Biddeford Y. M. C. A.—Will hold the usual
prayer meetings at 9£ a. m. and 6 p. m.
St. Mary’s Church, Catholic—Usual services by

Father

Brady.
Advent Chapel—Services

the usual.hours.

at

SACO.
First Parish Congregational Church—No services.
Unitarian Church—By the pastor, Rev. J. T. G.
Nichols.
Episcopal Church—Rev. William J. Alger, rector.
Services

MATTERS IN MAINE.

usual.

as

Baptist Church—By the pastor Rev.C.F. Holbrook.
Freewill Baptist Church—By the pastor Rev. C.
L. Webber.
Freewill Baptist Church—By Wescott Bullock,9
pastor.
Methodist Episcopal Church,—By

the

Rev.

A.

k&Hderson in the forenoon and by the pastor Rev. S.
F. Wetherbee in the afternoon.

Biddeford municipal Court.
JELLERSOX, JUDGE.
Friday.—State vs. John Thomas; intoxication. Fined 83 and costs.
State vs. John McGuire; intoxication. Fined
8*3 and costs.
State vs.
Thomas
Monda; intoxication,
r ined 83 and costs.
Saco

municipal Court.

BEFORE

judoe

Bangob, July 5.—Lorenzo Thomas, a seaman belonging on hoard the schooner Watchman of
Isleboro, was drowned while bathing.
He had sunk before he was missed by his companions. His body was recovered several hours
afterwards by Mr. Colson, draw tender, who
has saved nineteen from men
drowning within
ten

years past.
The Fourth at Eastport.
Eastport, July 4.—There was a celebration
here to-day, consisting of a rowing
regatta,
which wits won by a crew from the revenue
cutter Mosswood. A sailing regatta for three

MASSACHUSETTS.

chase.

State vs. Joseph Kelley.
Mr. Kelley is the
young gentleman for whom proficiency in the
fistic art and knowledge of strategic'warfare
have acquired the sobriquet of Beauregard.
Upon the anniversary of the natal day of our lib
erties Beauregard was early upon the warpath.
He attempted to take the scalp of a venerable
and respected citizen but a failure in his strategic movements resulted in his commitment for
thirty days. The court is entitled to much
praise for the summary manner in dealing with
these veteran offenders.
Three dollars and
costs possess no terror for their
guilty souls,
while the preseut sentence will bless the public
with their absence for at least a mon*h.
State vs. Orin L. McAlister; intoxication.
Fined 83 and costs. Paid.
A Pair of horses with a hack attached, belonging to G« L. Foss, took fright at the depot
in Biddeford, Thursday morning and run away.
The hack was
A

House

badly damaged.
run

milk wagon in
and milk.
Mk.

Aaron

seventy-third

away

the Fourth with a
and spilt the wagon

on

Biddefood,

McKenney of Saco, paid
yesterday.

his

tax

The woolen factory of Thomas Holland, at
was broken into on
Tuesday' night, and
blankets and cloths to the value of over one
hundred dollars were stolen. Also the counting house of Messrs. S. & E. H. Littlefield was
entered at the same time and several dollars in
change taken. Sheriff Warner and posse are on
the track of the thives.
Times.

Alfred,

In York, one of the International Telegraph
line was struck by lightning Thursday, and the
wire torn down for a long distance.
There

Three Ken Killed by Lightning.

Boston, Junefi.—Geo. Hackins, JoliuDolierty,
Cornelius Doherty aud John Harkins lauded
on Governors Island
yesterday from a sail boat

and took refuge from the shower in an unoccupied building. The building was struck by
lightning and the three former instantly killed’.
John Harkins received a severe shock' but recovered.
Killed while Walking on the Track.
Martin Nickerson and Thos. Spilone, while
walking on the track of Tremont crossing this
evening, were instantly killed by the 9 o’clock
express train. They were 30 and 40 years of
age.

Opininn of

Leader «f the Labor Reformer*.
Citarlkston, July 5.—At a labor meeting at
Blacksmiths aud Machinists Hall this evening,
E. M. Chamberlain said the call for a conference of the Labor party at New
York, July 30,
was an endeavor to assemble those who believe
that the old honest course for Labor Reformers
to pursue was to support candidates who stood
upon a platform proposing explicit measures
for the benefit of labor. That as neither Grant
or Greeley was the
representatives of a party
of that idea, Labor Reformers could go for
neither. If a movement was not inaugurated
somewhere else to place candidates upon a platform guaranteeing the enactment and execution of short time laws, convertibility of the
currency, direot progressive taxation' aud minority representation, it remained in the power
of the Labor Reformers to inaugurate the party
of the future by making out aud out working
men’s nominations. But that if danger was
apprehended of being overslaughed hy the advocates of Grant or Greeley,
nominations
should be postponed and an endeavor made to
keep Labor Reformers organized in opposition,
in hostility to both, for action at a more favorable opportunity,
a

The Stoke* Trial.
New York, July 5.—Tlie trial of Stokes was
resumed to-day. Much time was consumed by
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
his counsel readiug a detailed printed report of
the proceedings at the Coroner’s inquest. The
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell to-day at office,
counsel of Stokes put a question to F. S. Bixby,
a very fine parlor suit and other furniture.
Esq., upon whom Stokes called just before the
murder, as to whether he (Stokes) made any
statement as to whether he was then going
Window Sc it hens of all kinds at Lothrop,
anywhere on business. The presiding judge thought
Dcvens & Co., No. G1 Exchange street.
the question inadmissible. After some arguju29dtf
ments, in which personalities were indulged ou
1 both
sides, the question was excluded, and exK3P“Dr. Bennett is at the Preble House ceptions were taken. Telegrams of Stokes ou
(Room 341)—Hours, 7 to 8 A. M., X to 2 and G to tlio (ith of January, offered by his counsel to
show his intention that day, were excluded by
7 P. M.
jyG-tf
the Court Evidence was then introduced to
show Stake’s movements on the afternoon of
Dbums of all sizes for sale and old ones rethe day of the murder, but all questions as to
paired at Hawes & Cragiu’s music store, 77 what
Stokes’ said in regard to his fear that Fisk
Middle street.
was going to shoot him were excluded.
A

to

65?”The worst coughs yield, as if by magic,
the wonderful curatiye powers of Dr. Pierce’s

Golden Medical

S&Wk

discovery.

5!»7

Is the mind a ponderable or an imponderable substance; an essence, vapor, or an indescribable something which cannot be grasped,

felt,

or

Man

withheld?

thinks, studies,

invents tires the brain

by overwork, and loses his reason; rests his intellect, becomes calm, uses restoratives, and

again

thinks.
When we reflect that a power of endurance
can be imparted to the brain, and that weak
minds have been restored to strength by Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites we
but conclude that the subtle power is
really ponderable matter, from the fact that
the ingredients are supplied which render it
Persons who
support and give it vitality.
study hard should preserve their balance of

cannot

power

by using

the

Butcher’s

Syrup,

jyG-d&wlw

Lightning Ely-killer.

Sweeps them off and clears the house speedily—Try it—Sold by dealers everywhere.
je 13-eod-lrao

1,Can’t

Without it.”—This is what the
stage and horse car companies, livery-stable
keepers, members of the turf, and all grooms
and trainers say of the Mustano Liniment.
They “can’t do without it.” And why? Because it infallibly reduces the external swelldo

ings, &e., which,

under various names, impair
the usefulness and value of the king of quadrupeds, and also because, for sprains, strains,
galls and other injuries to which horse-flesh is
liable, it is the most trustworthy preparation
in the market.

comprise only

Yet

these recommendations

portion of its claims to public
confidence. During a period of more than sixteen years, it has been recognized as a specific
for many of the most agonizing disorders
a

which afflict the human

family—such

as

rheu-

matism, gout, neuralgia, lumbago, ticdoloreux,
sore throat, earache,
toothache; aud likewise
as a
peerless application for cuts, bruises,
burns and scalds.
jyl-eodlw&wlt
Time and enlightened experience have
shown that certain substances formerly used
and relied on in medical practice, are unnecessary and dangerous; yet some of these substances

have found their way into medical
Dr. Walker’s California Vin-

compounds.

Bitters, however, contain nothing injurious, being composed exclusively of vegetaegar

ble substances from California. For all disorders of tte liver, kidneys, bladder, skin, and

digestive organs,

and for

purifying

the

blood,

they are the most wonderful remedy known.
je‘29-4w ___________
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The Manhattan Qlub’s house on Staten Island was burned Thursday. Loss $10,000.
Two firemen died Thursday in New York,
from sunstroke while on duty at a fire in Canal

street, Tuesday.
Horace Greeley and Chief Justice Chase had
an interview at
Newport Thursday.
A fire in San Francisco on the 4th destroyed
a third of a block
from Drum street, on the

south side of Pacific street to the water front.
VesseKat the wharves cut their lines and were
hauled out by steam tugs. One ship was slignt-

ly damaged.

The United States ship Tallapoosa arrived at
Kittery Navy Yard, Friday, having Rear Admirals James Smith snd Melancton Smith on

board.
John Falvev of Portsmouth, N. H., made an
attempt to kill himself Friday by cattiug his
throat, and having severed the wind pipe will

probably

die.

James. Locke of Seabrook, N. H., tried to
drown himself and cut his throat at Newburyport, on Friday, but was rescued and will recover.

Austin Cahill of Portsmouth. N. H., while

unloading coal from
mometer
died soon

staiuliug

after.

a

at

vessel

118°,

Friday,

was

sun

the therstruck and

Morse’s planing mill and Predman’s saw mill
at St Thomas,
Can., were burned Friday. Loss

$10,000.
A dispatch

from Halifax, N. S., says the
steam frigate Cherub is ashore on Cape Canso,
and the Royal Alfred has gone to her assistance.

Capt Melsaac,
Bliss, which vessel

of schooner James
seized by the Dominion
authorities for alleged violation of the fishing
treaty, publishes a letter in the Quebec Chronicle, acknowledgingfthat he was fishing in Canadian waters, supposing the new treaty was
settled. He says lie has been kindly treated,
and that the supposed indignity to the United
States flag by hoisting it union down was done
through mistake.
master

was

There were twenty-three deaths from heat in
Philadelphia Tdursday.
There have been 170 deaths in Brooklyn from
cholera infantum in the past five days.

A committee from St. Louis has visited Rev.
James Do Normandie, at Portsmouth, N. H.,
to urge his
acceptance of a call to the Unitarian church in that
city. The salary is reported
to be $xooo.
Mr. De Normandie asked time for
consideration.
John P. Bigelow, ex-Mayor of Boston, died
Thursday, aged 74.
A large store belonging to the Land and Lumber Company, and the dwelling of a man named Wenzel, in Elizabeth, N. U., were burned
Friday morning. Loss $00,000. Partially insured.

Paris, July 5—Evening.—The report of
conspiracy for the restoration of a monarchy

Challenge.

Budd Doble, the driver of Goldsmith Maid,
has published a
to trot Goldchallenge, offering
smith against Bonner’s
horses, Dexter and Joe
Elliott, best 3 in 5 with weights up and subject
to all rules for from 85000 to $50,000.
The race
to take place at
Prospect Park or any Massachusetts, PeunsylAauia or New York course,and
thechalleuge will be open for one week.
The Strike Dying Oat.
The strike is gradually dying out The men
employed by the Howe Sewing Machine Company will all return to work to-morrow upon
old terms. The liousesmiths in Committee intend calling a meeting in a few
days to wind
the business of the strike. The leaders of metal
workers confess that a large proportion of the
men who struck have resumed work on the 10
hour system anil that probably they cannot be
induced to come out again at present. There is
considerable dissatisfaction at the delay in paying the iron-workers ou a strike, no funds having been sent from headquarters at Cleveland.
The condition of the cabinet makers strike is
substantially the same.
Meeting of the Veterans.
The Veterans National Committee appointed
by the meeting of veterans from all sections of
the country, held in Philadelphia June 5th, in
attendance on the Republican Convention, have
issued addresses calling a general convention of
soldiers and sailors of the late war, at Pittsburg, Sept. 17th, 1872, the anniversary of tho
battle of Antietam, to endorse the nomination
of President Grant and Senator Wilson, and to
give expression of their uureserved belief that
the destinies Of this country for the
ensuing
four years should be under the protection of
men
who never faltered in their country’s
greatest danger.
Among the signers are A. E. Burnside,
Chairman, Powell Clavtan, Gea. E. Spencer,
R. J. Ogleslev, Col. D. Meredith, Granville M.
Dodge, John M. Harlan, Charles R. Brayton,
J. L. Chamberlain, N. P. Banks. E. W. Hiuks,
Jos. R. Hawley, Lucius Fairfield, E.IF.
Noyes,
Jos. C. Abbott, Jas. 8. Ncgley aud Ed’w. McCool.

Eillibuatering Expedition.
New York,
July 5.—The following is an official report of the failure of the tillibustering
expedition of the steamer Fannie, furnished
by the Captain General of Cuba, who received
The

it from Col. Valera:
Play a de la Herradue Lalla, J une 25,
1872.—The tillibuster steamer Fannie, which
had neared this coast with a valuable cargo is
in sight aground and on fire.
The expedition
which it brought consisted of 56 men, under
command of so called Gen. Julio Peralta, and
had already succeeded in carrying to the woods
and burying all the vessel’s cargo before burning
hor. Nevertheless I defeated them completely.
Julio Peralta was killed and a very important
correspondence for Cespedes aud other leaders
has been captured. Up to the present time we
have made five prisoners, of whom two are
officers, and nine Remington rifles. I am now
occupied in unearthing all that was landed,
which, being guided by the prisoners, we found
without difficulty.
I also saved a magnificent
flag. The steamer came from New York, from
which port she sailed the 6th of this month.

is

pronounced without foundation aud the excite-

quin.

ment

city, Edinburg, Manchester, Liverpool, Paris,
Stuttgardt, Geneva and other cities.
At Paris the Americans gave a
banquet on
the evening of the 4th, aliout GO
persons being
The
chairman
on
preseut.
proposing a toast
complimentary to the l^resideut of the United
States, paid a warm tribute of praise aud grati-

tude to Frauce. A toast to President Thiers
andfthe French Republic brought up Laboutaye,
who responded. He returned thanks for the
honor done to his country and acknowledged
that the sympathy of the American
people *for
the F rench m their reverses has been
unfailing.
He closed his remarks by
proposing the following sentiment: “France and the United
States. Once allies and always friends. Consul Geo. Reade made a graceful and
appropriate
response. Col. Wash bur ne replied to tin*
toast, Health to the American minister who is
absent, ami Gen. Donaldson spoke for the
Army and Navy of the United States. Toasts
to the memory of Washington and
Farragut
were drank in silence.
The utmost cordiality

prevailed.
The

day was also celebrated at Liverpool,
London, Edinburgh, Manchester and many
other cities of the Kingdom.
METEOROLOGICAL.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS
FORV
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

VAST

HE

War

Dep’t, Office Chief ional)
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
[
July 5. (7.00 P. y.)\
Probabilities.—The baroui iter will probably
continue without material change, other than a

slight fall on Saturday throughout the Mississippi valley and the Gulf States, with iuereasing cloudiness in the former region and increasing humidity and temperature in the latNorth-westerly winds with clear and
pleasant weather will prevail in New England
with southwest winds on the lower lakes.

The

fortnightly reports of the government
liki Cabans killed, 236 captured, and
all classes surrendered. Spanish loss 3

270 of
killed and 22 woundered.
The Spanish gunboats are actively at work.
The Alarina brought a portion of the cargo of
the Fannie to Baracoa. The officers of the
Alarma inspected the hull of the Fannie, and
they coucluned that it was so badly damaged
by fire as to be worthless.
The Herman corvettes Vineta aud Hasella,
on their way from Kingston to
Norfolk, arrived
off this port yesterday and communicated with
the Herman Cousul here.

charging

Coal Mine.
Alliance Ohio, July 5.—The new coal mine,
two miles north of the Limavillo. on the Clevelnnc & Pittsburg railroad, took tire about three
o’clock Wednesday afternoon. There were 20
men and one boy in the mine; 11 men escaped
aud !l men and the boy were smothered to death
Up to 12 o’clock this morning 7 bodies were recovered. The fire has been subdued.
Terrible Accident in

a

John Carragan was arrested at Newton, L. I.,
for kicking his wife and unborn babe to death
Thursday. He also attempted to kill a young
son.

At the

4th of

July celebration

at

Wis., Maj. Hen. Hurlburt delivered

Madison,

oration.
Hens. Belknap, Pope, Noyesand Phil Sheridan
were called out and delivered short addresses.
Hen. Sheridan was received with immense enthusiasm.
an

We shall sell

the

17th,

A.

.11.

entire

stock

of

ELEGANT LIGHT CARRIAGES,
Manufactured by

LOCKHAItT & SLOAN,
BUCCEHSOBB TO

E. K. LE1IONT A CO,
their old stand,

At

22
This is
in this

l^reble
tine

as

a

State, and

stock

flour
and 40 mowing machines.
WESTPORT NS. Sch Hibernia—20 bbls flour, 1 do

pork.

HALIFAX NS. Steamer Falmouth—1000 bbls flour
30 tons brun, 110 casks spokes, 45 pkgs pork, 183 boxes
pipes, 150 box shooks, 42 bdls sbovels and forks, 29
pkgs hardware, 38 do sundries.

Foreign Import*.
PICTOU NS.
Brig Wild Horse—276 tons
to A D Whidden.

eoal

Railroad* and Ntenniboni*.
Steamer Montreal from Boston,—120 bbls of
4
boxes
fresh
flour,
flsli, 24 bags coffee, 8 coils cordage, 84 bdls paj>er, 24 do chair stock, 4 spring beds, 12
40
bdls
plates iron,
hoop do, 3 sheets copper, 30 chests
tea, 10 crates boxes, 1 buggy, 8 bdls wire, 50 boxes of
9
bbls
raisins,
pitch, 20 do sugar, 24 do bricks. 120 do
onions, 10 do i>ork, 35 pigs tin and lead, 50 casks nails
32 cases sewing machines. 3 horses, 2 carriages, 100
pkgs to order. For Canada and up country—50 bales
oakum, 10 bbls oil, 76 bags and bales paper, 20 bbls of
rosin, 4 do dyewood, 5 empty wide casks, 65 boxes
glass, 25 do tin, 4 bdls steele, 10 bbls oil. 53 bales wool
11 pieces marble, 50 bdls leather, 81 bales cotton, 100
pkgs to order.
Bsstsu Stock Lin.

[Sales

at the

in every

stock consists of

The

Concord Style

Wagon*,

Bu*ine*a Buggies,
Open and Top,
Brewster Style Buggies,
Uoddard Style Buggies.

Jump Seat Carriages,
Carryalls,
Phu‘tons,
Round and

Square Corners.

Cut-under Beaeli Wagons,

Top

A No

Top Business Wagons,

Express Wagons, Ac.,
Aud

cheaper carriage, not of our own makw.
or approved notes.
LOCKHART A SLOAN,
few

a

Terms—Cash

Manufacturers and Dealers in

Carriages
2J

and

PREBLE

Sleighs,

MTHEET,

PORTLAND,

ME.

O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers.

F.

July

6-td

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, July 10, at three o'clock P. M.

ON

we Bliail sell the very valuable Heal Estate on
the east corner of Portland aud Green streets, consisting of a ► ubstantial Brick Block, well arranged
as a large store, 33x45 foot, and four tenements, all
paying a rent, of $800. The lot is 120 feet on Green
street, and 53 feet on Portland Street; the building
is 33x80 feet leaving a vacant lot on Portland st. 1H
x70 feet., and & lot ou Green st. 40\50 feet on which in
a good stable.
This property is situated right in th«
face of all the travel that
passes over Deering’x
Bridge, aud all from Deering through Portland arui
Green streets, making the stand one of the l*eat in
the city for business. The store can easily be converted into a first-class Grain store, the first und second stories ou a level with the street.
This is certainly one ot the most desirable pieces of property in
this }*oition of the city, aud will well rej»ay any parties examining into it carefully.
Sale positive; Terms easy and made known at
sale.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
June 28-dtd

Lot of Land at Auction.
ington street,

M., we shall sell the
westerly side of Washthe York property, for

at 12

oil
as

raerly owned by John H. York. Said lot contains
about 5000 H«iunre feet, and will be sold without reto close au estate. This is one of the most valuable lots on the street. Terms made known at sole.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auetrs.
jy2td

serve

Household Furniture, &<•., at Auction.
SATURDAY

at ten

A. M.
next,
ONat Salesroom, Parlor
Suit in It.

we «hall Mil
w. and Green

$400, Lounge in B. W. and Green Hep,
large French
Plate
Table
Mirror, Extension
ana Dining Room Chairs, Chamber Set, Brussels and
new
and
‘2nd hand, Refrigerator,
Iugrain Carets
Decorated Toilet Sets, Freuch China T«Sh Service,
Marble Top Table, Sewing Machine, What-Not, together with other Furniture, Crockery and Glass
Ware, Ac.
P. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
July 3-tf
cost

Valuable Real Estate
AT AUCTION !
Administrator’s Salt-.
to
license from the Judge oi Probate for the County of Cumberland, 1 shall offer
PURSUANT
at
a

Broker’s Board, July 5.1

Boston and Maine Railroad.138}
Eastern Railroad.109
Second Call.
Bates Manufacturing Company.109|
Eastern Railroad...
109}
flew York Stock and Jftouey JIarket.
New York. July 5—Evening.—Honey easy at
A®
5 per cent. Sterling Exchange firm at 109}. Gold is
dull and steady at 113} <@ 118}; loans at from 2 to 4
pereent. for carrying; clearances, about $16,000,000;
Treasury disbursements, $634,000. The Gold Exchange closed at afternoon. Governments strong and
higher; 10-40’s advanced } percent.. State bonds
steady and Arm. The Stock Exchange opened at
noon with a buoyant market at an advance over
Wednesday evening prices. North Western, Pacific
Mail and Erie attracted the most attracted with eutire list firm.
The following were the closiug quotations of Gov-

ernment securities:
United States 6’s, new.
113j[
Uulled States coui>ou 6’s, 1881.117
United States 5-20’s 1862.114
United States 5-20*8 1864.114
United States 5-20’s 1863, old. 115
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.113
United States 5-20’s 1SC7.
115
United States 5-20’s 1868.
114
United States 10-40’s., coupon..
112
Currency 6’s.
114
The following were the closing quotations o
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 75}
Pacific Mail. 75}
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated_ 97}
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated sep 97}
Erie...
57
Erie preferred. 78
...

Hhrlcm.114}
Michigan Central.115}
Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern. 991

Illinois Central.136}
Chicago & North Western.73}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 90}
Chicago & Rock Islaud.111}

Pittsburg & Fort Wavne. 92
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
101}
Union Pacific do. 91}
Union Pacific stock. 38
The following are the quotations of Soutbern secur-

ities:
Tennessee 6’s, new.74}
Virginia 6’s, new. 50
Missouri 6’s. 94}
North Carolina 6’s, new'. *21

South Carolina 6’s,

sale
respect, aud

ottered for

as was ever

surpassed by any builder.

not to be

Hep,

Receipts by

Street.

wabuanteo

of land
ONvaluable lot
and known

new.

28}

public

auctlou,

the premises, on TUESDAY,
yth. 1872. at 3 P. M., the homestead of the late
David W. Richard son, situated in Dee ring, at Stevens* Plains co-called, near the Portland Cemetery,
consisting of a one and a half story house and one
acre of good land, very desirable for gardening.
For
further particulars euonire ol Art emus Richardson,
near the premises, or trie auctioneers,
MARCIA A. RICHARDSON, Adm’x.

July

on

O. BAILEY Sc, CO., Auctioneers.

F.

fy3dtd

Genteel
AT

Furniture
AUCTION.

TUESDAY, July 9th, at ten A. M., at house
‘24 Chestnut st, we shall sell Parlor Suits, B. W.
and Green Rep, Brussels
Carj*et. Marble Top Table.
Magee Parlor Stove, Black Walnut, Chestnut and
Hardwood Chamber Sets, Brussels and Ingrain Carpets. Feather Beds and Hair Mattresses, Spring Boil,
Extension Table, Side Board, Diulng Room Chairs,
B. W. and Hair Cloth Lounge, Stoves, Hat Tree,
Brussels Stair Carpet, Model Cook Stow and Kitchen Furniture, together with all the Gas Fixtures in
the house.
F. O. BAILEY A CO.. Auctioneers.
jy3td

ON

Stock

of

nud Fancy

Millinery

Goods at Auction.
THURSDAY, July 11th, ut 10 A*l. and 2} P.
M., we shall sell the entire stock in store No. 3
Casco street, consisting of Hats, trimmed ami untrimmed, Ribbons, Flowers, Laces, Fringes, large as-

ON

sortment of ladies* Woolen and Cotton
Underwear,
Worsted and Worsted Patterns, real and
Imitation Hair Work. Bruges, Gloves, infant’s Hats,
Sacks and Socks, Dolls, and a fine lot of
Goods
in variety; also 2 good show cases, l out cfoor do,
shelf boxes, hat ana bonnet stands, mirrors, lounges,
and large table with drawers. The above good* are
in style and desirable.
O. BAILEY A CO., Anctn.

Hosiery,

Fancy

Jytttd_F.

Furniture at Auction.

ON

WEDNESDAY, July 10th,

shall sell at house No 63 York
ture iu said house, consisting in

Furniture, Feather

at ten A. M„ we
st, all the Furnipart of Chamber

Beds, Mattresses, C irpets,
Lounge, Rockers, Parlor Coal Stove, Dining Table,
Gloss Ware, Cook Stove, together with
the entire Kitchen Furniture,
Jy5td F.O. BAILEY A CO, Aaetioaen.

Crockery and

U S. marshal's SalesStates of America, 1
District of Maine, ss. f
and will lie sold by public
day of July, A. J)., 1872, at
11 o’clock in the forenoon, at the U. 8. Marshal’s Office. In Portland, in said District, all the right In
equity which James Bradley of said Portland, had
on the 31st day of August,
A. D., 1869, when the
same was attached on the original writ, to redeem
the following described real estate, situated In said
Portland, in said District, to wit:
United

Receipts—1000 bbls flour, 2000 bush wheat, 33,00<
bush com, 8000 bush oats.
Shipments—1000 bush wheat.
Detroit, July 5.—Wheat steady;

Amber
gan 1 44 @1 45; extra do 1 63. Com doll and
at 47c. Oats active at 33c.
Receipts—1000 bbls Hour, 1000bnsh wheat.
Shipmmts—2000 bbls flour, 3000 bush wheat.

Charleston,’July

5.—Cotton

lauds 24c.

Michi-

Savannah, July;5.—Cottou dull; Middling

up-

lands 23 jc.
Mobile, July5.—Cotton nominal; Middling upland* 23 Jc.
New Orleans, July 5.-Cotton nominal; Middlinj
uplands 24jc.
European Market*.
London, July 5—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed at 925

914;

do 1865

Paris, July 5—5.00 P. M.—Rentes closed at 53f

85c.

Liverpool, July

changed.

TAKEN

A lot of land with
the buildings thereon,
and
the
anpertenances thereunto
belonging,
situated in said Portland, on the south-easterly side
of Congress street, and bounded as
ning at the centre f the front steps of the double
brick dwelling house, the westerly tenement of which
is now occupied by Moses Morrill, at a jioint on the
southerly line of said Congress st; thence southerly
by a straight line through and by the centre of tho
partition wall of said double house and the addition
thereto, and ou a continuation of said straight line
one hundred and twenty feet, more or lest, to a Court
now laid out; thence easterly by said Court,
thirtytwo feet, more or less, to the land formerly of Steshen \V. Eaton; thence northerly by laud of said Eaton, one hundred and twenty feet, more or less, to
Congress st; thence by said Congress street northwesterly about twenty-nine and one-tenth feet, to
the bound first mentioned; together with the
riget ot
way in common, by the Court aforesaid, and the continuation thereof to Munroe Place, so called, ami by
Munroe Place to Congress street, with said Bradley’*
right, title and interest in the drains, pipes, sewers
and privileges belonging to said double brick housebeing the same described In a deed from Jabez M.
Knight, recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds
vol. 338, page 256.
Also all the right in equity which said James Brailley hail at the same time, to wit: ou the 31st day ot
August, A. D., 1869, to redeem the following described real estate in said Portland, to wit: A parcel ot
land situated on a Court twenty feet wide, south of
Congress street, said Court running easterly from
Munroe Place, and described a* follows:—Beginning
on the southerly side of said Court at the
easterly end
thereof, six inches from II. W. ami A. Dee ring’s
house; thence on a straight line, keeping six inches
from said Dee ring’s house, ninety-five feet eight inches to the back line of said lot;’thence westerly hy
said back hue twenty eight feet therre inches to a
stake; thence northerly to the southerly side of said
Court to a stake; thence easterly by said Court twenty-nine feet nine Inches to the bounds tirst begun at;
Also a perpetual right and privilege in common to
the use of a passage way twenty feet wide, opened
from Munroe Place on the southerly end of the lot
retained by John Oxnard: being the same conveyed
to said Bradley by John Oxnard by deed recorded in
said Registry, vol. 342, page 403.
Both of said parcels of Real Estate
being then and
their subject to ingrtgage.
Dated at Portland this 17tb
day of June. A. D, 1872.

follows:—Begin-

<

5—5 P. M.—Cotton closed unAmerican Cheese 57s 6d. Lard 40s 9d.

London, July 5—Evening.—Russian Tallow 445.
Refined Petroleum I5jd. LinSced Oil B35. Spirit*
Turpentine closed at 37s. Calcutta Linseed 64s 6d «
65s.
Fine Rosin 16 @ 17s. Sperm Oil £86 @ 87 |> ton

Administrator's Sale of Real Estate.
to
license from Hon. John A.
PURSUANT
Waterman, Judge of Probate within and for the
of
I shall
a

County

sell at nubile auction,
Cumberland,
the premises, on MONDAY, the fifth day of August, A. D. 1872, at three o’clock P. M, the ’following
real estate which was of Cyrus Gowen, late of Portland. in said County, deceased, viz:
A lot of land situated on the northerly corner of
North and Walnut streets. In said Portland, being
the same conveyed to said Go wen, by Moses Gould
by deed dated September 90th, A. D. 1866, and recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds. Book 347,
Page 219; together with two wooden Dwelling Houson

es

thereon.

..

New Orleans, June28—Freights—The market t<
isorts remains quiet, and hi consequence ol
light demand for either Tobacco or Cotton r«***ni
there Is more disposition to shade rates, but the small
amount of tonnage on the berth tonds to check any
decided change. Grain room continues in request.—
Coastwise Freights remain languid. We quote as
follows: By steam—Cotton to Liverpool7-16d, to New
York ft @ jo, to Boston jc, to Philadelphia lc; Tobacbush. By
co to New York $8. Flour 60c, Grain 15c
sail—Cotton to Liverpool Id; to Havre Jc; to Cronstadt 9-16d; Tobacco to Mediterranean porta 42s 6d.
Havana, Juno23.—There has been little done owing to the quiet state of the Sugar market, and rates
continue weak. The charters reported are:—For New
York, barque R A Alien, 8UU hints Sugar, from Matanzas, $5; for North of Hatteras, brig K H Rich, SOU
hints do via Caibarieu (vessel in Cardeuas) at f4 50.

_____

JACOB B. PEA' EY, Administrator.
J. S. BAILEY & CO.. Auctioneers.
jy3td
July 3, 1872.
_

henry'tailor

Auction and

&

CO.,

Commission

Merchants,

Freight*.

foroigu
the

fc. H. WILSON.
Deputy U.S. Marshal,
iBstrict of Maine.

_Jun25d3w_

dull; Middling up-

for money and ter account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20 1862,
old, 92|; do 1867 92j; do 19-40s, 90.

on execution
auction, on the 31st

lower

__

A Panlan.
Washington, July 5.—A pardon to-day was
to
dispatched Long Branch for the (signature ol
the President, for Dr. S. F. Shuman, convicted
last July of manslaughter on an indictment
him with the murder of Henrietta
Paddon, by abortion, and who was sentenced to
two aud a half years in Albany Penitentiary.

II •’clock

At

MONDAY, July 8th,

at

announces

AUCTION.

Wednesday, July

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

f'TCrtiuct

followers,

AT

on

Domestic Market*.
New York. July 5—Evening—Cotton—no quotations. Flour dull; sales 4300 bbls; State 5 25 a 7 15;
Round hoop Ohio 6 30 @ 8 65; Western 5 25 @ 8 90;
Southern 7 10 @ 12 25.
>Vheat 1 @ 2c lower; sales
51,000 bush; No 1 Spring 1 53 @ 1 55; No 2 do at 1 48
@151; Winter Red Western 158 @100; White
Michigan 1 60 @ 1 75. Corn lc lower; sales 246,006
bush; steamer Mixed Western 60 @ 614c; sail do 6J
@ 63c. Oats dull; sales 42,000 bush; Ohio 43@ 44c;
Western 40 @ 43c.
Beef dull.
Pork firmer; new
mess 13 40 @ 13 05, the latter inspected; prime 10 5C
@ 10 75. Lard firm; steam 84 @ 9|c. Butter dull;
Ohio 10 @ 16c; State 22 @ 28c. Whiskey dull; Wes
tern free at 91c. Rice—Carolina 9 @ 9jfc. Sugar is
steady; Muscovado 8| @ 9c; re lining 8ft a) 9c. Coffee
firm; Rio 161 @ E)jc in Gold. Molasses dull. PetroIcnm «iuiet; crude 12|c; refined 22J @ 22Jc. Tallow
steady at 8jto@ 9 5-16c.
Freights Liverpool firmer; Grain per steam 74 @
8Jd; do per sail 7 @ 7Jd.
Statement of the Captain of the Fannie.
Chicago, July 5.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat fairly active and unsettled; No 2Spring closed
Nassua, July 1, via Key West, July 5.— at 1
and 1 17 was bid,
@ 1 25 cash or seller
Capt. Speed, Gen. Ryan, Capt. Geo Brown, j seller24|August; No 1 Spring 1July
26 ^ 1 28.
Corn in fair
agent of the steamer Fannie, and 22 of the j demand and lower; No 2 Mixed 41 @ 421c seller Aucrew have arrived here.
They make the fol- gust and 44c seller Sept. Oats—No 2 at 271c cash and
seller Aug. Rye firm; No 2 at 554 @ 57c. Barley in
lowing report:
firm; 52 d 56c offered for No 2 Fall. Whiskey steady
'HtUIO OU UV.IV UU (V
1CV1 UII
bUP
at
85c. Pork advanced and in fair demand at 13 00 d
coast of Cuba.
After remaiuigg there between
13 10 cash or seller July;. Lard steady at 8 80 cash oi
thirty and forty hours, during which time the seller July; summer
7 75. Bulk Meats—shoulders 4|c;
coal on the steamer was thrown overboard to
clear rib sides 6* @6jo. Bacon steady; shoulders 5f
lighteu her, the party on board succeeded in 'o' 5|c; clear rib sid**s 7| @ 7jc; clear sides 71 @ 8c.—
safely lauding two pieces of cannon and sever- Cattle firm at 5 25 @ 6 25 for good to choice Steers.—
Live Hogs In goal demand at 3 70 @ 4 20 for common
al thousand stand of arms.
The Fannie could
to choice.
not be floated so she was set on tire aud totally
Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 9c.
destroyed. The party then launched the ship’s
Receipts—4000 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat, 271,000
boats and started for the Bahamas aud succeedbush corn, 24,000 bush oats, 1000 bush barley, 3000
ed at last in reaching Long Island after a
cattle, 8000 hegs.
sail of three days.
The whole party were
Shipments—<2000 bbls flour, 32,000 hush wheat, 266,000 bush com, 128,000 bush oats, 22,000 bush rye, 1U0C
to Nassua by the schooner Charles,
brought
bush
barley, 2500 cattle, 10,000 hogs.
arriving here the 2!)th ult., and will sail for
New York to-day.
Cincinnati, July 5.—Pork steady; regular 12 0(
Kyan reports receiving a
@ 12 75. Lard dull; summer 8c; steam 8ftc; kettlt
knife wound from one of the expeditionists.
9c.
Bulk Meats active and higher; shoulders 4jc
Latest Account.
clear rib skies 7c.
Bacon steady; shoulders 54c; cleai
rib
sides
more
men
of
the
7| @ 7jc; clear sides 7fc. Live Hogs quiet
Havana, July 3.—Eight
and unchanged at 4 00 @ 4 40. Whiskey firm at 87c
Fannies expedition have been captured and 54
more cases of ammunition have been found on
Toledo, July 5.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat in fair demand; Amber Michigan 1 44 a l 61
the beach where they were buried by the crew
cash; No2 Red Wabash 3 09 cash; Dayton and Michof the Fannie. There are 22 of the expeditionigan 1 38. Corn dull; high Mixed 52c; no grade 42*c,
ists still at large.
Oats dull; No 1 at 34 @34Jc and 31 jc for No 2.
The Cuban Major Fajado, with 12 armed and
Freights firm; to Buffalo 4j@4jc; to Oswego 9(5
has surrendered
16 unarmed
Hol-a- *«'•

FINE CARRIAGES

a

Foreign Export*.
CORNWALLIS NS. Sch Plymouth—800 bbls

NEW YORK.

two children at play near the pole when it
was struck.
One of them was instantly killed
and the life of the other is despaired of.

were

BUSINESS NOTICES.

Pakih, July 5.
rhe Duke do Noailles, the newly
apiMiinted
minister of France to the Unit'll States leaves
Paris to-day for Brest to take the steomer fur
New York.
Lieut. Grant was presented to Thiers yesterday aud was cordially received. He leaves fur
home the 11th inst.
London. July 15.—A telegraph from Paris
asserts that a threatening conspiracy of
Royalists under leadership of the Due de Broglie for
the overthrow of the. Republic, has been recently discovered. Thiers at once took energetic action for its suppression, aud it is believed the dangerous movement is defeated.

is subsiding.
Members of the Left in the Assembly called
President Thiers to express their
sympathy
classes. The first class was won by Hallett’s
and offer support.
Kingfisher, of Eastport, the second class by
Berne, .July 5.—The Swiss Government has
ratified the
John Smith of Eastport, and the third class
article of the postal conhy vention withadditional
the United States regarding the
the Blackwood of Pembroke. A race be tween
money order system.
two shells from Campobello, N.
B., over a
Destructive Fire in Constantinople.
course 3 3-4 miles, was rowed in 17 1-2 minutes.
London, July 5.—A dispatch from CoustanConsiderable amusement was caused by a canoe i tiuople states that a conflagration is now
ragrace between Indians and squaws front Pleasing in that city. One thousand houses in the
and
poorer
in
the
quarters
suburbs
of
the
Scuant Point.
The sports closed withal sack and
tari are already
destroyed. There are no indifoot race and climbing a greasy pole.
The
cations tnat the fire was under control.
Further details are
weather was fine and no accident occurred.
anxiously awaited.
The Fourth Abroad.
Killed by Lightning.
The American Anniversary was
Portsmouth, N. H., July 5.—A severe elec
handsomely
celebrated here
trie storm, without rain, at York,
yesterday. The city was gaily
Wednesday, decorated. In the
evening a banquet wasgiveii
melted the telegraph wire for a long distance
to American functionaries aud
visitor!. Mr
and killed a little daughter of Win. Allen two
Adams expressed gratification at the work recently terminated, by which fact of arbitration
years old, who was sitting beneath it, and sewas established.
said that the tendency of
verely wounding a little brother, and leaving this result will be He
to reverse the traditional
polunharmed a third child who was
sitting be- icy of nations as to tlio inode of settling differences.
tween the other two.
The Fourth of July was more
generally observed bv Americans in Europe than ever before. There were special celebrations in this

Friday.—State vs. Stephen S. Hounds, intoxication, Sentenced to confinement in the
county jail for thirty days.

SALES.

^AUCTION

FRANCE.

KrligiouM Srrvires.
The usual services willj be held to-morrow at the
several churches in Biddeford and
Saco, as follows:
BIDDEFORD.
Christ Church—Hardy Hall—By Rev. W. J. Aleur *

rector.

fokeign

BY TELEGRAPH.

14

EXCHANGE ST.

Agents

for National Fire Kxtingniaher C’o
And have at private sale, a large stock of new and
second-hand Carriages ol all kinds. Also Harness.

jun21dlm

__

R. K. HUNT,

Commission Merchant

and

Auctioneer

316 Congress St., will sell every evening a Urge
assortment of
and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to zuit
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advauced on tl
description of goods. Consignments not limited.

NO

Staple

February 11,1868.
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SELECTED STORY.

Aiding

Convict.

a

W-

years on board an
East Indiaman, and for the last ten years had
commanded the Belle, one of the ttnst crafts
that ever floated. I was an old sea-dog, and
had dwelt so long on salt water that I felt almost a hatred for the land.
On the 20th of October, 1824, I received orders to put myself in readiness to nail for Cayenne.
I was to transport seventy-five sol1 had orders to treat
diers and a convict.
this individual well, and the letter I had received from the directory enclosed another,
with a huge red seal, which I was not to open
until between 27 and 28 deg. west longitude,
that is, just before we were about to cross the
I had served

*

twenty-five

line.

The letter was a long packet, so well closed
every side that it was impossible to catch
1 am
the slightest glimpse of its contents.
not naturally suiterstitious, hut there was
something in the look of the letter that I did
not altogether like, though I could give no
reason why.
Howeves* i carried it into the
cabin, and stuck it under the glass of a little
shabby English clock, which was fastened
above my head. 1 was busy fixing the letter
tinder the clock, when who should come into
my cabin but the convict and his wife! This
was the first time I had seen either of them,
and I may say that a more prepossessing couple l never met. The wolnan was scarcely
more than fifteen, and as handsome as a picture ; while the husband was an intelligent,
magnificently formed man, on whose features
nature had never written “villain.’’
His crime, to be plain, was the misfortune
of being a hundred years ahead of his age.
ITe and another had attempted something
which our government called treason, and
which it punished with death. It, therefore,
occasioned me considerable wonder that he
should he placed under my charge; but more
of this afterward.
He had, as I said, his wife hanging on his
arm.
She was as merry as a bird; she looked like a turtle dove cooing and nestling beneath his great wing.
Before a month had passed over our heads,
I had looked upon them as my own children.
Every morning I used to call them into my
cabin. The young fellow would sit writing
at my table, that is to say, at my chest, which
Was my bed.
He would often help me at
reckoning, and soon learned to do better than
1 could. I was amazed at his ability.
His
young wife would sit upon one of the round
stools in my cabin working at her needle.
One day we were all three sitting in this
way when I said:
“Do you know, my young ones, as it seems
to me we make a very pretty family picture ?
Mind, I don’t mean to ask questions, but
may be you have not much money to spare,
and you are, both of jou, as I think, too
handsome to dig in the burning sun of Cayenne, like many a poor wretch before you.
It’s a bad couutry—a bad country, take my
word for it. I, who have roughed it
through
tempest and sunshine, till I’ve the skin of a
rhinoceros, might get along there; but you,—
1 am afraid tor you. So if you should chance
to have a bit of foolish friendship for your
poor old captain, I’ll tell you what I’ll do. I'll
get rid of this old brig; she’s not much better
than an old tub, after all; so I’ll settle myself do wn there with you, if you like.
You
see I have not a living soul in the world to
care for, or that cares tor me.
I want relations, I want a home, I want a family. I
should like to make my home with you,
my
pretty young ones I What say ye
They said nothing at all, but sat looking,
first at each other and then at me, as if they
doubted whether they understood what I hail
on

said.

But at last the little bird threw her arms
around my neck and cried like a baby.

“But,’’said she, suddenly pausing, “you

haven’t looked at the letter with the big red
seal.’’

i exclaimed, “it had
nang ii!
slipped
my mind entirely.”
With a cold, dreadful sensation, I went to
my chest to see where we were. I found
that we had several days remaining before we
should reach the proper longitude lor
opening
the letter.

Well, there we stood, all three
ing up at the letter as if it could
to us. As it happened the sun

of us, lookhave spoken
was

shining

lull upon the face of the clock case, and fell
upon the great staring red seal of the letter.
I could not help fancying it looked
something
like a big monster, an ogre’s face,
grinning
from the middle of the fire; it looked horrid.
“Could not one fancy,” said I, to make
them laugh, “its great big eyes were starting
otit of its head?”
“Ah, my love,” said the wife, “it looks like

blood.”

“Pooh, pooh!” said her husband, taking
arm imder his, “It looks like a letter of
invitation to a wedding. Come, come, leave

her

the letter alone if it troubles you so. Let’s
go to our room and prepare for bed.”
And off they went. They went upon deck
and left me with that beast of a letter. I remember that I kept looking at it as I smoked
my pipe; it seemed to fix its great redeye
upon mine, fascinating like the eye of a serpent. It was red, wide, raw, staring like, the
maw of a fierce wolf.
I took my gree.t coat
and hung it over both clock and leUer and
went upon deck to finish my
nipe.
We were now in the
vicinity of Cape de
\ erde Islands—the Rt/ile was
running before
a iair wind at the vate of ten miles an hour.
It was a sple'juiJ
tropical night, the stars
large and Coining; the moon rising above the
■»
horizon
large as a sun of silver, the line of
o^an parting it, and long streams of bare,

shimmering light falling upon the waves,
wliieh as they broke, sparkled like jewels.
I sat upon the deck, smoking my pipe, and
looking at them.
AH was was still, except the footfall of the
officer of the watch, as he paced the deck,
gazing, as I was, upon the silent water.
I love silence ami order,—I hate noise and

I was bathed in a cold sweat; I felt as if
deadly sick; I handed him the letter, and he
read it, together with the death warrant,
which was drawn up in due form and attached. I gathered voice as he finished.
He colored slightly and bowed.
“1 ask nothing, captain,” he said, in the
same gentle voice that always characterized
his speech; no man can be expected to swerve
from his duty.
I only wish to speak a few
words to Laurette, and to entreat you to
take care of her if she
survives,—I hardly

think she will.”
“All that is fair my good fellow,” I cried.
If you request it, 1 will carry her back to

France, to her family. I will never leave her
until she wishes to be rid of me, but I do not
think she will survive it.
He took my hand and pressed it.
“Most kind captain, 1 see you sufTer more
in this business than I do,—but there is no
help for it. I trust you will preserve what
little property of mine is left, for her sake, and
that you will take care she gets what her
I put her
poor old mother may leave her.
life her honor in your hands. She is” (and
how fondly low his voice became) a delicate
little creature,—her chest is often affected;
she must keep it warm; and if she could keep
the two diamond rings her mother gave her,
I should be glad; but, of course, if money is
needed, they must go. My poor Laurette,—
how pretty she looks.”
It was getting too much for me, and I began to knit my brows.
“One word is as good as a thousand, I said
“We understand each other. Go to her.”
1 squeezed his hand; he looked
wistfully
at me, and I added: Stay a moment, let roe
give you a word of advice. Don’t say a word
to her; that is my
business, It shall be managed in the best manqer.
Ah! said he, I did not
understand; yes
much better. Besides, this
this

leave-taking.
“Yes,” said I don’t behave like a child—
much better.
No leave-taking if you can
help it, oryouare lost.”
I kept my seat. I saw them
walking arm

in arm upon the deck for about half an hour.
I called the mate to me, and when he had
read the letter, I said:
Garley, that is bad business—bad business.
I put it in your hands. I
obey orders, but
remain in the cabin until it is over.
IIow did you wish the thing done ? he asked in a monehalaut manner.
Take him in a boat,—out of
sight; do it as
quick as possible; don’t say anything of this
till the time comes.
Garley sat five minutes looking at me without saying a word. He was a
very strange
fellow. 1 did’nt know what to make of him.
He then went out of the cabiu without
say-

ing word.
Night cainc at last. Man a boat; go a
quarter ol a mile; be quick.
io obey a slip of paper, for it was but a
slip of paper alter all. Something in the very air must have urged me on; I saw the
young man kneel down before his Laurette;
kiss her knees, her feet, her
gown, I cried

on

a

long white nightdress,

so

J

pretty.

turned away; hut pshaw! said
I, I aiii an
old sailor! What matters it?
Sb I stayed.
I he husband was
upon p little
trunk. Ins head resting v.pon his hands, lookat
her
as
she
mg
grayed. Sins raised her
lace to heaven,
p then saw that her eyes
were filled
w*itj1 mars. She looked like a
Magdalene
^ she rose> he said.
my sweet Laurette, as we approach
erica, I cannot help feeling anxious—I do
not know why—but I feel that this voyage
lias been the happiest part of our lives.”
“So it seems to me, she answered, “I only
Wish it might last forever.
Suddenly clasping his hands in a transport
of love and affection, he said:
“And yet, my little angel, I see you cry
when you say your prayers, and that 1 cannot
stand, for I know what causes it, and then I
Scar you must repent what you have done.
“Repent,” she said, in a sad, rebuking
tone. “Repent of having come with you!
2)o you think because I have been yours only
Midi a very, very short time, that I should
Jie with you, to live with you if you live, ami
to die with you if you are to die ?”
The young man began to sigh, striking the
floor impatiently witli his foot, while lie kissed repeatedly the little hand and atm which
bhe was holding out.

sitting

Httuittw;,

JJimifTlt

Illllll

A
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marriage had been delayed only five days,
that then 1 should have been arrested and
transported alone, I cannot forgive myself.”
At this the little one stretched out her
round white arms, clasped liis head, pressed
hi* forehead, his hair, his eyes, smiling like a
cherub, and murmuring all sorts of woman’s
fond things. I was quite affected, and considered it one of the prettiest scenes I had ever witnessed.
“And besides, we are so very rich too!”
paid she, bursting out laughing. “Look at
my purse, one gold louis d’or,—all my worldr>ur

ly wealth.”
He began to laugh too.
“Yes, dear, I have spent my last half

I gave it to the fellow who carried
ou board.”
“Ah, poor!” cried she, what matters it?
Xobody so merry as those who have nothing
at all; besides I have my two diamond
rings
that my mother gave me; they are good for
something all over the world; we can soli
them when you like, and besides, I am sure
that the captain meant
kindly by us, and I
expect he knows very well what was in the
letter. It is a recommendation to the Governor of Cayenne.”
crown.
our

trunks

Perhaps so; who knows?
“To be sure it is,” continued the
charming
little wife.” You are so good, I am sure the
the government has banished you for
only a
short time. I know they have no
feeling
against you.”
It was high time that the light should be
stricken out, and now I rapped on the deck

and called them to do

Scbago

that woe-stricken face.
The mate, Garley, how I hated him!

He
was as cool and unconcerned as
though he
had no remembrance of
the
shooting
poor
wretch.
vwjvuuc x uaigucu iny snip.
tioing to
the city, I made all
my arrangements, and
took the steamer for New York.
I placed
ample funds in the hands of a trusty friend,
and told him tosendLaurettcto me at the end
oi six months.
I could not see her until her
grief had lost its edge.
Weary, sick and careless of my life, I wandered off into New York
State, and finally
bought a little place where I hoped I should
lie down and die.
1 sent for Laurette. Poor
bird, I must see
her, I could wait no longer.
One summer night I sat in the porch of my
house, smoking my pipe, and gazing down
the road. Soon the rumble of wheels
was
heard, and the stage halted.
The next moment a pair of soft arms was
round my neck, and the head the
sobbing
Laurette was on my bosom.
Oh! you dear excited
captain—
Heavens who is that behind you?
There stood the manly form of Antoine
Hindselear, the convict.
What does this mean, I
demanded, hardly
knowing whether I was dreaming or not.
Are you glad to see me ?
Thank God! thank God! was all I could

A

down his face all smiles.

good-by, he

came

—AT

Most

House to Let.
Oxford Street near Elm; containing eight
rooms, with modern improvements. Rent $250
F. H. WLDBElt,
per annum. Apply to

Heating

For Rent.

I understood it all. The mate
Garley had
read my heart better than I did
myself. After leaving the brig in the
boat, he arranged
the whole affair. The
volley was fired but no
bullet touched Antoine Hindselear. He
was

smuggled into the berth again, and took care
to avoid my sight. The whole crew
were in
the plot, and, thank
God, I was duped.
I sent Garley a thousand dollars as
a reward.
1
an °ld
but
I
am
man;
ai?.“ow
happy.
Mv children and
my grandchildren (I call
them nothing else) seem to think old
Captain
rontainbleau is notsuch a wretch after all.
THE

Enquire

Lei.

GOOD Rent

1872.

For the Season of 1872.
CommcnclngJapca

A

BV

jgpjP

THE

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
to Chicago and return, all rail, good
un ,d Nov.
1st..$36.00
“‘'Vtlanil to Chicago or Milwaukee, and return,
via Sarnia steamers, good until Nov. 1st
34.00
Portland to Detroit and return, good for 30
25.00
Portland to Niagara Falls ami return,
good for
30 days. 25.00
Portland to Montreal and return, good for 20

davs.15.00

davs. 16.00
Portland to Gorham and return, good for 21
davs. 5#00
Portland to Brompton Falls and return. 12^00

Portland to Slicrbrook and return.... 11.50
Portland to Island Pond and return. 8.00
Portland to Niagara Falls and return, via BosBtnn, New York, Sound Steamers, returning

by Toronto, Montreal, ami White Mountains,
all rail.28.00
returning by Royal Mail Steamers.33.00
Ho;.'1,0',
1 ickets via Sarnia

Portland to Chicago

Steamers—

or

Milwaukee, first-class,

including State Room ami Meals.19.00
TICKK1S at lowest rates to Chicago, St. Louis, St.
Paul, Omaha, California, and all joints West, by
either New York, Boston or Montreal.
Pullman’s Drawing Room and Sleeping
Cam.
all

the Express trains on the Grand
Trunk Railway.
For further information and Tickets
apply at anv
of tho principal ticket offices in New
England, at the
depot in Portland, or at
D. II. BLANCHARD’S,
oppo. Preble
are

run

on

^r°\??“,CoT1SreH8 St.,

„r„

WM.

House,

Portland Me.

FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
Bangor, Me.

jun3-tf__

JAY COOKE &

CO.,

Banker.,

cured at

TO

e)sed

It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder,
Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from

BLOCK,

of

everywhere.

Or,

SHEPARD & COMPANY,
J. C. PROCTER,

jefidlm

i'3

same

Richardson,

block,

Exchange

st.

FINE suite of Offices in the Brown Stone Block
corner of Congress and Myrtle sts.
Rent 150
annum.
Apply to CHAS. W. CAHOON.

je3-jf

St.

MATTOCKS & FOX, 88 Middle st.

_

PLEASANT Double House on Franklin st., arranged for two families, and plenty of Sebago.
Rent $200 each; for key call on

A

176 Commercial st.

To Let.

part
great bargain,

as

the last
Graffam, Esq. All, or
n
house can be bought at a
the same will be sold at Public Aucfor

2

■

Let,
let, containing? room*,Sebago

ST.__au»23

THE

corner

Jay

Cooke,
41

McCulloch &

Co.,

Lombard Street, LONDOW.

hi

Circular Letters of Credit issued upon deposit of
or apiwoved securities, which the traveler can thus make available in
any part of the world
Letters can be obtaiued through our correspondents,
banks and
bankas througliout the United States and
Canada as well aid at our offices,
mylleow 7t
Sat
KENNEDY’* HEMLOCK OINTMENT.
The proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists
succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
proi«crties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to lie
applied as a Salve or Piaster for Rheumatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach, Piles,

Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
Bullions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,

Ringworms, dialing, and Skin Disof an inflammatory nature.
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
Portland, Me.
_my29t4w
eases

Agents

New

Bedford

Anchors, Wire Rope,

Ruggia

Bunting1.

23 &

Bolt-Rope

25 Commercial St., BOSTON
Tu&F

ap23 2taw-Cm

&

nj

bj

Neuralgia,

OF

DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

We are prepared to loan money in anna
from 3IOO to auy amount desired, on first

RENEWER.

clnsa

has
for

mortgages in Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Peering. Parties desirous of building can also be accommodated with loans.
GEO. R. DAVIS A CO.,
Real Estate ft Jlortgagc Broken*.
sep24tt

above in ail engraving of a Steam Boiler containing 1200 feet ot heating surface, built upon a
new principle, namely,(hat of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
roturn through the tubes in the second compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in tlie third compartment. By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing temperatures, of
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 iudicatcd horse

cold water, frescoed and in splendid order with fine
ot and good stable, well adapted for a physician; will
be leased for a term of years.

GEO. It. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

VALUABLE

FARM

FOR

SALE,
Deering,

Situated in
three miles
from Portland and a half mile from
Morrill's Comer horse and steam
cars.
Containg one hundred and
acres ol excellent grass, early
gardening and wood land, in a good state of cultivation. Estimated to be one thousand cords of wood,
with orchard of fifty trees. House, outbuildings, ami
excellent modern stable.
Object for selling, other business. Terms easy.
Apply on premises, or at 94 Commercial street,

power.

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, ns long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

forty

Portland.
July 4-d2w

A. HUNT.

Farm for Sale.
One of the best farms in Cumbcr''V land County, known as the Enoch
Morse Place, with fifty acres added
Said
theretoo, making 169 acres.
_farm is near the Grand Trunk Depot
in North Yarmouth, and is too well known m this
one wishing to make
County to need any putts.
a good bargain, is invited to call and view the
prem
ises.
EZRA XOBUC
June 20, 1872.
jun21d&w3w-w26

Any

For

Sale*

FOR SALE !

sale at the store of

J. C. HAYNES &
[Opposite ilic Conrt House.)

House No. 24 Emery St., head of
Cushman Street.
locations

of the best

For Sale
And

HOUSE

Cheap,

Eel

For &aie.
House and several desirable house lots.
of
Qko.
Hackliff. on tlie premises,
Enquire
at Woodford’s Comer.
junl2*4w

front

Wells’

will be

For

are worn .with case

arennrs

T1IE

exchang-

OI.D

ROOT

of

land

my25tf

on

The

Franklin st.,

WM. H.

near

owner

Seeds.

STIMULATE
TORPID LIVER and
BOWELS, Cleanse
the
Blood of all Imparities, and
give new Life and Vigor [•
the whole system.
If They will RESTORE A
w LOST
APPETITE. RE-

LIEVE HEADACHE,COSTIVENESS,
INDIGESTION, DYSPEPSIA, NERVOUS DEBILITY, and all
complaintsarising from an
IMPURE

BLOOD,

>

kind.

West.
TEBBETS.

Commercial st.
Possession given immediately.
mh2-dtl

CO.,

146

or

Kidneys.

Vcrv

itcspectfully,

S. DANA HAYES, State Assayer, Mass.”
FLINT & GOLDTHWAIT, Props., Salem, Mass.
FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

I>.

[SOLD

AGENTS WANTED FOR
“
ily

J E SO S.”
tvmrt. BiiHMfc. a. a,
"iTin""

aud 148

Tir77,laVa3,W ITS, g.M,,

Snc!SnStf^Hc5<^^tITou!»?^™T!yITOr""*
r

of

ICE !

SOX.ICi'1'EXJ.

t?* ORDERS

Office, No.

14 Cross

Street,

Or J. C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange SI.,

hoard.

For .Sale.
in perfect order, witli

PLEASURE
A Hails,
newly {minted.
harbor. For further
Boat

AT

SMITH,

P^I

New

r

throughout

use

LL^

now

the

k^Mera
S.
U.

1
A

six inch, is used bytheGovci'iiment in the Patout Office,
Washington, I>. C. Itssimplicity ol construction anti the
power it trausiuits renders it
the best water wheel ever invented. Pamphlet tree. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

r

s—^
L

^

^
<

'•

jne29t4w

HEALTH
The most

medicine
popular
all other

f >r nervous troubles
ailments,) is
DODD’S NERVINE, ami luvigorator.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.
Jun29t4w

(the

source or

AGENTS WANTED—for the Lives of

Grant!
WILSON!

Greeley!
BROWN!

lending men of all partios. Over 40 Ntrcl
Portrait*, .fil'd the l>ook wonted by the manses
Agents meet with wonderful success.
everywhere.
Send for Circular and secure territory at once. Address, ZIEGLER & McCURDY, 274 Main Street,
SpringBeld, Mass.
jn29-4w t
And the

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.
BOSTON ELASTIC FABRIC CO.
Office, No. lid Devonshire Sitreet.
MANUFACTURED

OF

Rnbber Belling,
Rubber

Rubber Uose,

Parking,
Cotton Mills,

Ac,

Rnilwny Belt*
Emile** Belt*, of any required dimensions. Exact length guaranteed. Perfectly Spliced.
lyThose Belts are all prepared under McBURNKY’S PATENT STRETCHING PROCESS.,and will
be found superior to any in the market.
ClIAS. McRURXEY, Prcst.
for

RANDOLPH M. QUARK, Trcas.
Maine

apl2d3m

Steam-Ship Company

SloauiersIDirign and Franconia until otherwise ordered, will stop at Vineyard Haven
THE
Holmes
their
to
Hole)

.June

on

18th, 1S72.

loticc

trips

and front New York
HENRY FOX, Gen. Agt.
3w

of Stockholders’

Meeting

of the Portland Leather Co.
will be a meeting of the Stockholders of
said Conipanv at the office of L. B. Dennett, No.
Exchange st., Portland, on Wednesday. .July 3 A.
>. 1*72, at 3 o’clock P. M., to see if the stockholders
rill vote to sell the real and personal property ot said
JAMES BAILEY.
Jompany.
June 26-d7t
President.

rHERE

same .lays.
Connections made at Eastport for St Andrews
Rnbbinston, Calais. Woodstock and Ho u it on.
Connections made at St. .John t r
Digbv, Aniiaiolis. Windsor, ICentrille, Halifax, N. S., t'rederkktott, Sbediac, Auil.etst, Charlottetown. P. E. I and
Sunimenddc, P. E. I.
rSfyFn-ight received on davs of sailing unl'l 4
o clock, p. m.
A. R. STL’BBS, Agent
un26

8

in.

by

applying

Summer Arrangement.

on

The favorite Steamer
E W I S T O N
CAPT. DKEKINO,
Khilroad Wharf, Portland, every Tuesday
and Friday eveiungs, at ten
o'clock, fur Rockland
Isle, oedgwkk. So. West Harbor (Mt.
Desert,) Milllir dge. Jonesis.rt and Maebtasport.
*»'>'« Machiasport every Monday
T®mn>wI11
and
Thursday mornings, at d o'clock, touching* at the
above itaiued lam 1 ing*.
Harbor from .June
,at Bar
25th to Sept. 49tli, in addition
to h*‘r usual landing,
during which time she will leave Marhiasi>ott at 4.:;o

S

CALIFORNIA

and N.rihmay
through Ticket.
by the best and moat reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rate., at the old
and reliable Union Ticket
Agency of

wk^Tyrdi

ins tea. I of 5

Office, 40 1-0 Exchange

INSIDIfi

ty-Reliable information cheerfully furnished at
times.
wl5
is it
apod Aw

B

BOSTON

& Sat’d’y.

Long Wharf,

CUNARD

SearaporL

;

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Wasiiiagton^
D. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships

LINE

—

at

Queenstown,

Cork

Har.

DIRECT FROIH BOSTON
PALMYRA,Tues June 23 SAMARIA, Tues. Juiv23.

Air Line to all

points in firginia, Tennessee, Alaar" over *>ie Seaboard and
Boanoke It. It. to all points in Xortll and South
Carolina
& 0lii° RRU>
and

OLYMPUS, Tues. July 2 (PALMYRA, Tues July 21
SIBERA, Tnes. July y
OLYMPUS, Tues Aug 6.
HECLA, Tues. July 16 IsiBEliA, Aug. Aug 13*

Passengers

embark at the Cunard Wharf East

Cabin, $80 &

$100 Gold, According to
Steerage, $30

Through
given to South and West.
Hue Passenger accommocntions.
F“®1«a»*"B gerth and Meals to Norfolk $15.00.
line 48 hours; to

Accommodation.

Juna2tf

Steamers appointed to sail
NEW YORK.

Waldoboro and Damariscotta !

VICOJI
CHI
CAL

First

Steamer CHARLES
H O U G H T O N. Alex
Furulialii
-Master, will leave Atlantic
sWIrnrf, foot of India St.. Portland

Cabin, $80, $100, $130gold—accordingto accommodation. Steerage, $30
Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15
Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
if" Passengers i-ub.u k at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

Every Saturday at 7 A. M.. for Daniariscotti
touching at Boothbay and Hislgvdon’s Mills.
*t!MUMin^7iLleaV1
W.aUlolH’ru every Thursday
at6 A. M.. and Damariscotta

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queeustown or Derry to
Boston or New York, S3-A CURRENCY.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.

every Monday at 8 A
intermediate landings, connecting
Boats at Portland, ami with the
Eas,crn Railroads, arriving in
VcrtlJI.?mIai,ieanc
Portland
in season for
passengers to take the afternoon train for Boston.
Through tickets wild at the offices of the Boston &
“
railroads, and on hoard Bosten
Boat
Fr ft*"
igIlt and passengers taken as low as l.v-Y
.'i.
any other rovte. Inquire or
HARB1S, ATWOOD * CO.,

M.,

disorders of Liver and Stomach, Headache, Dvsliepsia, Ac. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mr4t3m

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

TABLETS,

Junl7t4w

_Portland,

BOOK

Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro. New Glasgow and

Pieton, and steamers for Prince Edward’s Island
-wat New Glasgow, N. S„ with
LindseyJ
btoges for Cai»e Brden.

nfjp i?ING ^Tet ,.Hal,fa*

PA*

Cabin passage, including berth

«7 ru»

BI^LlNGS^AUamie Wharf 1o|rma*,0n
Maine

Steanisliip

SEMI-WF.EKLY

T\Tr#

Let Me

Individuals have reported that the
above certificate is false and my disease as had as
ever, 1 wish to say, at the time I gave the above certificate, Ihe story was not half told. In addition to
the above
ioy leg and back were covered with sores.
I am now well and feel at least twenty years
younger
than I did before taking the remedies.
My advice to the afflicted is to give the medicine a
trial and not to be deterred by the cry of
humbug.
► It cured me, It lias cured many others. I believe
the extract of cancer plant will cure any blood dlse isc in existence.
S. C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut street.
June 7,1872.
certain

WHILE

Speak

thanking

the

follows:

'MOJ'r>AY,nmi
ami Franconia
IheDirigo

l SWISS'
P. M

THURSDAY, at 3

trkvdTrv *-

e!*For Freivht^l?

tTh,'y

DVf.E9TI01V;

NOW LANDING AND TO
J. L. DURET’S JUSTLY

COTTO.V, Importers

and

Agents,

Jun.CI3m','*'m

er,

ELIAS HOWfc

Sewing Machines
AND

Secret.” The most eminent authorities in the
land,
heartily recommend it for its great common-sense,
raoy-humor, shrewd glimpses ofmankind and its vivid and pithy style of expression. AGENTS WANTED to make money fast. Write for illustrated circulars, terms, Ac., free, address, GEO. MACLEANPublisher, 3 School St., Boston.
f
jn2U-4w

This may certify that I had been
suffering with the
“Rheumatism” for live months, ami at that time it
seized my right hip and leg, down to the foot.
This the physicians called “Sciatic.” I tried manv
kinds of highly recommended medicines which 1
took fur the blood. Still 1 got no relief for seven
months more, all the time doing mv best, with as
good advisers as we have in our city. Finally, I
called at the New York University Branch, and the
proprietor said he could help help me. So I commenced ou his medicine, and in four weeks I
thought
1 fell relief, and in eight weeks 1 was able to leavt
my cane at home and have been well up to this time
three months have passed.
DAVID KEAZER.c,
Portland, Aug. 2, 1870.

CELEBRATED

SALAD OIF
rRISCE <t

LEWIS’ Last and Grealmt Work.
This invaluable common-sense Book should be read
by every man and woman In the country. Threefourth’s of all the’sickness in our uiidst may be avoided by a knowledge and practice ot our
“Jolly Friend’s

A. M. MORGAN.

ARRIVE,

Eight Hundred Cases

BIO

been contin-

Uttcil ui> with Mae

tor passengers,
making this Hie most
convenient and cnmfortabTo route
for
1,1
tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra
Goods forwarded to and from
Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts ofMontreal,
Maine. Shltu.e
are requested to lend their
freight to the Steamers a.
,hC ‘lny“
lcave Portlan<l.
xor ri eight or Passage
apoly to

MY JOLLY FRIEND’S SECRET

certificate I have been per-

arc

Once More !
food people

ttPftltf__Foot

I had the Catarrh so bad for several years that
my
hand became confused and painful. I was
obliged to
get up several times a night to keep from choking.
I employed some of the Iwst Physicians without
beniftt. 1 was perfectly cured with the University
Medicines in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN, 111) Congress St..
Contractor ou tlio Portland & Ogdensburg R. Ii.

accommodations

AM)

of Portland,
for their kind patronage through the last season, I would invite any, and all who are to have any
8tram, Gan or Water Piping done, to call anil
see if I will not give them the best satisfaction both
as to price, style and
prompt ness of work. 1 have also
on hand a lot ot excellent Hose, which 1 shall sell at
reasonable rate; old ones also neatly repaired.
K. MeJHJNALD, 200 Fore st.,
of PI mil st.
OIB

LINE

; Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,

CATARRH.
mail, Dr.
jnn28t4w j

For cure $1, (or test sample 25 edits), by
E. F. HYATT. 246 Grand st., New York,

Co

Steamers Dlrigo and Franconia
w 1, until further
notice, rnn ns

■

Book

DEAFNESS

-B-L1

to L.

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

EVERY CITIZEN WA9IT3 IT.

JJ\/i A

«»*

_JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

Also, for CAMPAIGN GOODS. Address
Gootlspecd’s Empire Publishing House,
107 Liberty street. New York. Jun28t4w
*

TUE8P. E 1h-

Hallway

State Kooros and meals extra.

Me.

GOODSPEED’S

HAS CURED
Dora CURE
WILL CURE

011

at J r- «•, o» arrival of train from
lan<l ami stations on Nova Scotia

AGENTS

Campaign

-il-

T iio ',

_jun28t4w
Agents Wanted

For

at 6 P. HI.,
Halifax, direct.

for

at work, or looking for some new
book, will
miss it if they do not at once write for circulars of the
best selling book published.
induceExtraordinary
ments ottered.
Profits more than double money
Outfit free. Address F. M. Reed, i39
at., New
Eight
York.

Presidential

for the

Every Friday,

now

For twenty-five years I have suffered with Scrofula and Sait Rheum, (or Tetter.) Have
paid out hundreds of dollars,-and boon treated bv several firstclass physicians without benefit. Some four weeks
ago, I commenced using the University Medicines.
At tlie time my forehead and head were covered witli
sores and scaliness of the skin; also
my tongue was
covered with small ulcers. I am
to-day free from
all the above troubles, and can
heartily recommend
these medicines to the attilctdd.
S. C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut Street.

BUTTEIUCK’S

Patterns of Garments
-i

PLUMM^B

&

_ITS AIM,lit St..

WILDEB
Up Stair*.

nSHERMEN.
TWINES AND NETTING,
XAXt’FACTl'BEE

BY

M il. K. lIOOPIMi A SONS,
Send for price-list.
Baltimore, MU.
JutlS-Om

liHiliJiliJINbb-l
-T-l
powerful Tonic, specially atlnnted f...
Spring, when the Languid and
sast. m
ice. s strength and
vitality; it will give
eeble, strength to the weak, animation to the
.Idtw
1 id,
,o
the
activity
sluggish, 'rest to
■■

[8

■

—

a

IXdilHtatw!

?("'r

II,"

1

weary

qSet
1

nirz:zr' ^th totheinn™ according to
LoA|
|,1:l"tt which,
! ho
®n<1. **<'i«iltilie Periodical* of London and
»*»ri«MWi
the Most P.im
Tonic proprtllu
rties known to
Mateuia Mkoica, and Is well
!
hki'l

\

nown tuita native
tive qualities. and

#•
*"e
f the

country as having wonderftU furhas been long used as a specific
impuritiv* of the Blood, Derangement

Liter and Spleen, Tumors, Dropsy, Poverty
Blood, Debility, Weakness of the Intestines,
ferine or Urinary Organs.

Waterford Sweden &, Lovell
an.l after Monday Mav M Stage will leave
South Paris every afternoon iSun.luvs
excepted)
at 3:30. or on the arrival ol the 1 :lo train from Portland for Waterford and So. Waterford. Tine.lav
Thursday an.l Saturday afternoons for Sweden mid
Lovell. Through tickets for »a. at U. T.
Depot In
Portland, at B. & M. an.l Eastern Depots in Boston.

ON

The morning stage will he ilisconti mod after this

*«“>•__H. MAXFIELD.

CHOICE PLANTS!
C II E A !P

FOR

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba
Ts

strengthening and nourishing.

Like
initrlit assimilates and

inu» food taken into the stomach,
iftuHcs itself through the circulation, giving vigor
nd health.
it regulates the l*oweIs, quiets the nerves, acts dit ed lv ou the secretive organs, and, by its powerful
’onfc and restoring effects, produces healthy and
tgorous act ion to the whole system.
JOHN y. KELLOGG, l« Platt Street. New York.
Sole Agent for the United States,
1 rice One Dollar j>er Bottle. Send for Circular.
14w
juml7
t
t

abovo c'rtlfieales to he
genuine. I
will foi feit $1000 to any one that will find them otli-

Uig

•

Persons having doubts will please address the parties.
je28 d2uw&weow2m

side-wheel Sleamship
bunt exroute, will leave
'Atlantic Wharf
new

pressly

Caution.
Don’t lw deceived by worthless imitations.
Get
only Wki.i.s's Cabbomc Taiii.kts. Price 25 cts tier
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 13 Platt St., N. Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

I have been troubled with Scroittla ail
my lifetime,
and Neuralgia in the bead seven vears and'liave consulted good physicians from Maine to New York
without any lieneflt whatever. I have taken six
bottles of the Cancer Plant and one aud one-half of
the Neuralgia Elixir, and a little of some other kinds
and I now feel Iwtter than I ever was before iu
my
life. 1 cannot say with Mr. Munscv, that I fed
twenty years younger, being only twenty-eight, but
can say 1 never felt so young to
my knowledge in my

erwise.

The

FALMOUTH,

THESE

Me.

Scotia.

DIRECT!

TABLETS present tho Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a
popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Di«ra*cs.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relievud and statements
are
constantly being sent to the proprietor of relict
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’
standing.

am

CHAMBERLAIN,

*•

For Halifax, Nova

1st Cssgki, CsMt sad Hoarseness.

For five years I have suffered with
Catarrh, a had
consumptive cough and pain iu my left side. I had
employed several physicians and have paid them
over £50 without the least benefit.
I have used six

taking

Jjjjf®

Cure

Portland, Aug. 5,1871.

For fifty years I have been troublod with Scrofula,
Some fifteen years ago a fearful ulcer broke out on
my leg. Three months ago It had extonded from the
ankle joint nearly to the knee. 1 could nut move
without great pain. Iti this condition 1 commenced
tlic University Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful humor all over me
in a few days the humor began to subside
and the
ulcer is now healed and I feci like a new bci'u«
ELIZABETH
38 Chestnut St
30.
Portland, Aug.

touchhig

at
with the Btsdon

Portland, April It, 1872.

Some threo mouths ago I was jtersuaded by my
wife to take the University Medicines.
My health
aud inind were so badly affected that
my friends became alarmed for my safety.
In a week alter commencing to lake the .Medicine I felt great relief 1
am now as well as any other man.
My wife has
been for a long time afflicted with disease that lias
haffled the skill of nur best
some of
physicians;
whom pronounced the ease Incurable. Under treatment of tlie University Medicines her health has
greatly improved. Any one doubling will pieaso
call at No. G Lincolu street, or at repair shop Grand
Trunk depot.
GEORGE KINGSBURY.

Socrn Fakis, Feb. 2,1872.

.—'every Wednesday, at 6 o’cl.s k A
Waldohoro, tquchhig at Boot hi.a v and lb,and

——-——

M. for
Pond.

City.

badly

Dn. Staples,—Dear SirThe medicine I got at
your place, Jan. 2d, has done wonders for me. It is
all yon recommended it to be.
Yon may make any use of tlic nhove von think
Yours truly,
SETH MORSE.
proper.
The above ease has licen treated for the past four
different
years by
physicians for cancer.

20.

Tho

I have been troubled, more or less, for five
years,
and Ireland for LI
with inflammatory rheumatism. For the last six I Drafts issued on Great Britain
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
mouths j have suffered beyond description.
passage apply
My
at
the
80
State
Office.
Street. For steerCompany’s
limbs were
swollen aud inflamed; it was with
age passage, at 09 State Street, Boston.
great pain and difficulty that I could move. My case
JAMES ALEXANDER, Agent.
was well known by thousands of citizens in Portland.
jn2dly
1 am to-day a well man, and I was cured
by the
Univorsity Medicine, aud Acapuncturation.
CAPT. W. S. PENNELL, 18 Grey St.

I have been afilclcil for twenty years with Chronic
Rheumatism. I have spent hundreds of dollars for
medical treatment without benefit. Ten days
ago,
I commenced taking the University Medicines and
I can truly say it bas been more benefit to mi-than
all oilier treatment I ever received. My place of
business is 137 Pearl street. 1 shall lie pleased to answer all enquiries.
JOHN TURNER.

Ti-ip April

Passage Money,(including tare from Boston to N York,

with a bad case of Salt itlieum. Mv hands
and arms looked more like gum sticks than
flesh,
after taking
your University Medicines four months
the trouble all disappeared and I have not had the
least return symptoms of the diseases since.
ALLEN N. STAPLES,
Treat’s Island, bast port, Me.

June 34th, 1872.

Baltimore $15. time 64 hours
information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
_S3 Central Wharf, Boston.

* or further

Currency

on vou

cold.

Washington

pLcwTlFM/!'rates

Boston.

Dn. Staples, 25U Congress St., Portland,—You
will doubtless recollect some two Years since I called

though I have

Steamship*
Lawrence," Capt. W.

‘‘.<’.,.orr

Steamers appointed to sail

Portland, Feb. 17, 1872.
Dr. Statues.—Tliis may certify that I had been
troubled with Scrofula all my life. Some three
months since I became so reduced that I could not
raise myself in lied. In this condition
my friend
sent for yen. With your direct Medicator and University Medicine 1 was in 30 minutes enabled to get
up and dress myself. In one week 1 leit Portland
and travelled night and day in the South without the
least iuconvenienco. I have since been free from all
of the above troubles and caunot use too strong language iu recomuieuding the treatment to ail afflicted.
I am satisfied it saved
my life.
W. W. ATWOOD, 24
Emery St.

of

A. Hallett.
Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes
Capt. Winslow Loretand.
“Black-alone,” Cant. Geo. H. Hallett.
1
-A” Capt. Henry D. Foster.
Met lellnn, Capt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
• 0,1 bv
ny
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Xortblk to Peti-rahum and
Bichmomt, by river or rail: and by tbc fa. Jt Venn
H Ilham

IXG FOR LIVERPOOL,

I was so badly afflicted with Piles that I could not
rest nights or move without great pain. I was cured
in 24 hours with Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment.
Portland, June 25th, 1872.
RU LOF DODGE, 23 Oxford street.

of this Line sail from
Central Wharf, Host.
Semi-Weekly, 2.30 r. n. for NOK>FOLK and I'.A L’l’IMOR t.
w
end

Bo.I.n

LIE MTEA.TIGRS

Piles

-Monday, Wednesday and
Friday Evenings, at 10 <».Wk

commencing Monday, 22nd inst.. f.»r Bangor (or as
far as the ice will iwruiit,) touching at
Rockland
Caiuden, Uncolnvillc. Belfast,
1
Point, Backs]K.rt, Wlntcrport and Hamisleu. Samly
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday
“d Fri'lay Mornings at 6 o’clock, tom V
ing at the above named landings, arriving"
Port
* at
land at 5 o’clock P. M.
particulars inquire of Ross & SturdlF?r/£fl!ler
vantf 179 Commercial St., or Cyrua Sturdivant, (leucral Agent.
Portland, March 17th, 1872.
apl7

WHITNEY & SAMPSON, Agents,
TO

!

st.,

PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
Freight or Passage, apply to

jn23-ly

R

Steamer CITY OF RICH

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. It., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
For

O

C. Kill.y, will leave
MOND,Cm;t.
Railroad Wharf, f,«>t of Slate
——r~:—rr—

WedVy

Gr

TRIPM PER WEEK.

Steamship Line.

paiu

Since giving the above
fectly free from Catarrh
ually exposed to wet and

N"

PHILA DELPHI A

nearly'

and

A

THREE

—AND—

Leave each port every

LINE!

—to—

all

physicians'

.Medicines,

(iethrai Agent.

Jutland. May is,

Mtrcet.

This is lo

cure

a. in.

For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 1.(1 Commercial street, nr
C'YKKM MTI KniVAYT,

w. D. LITTLE & CO.

Portland, June 25th, 1872.
certify that 1 have been afflicted with the
inflammatory rheumatism for over twenty years. I
have employed most of the best
in Portland, and paid hundreds of dollars for medicine without any permanent cure. Two years ago last March
I was taken with Rheumatic fever; for five weeks I
was unable to turn in bed or feed
myself, mv left
arm and hand was reduced to
half the size
of my right one, ami was unable to lift two
pound's
weight until last July, when 1 saw the effect of the
University Medicines on the daughter of Capt. Win.
Thorndike. I called on Dr. Staples and stated
my
He said he could enre it. I commenced
casts
taking
the ‘medicine with tho acupuneturation. Before I
had taken four bottles I considered myself more free
from
than I have been for twenty years
up to
this tunc. I have not had a relapse-. I consider it
to he the only sure medicine for the above complaint.
WILLIAM. J. SMITH,
late firm of Pearson oe Smith.

Mach ins.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Mouth
E^S5!!aand the Writ,
obtain

Some two years ago my (laughter, seven years old,
had a severe attack of rheumatic and
pleurisy fever
which left her in a very dangerous condition. Her
liver inactive, no appetite to cat, general
debility and
sinking daily. We employed good physicians without benefit. After having nearly despaired of her
recovery we decided to try the New York University
Medicine. In two months she was able to
go to
school, and has not been compelled to lose a day
since on account of ill health.
CAPT. J. H. THORNDIKE,
18 St. Lawrence street.
Portland, June 25tb, 1872.

TO

Desert and

THE

Trayclcrs for

TCic-.aBM.Mji

f'mw

tf

oh

30 ami

Passenger Ticket Agency!

PE LEG SfAPLES,
Congress St., Portland, Me.

hours.

Is lw then

IXftlDK LINK

OLD

Portland, January 24,1870.

One of the safest in the
particulars inquire of Mr. JOend of Men-iHN Wharf.
Jun26Mw

--

PROCURE TICKETS

humanity

N50

Landing,

juu29tf

Medicines.

•

Jones*
at
m., ami l 30and 3 p.

Fare down and back 25 cents.
Private parties accommodated

in the last three months, I consider it safe to warrant a iierfect cure to 95 cases out of
every one hunw ithout cauterization or the least
exposure.
SPERMATORRIiiEA, the greatest destroyer of
on the face of the Globe.
How many liewail the loss of precious vitality without
having the
slightest idea of the cause, their manhood is daily
vanishing and they are gliding into a slate of hopeless decay. I have tngrted ovOr live hundred cases of
tliis malady within six months, with the
University
Medicines with perfect success.
TcnSjtiB afflicted w ith diseases will
call or
please
send and get a book, (free,) wherein they will find
their diseases explained, and necessary remedies.

As

$100.

On and after MONDAY, .Inly

Returning will leave Evergreen Landing at 11.20
in., touching at Jones’ Landing at 5 20 p. in.

I think the worth of the Medicine caunot be estimated in words or money.
MRS. A. O.'W. FOSTER, Wilton, Me.

DAILY OR FOR TIIF SEASON.
AT LOWEST RATES.

BY

J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.
wl6
ftpi7d cod Awtim

TWO
which

&

deranged

the Stomach,

Read Prof. Hayes’ reisirt
to Col. Brodhcad, state
Commissioner of Massachn-

No. 20 State St., Boston.
Josiah A. Brodiiead, Esq.—Sir. A sample of Old
Dr. Goodhue's Root and Herb Bitters, from Flint Sc
Goldtliwait, Salem, Mass., has been analyzed with
the following results: “This is an officinal Medicinal
containing extracts of Roots and Herbs,
preparation,
it is free from injurious sulwtanccs, and may be used
as directed by persons requiting a medicine of this

Houses, No. 99 State street, and the one in
the rear, on Vernon
Court, together with the lot

they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS

the

condition of

with
line lot; will be sold at a bargain; within three minutes walk of the Depot, Stores and Churches. Inquire of A. F. GKKKISH, Portland, or K. G. HARDNG, Gorham, Me.
my25MW&Stf

on

STATE of the

or

Liver, Bowels

noltf

__SAMUEL

They invigorate the

STOMACH,
THE

the Park.

HOUSE,

Co.,

Families, Hotels, Stores, and Vessels any quantity wanted

BITTERS

best Spring & Summer medicine crer
offered to the publie.
y arc prepared with
great care from the best
Roots, Herbs, Harks and

JMltlUS,

wants to go

PURE

&

GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.

Lon ud Farm, for Salt,
He would reler parties abroad to the
fallowing
named gentlemen 01 thin city: Hon. Geo. K.
Bliepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kinssbnry, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,
M. Ca

the

COODIII K’N

HERB

Honvea.

As

Sold

PEOPLE’S MEDICINE.

AND

Real Estate and Loan Agent.

jaii31

Having secured their stock

Slreaglhening

and comfort.

DOCTOR

THE

Sale.

ICE!

Leavitt, Burnham

L

two

m.
a lot

Rheu-

by Drumdsts
Price 15. 20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO..
102 Fulton Street, N

and one-half storv house, No. 47, corner
of Wilmot and Lincoln Streets, containing nine
rooms besides sink rooms and closets, cellar cemented, brick cistern, furnace and gas. The premises can
be examined daily (Sunday excepted) from two to
four l*.
Also

University

a.

ARRANGEMENT

leave CUSTOM

ing at
10

Jobn, Digby,

1st, tiio Shauner* of interuatioual Liny will leave Railroad Wharf
•loot ot state Si.,
every Monday,
W edmsdr.y and
Friday,
J at li.oo 1i.
m., tor Eastport and St John.
Ket.truing will leave 81. John and Ei.stpnrt on tliu

HOUSE
WHARF, daily, Sunday* excepted, for Kvergrem Landing, touch-

FEMALE ilISKASi'-S treated with perfect sucHaving treated over two hundred cases with-

St., Portland,

SEASON 1872.

SEPH

Machine-spread

the

or

ICE!

IN

They will certainly cure.
They arc are composed of choice emollient gums
made on the finest kid, ortkrec different sizes, and

for City Property.
Enquire at CUSHMAN’S FRUIT STOKE,
No 306 Congress Store.
my24 tf

THE

colil? Are you afflicted with
any kind? try one of

Plasters.

opposite land of J.
Libby’s Corner. This lot

easy terms of payment,
ed a part, or the whole

the

dollars’ worth of the University
relieved from the al»ove trouble*.
JOHN SHAW, West Com’l

mr!2distf

U

you

SALE.

two of the main

on

Dr. Jourdam’s Consulting Office,
61 Hancock Street) Dotilou, iHqm.
junlldlyr

*

matism, or pains of

1000,000
9 totrs sfDeeriu){,
a

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal injection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cent#. Address,

Are prepared to furnish

FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID
Do
CONSEQUENCE OF OVEK EXERTION?
Hare
taken

Feet of Lnaid, situated in the

has

Cnshiug’s Islands,

Will

a.

Mi.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK !

Mt.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

*

Y'

of the

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
HAS
containing most valuable information on the

iny!8t4w

One

near

ynoPBiETon

St.,
dce"’-d&wtc

Free to Book Agents.
We s ill send a handsome Prosper! uh of our New
illustrated Family Bible containing over 450 tine
Scripture Illustrations to any Book Agent, free ot
charge. Address National Publishing Co.. Pliila.. Pa

be exafnined between 10 and 12 a. m. and between 3 and 5 p. m, Monday and Saturday forenoons
MATTOCKS & FOX,
excepted.
Je3dtf88 Middle st.

B* Brows

Dr. R. J. JOUKDAIN,

Court

milE Second National Bank, located at Portland,
A In tbO State of Maine, is cloning np its affairs.
All Note holders and other creditors „f said association are therefore hereby notitiod to present the Notes,
and other claims against I he association for payment.
N. GOOLD, Cashier.
Portland, Maine, June 21th, 1872.
je27d2m

if not Sold at Once,
No. 34 Emory St. Terms very easy; may

to

150 pages anil 12 illustrative
engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F. llallock, who lias
hail greater success in the treatment of diseases which
are described in (bis work than
iierhaps ever fell *o
the lotof mortal man. It treats on Lost
Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal
Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative Organs in both
sexes.
Sent, fkke on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 113 Court St„
Boston, Mass.
N. B.—Dr. llallock, who is the Chief
Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can lie consulted personinch26d3m
ally or by mail.

on

dtf

2m

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

!

NOTICE

•• on the st
reet; fine neighborliood. Consists ot
ilLtwo story framed House and ell, containing ten
highly finished rooms; tainted walls throughout ;
gas; good cellar and heated by furnace; large brick cistern, filtered; well drained.
One of the most desirable and convenient houses in the city; close to
Spring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.

June 19.

CO., 33

Proprietors.

TIIE

the

Cliime Christinas,
or ring the New Year, in the cars of your delighted
family 1
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, and a full assortment, of other inst ruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for

For terras and further information apply to
OLIVER GERK1SH, 86 Middle st.
Jnn22d&wtf

one

MUSIC BOXES

R. P. HALL & CO.
Nashua, N. II.
For sale by all druggists,
jyleod&cow <1eow- w \v28

only
tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sonuds as pow erful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from tke
large stock, so that it may
Not

THE

*Said house is

BOXEsT

MUSK)

CANADIAN HOUSE, No. 49 Fore street.—
Three stories, brick, slated roof, and an L. It
contains
tho tore and
twenty-four (24) rooms with
ottice in front; lot
(46) ft. on the street, runforty-six
hack
one
hundred
and
four
feet.
ning
(104)
Gas, wit li
a plenty of hard and Boft water.
This house is well
calculated for boarders, and has been recently put in
good shape and thoroughly renovated.

f£y

Bonds.

ernment

The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to conic in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the followiug facts, that wiiilc
running this
boiierwith coal or wood the sparks arc neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimuey,
which in ilself is a most valuable advantage, ncvei
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
in vile all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a cull.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agenfs,
dcl8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

proved itself to be the most perfect preparation
the Hair ever offered to the public to

Restore Gray Hair to its Original Color,
and create a new growth where it has fallen off from
disease or natural decay.
It will
prevent he Hair from falling out.
All who uTe it are unamiraous iu
awarding it the
praise of being the best Hair Dressing extant.
Our Treatise on the Hair sent free
by mail.
Manufactured only by

THE

For Rent*
have, centrally located, a fine Brick Dwelling
WEHouse, 13 rooms, Scbago, hath room, hot and

Apply to
Jyl-eod2w

HAIR

SUMMER

STEAMER MAGNET!

et-a gents wanted In every town in (he State.
It lias been about one and one half years since the
University Medicines were introduced "into this State.
Notwithstanding the opisj.ilion from the Faculty
the sale ia daily increasing. Thousands of cerliticates can he presented it necessary, hut if the following are not sufficient to satisfy the most sceptical
10,000 additional ones would he useless.
CATARRH (the mother of consumption,) Scrofula,
salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto considered incurable, readily yield under treafment of

.....I

WinJaar mil llnlifax.

the State of Maine and

Staples’s Compouutl Tar Ointment will

|

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

CHAIN CABLES, CRANE CHAIN*, Arc
Importers of

m

Loan HI

8ALE IN GORHAM—The desirable

Manufacturers of

n

VEBETABLE SICILIAN

FOR
residence of the late Capt. John Farnham.

Cordage.

a

B ULLJETIN.

Swift,

AMD

n

HALL’S

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

Lawrence & Old Colony Duck,

u- a

Kn.lp.rl, Calais

j

STAPLES,

New Brunswick.

in 24

SPRINGVALE.

&

out the
in the
which
undermine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the surface of humors that should
uv ca(icucu 11i/iii me
uiuiiu.
iiuuniai
uennigenienrs
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal organ, or organs, whose action they derange
and
whose substance they disease and destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Ilheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhwa arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease. Dropsy, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.
PREPARED BY

system,

Geo. R. 75in is & Co.'s

TEBBETS

the sale of

purges
[the blood, humors

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

FOR BALE!

lor

ii

a

[lurking

Center and

Portland. Nor 1.1870.

Fearing, Rodman

n

Agent for

m

medicine that cures
real public blessing.
Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of complaints,which
are always afflicting and
l too often fatal. It purities

of

use

City, of more than 800 ft.
It will be sold in lots to suit purchasers on

gold, currency

1

PELEG

Address

dec9d&wevery3dwly

lending into

Foreign Travel.

& Co., Proprietors,
PROVIDENCE, B. 1.

A
is

REAL ESTATE.

FOR

15th St.
Opp. U. S. Treai.

S. Flint

Ayer’s

«

$20,000 ~to

Hall.

BIIdLIACj*. Agent

Id.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

THE

FOB PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

Cheaper IhauJBrick.

OFFICE

Also Ladv Boarders
Free st, No
jun30tt'

or

H.

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

eod3ra

Furnished Room to Let,

Washington,

South 3d it.

114

on

iylfltt

without board.
wanted. Apply
WITH

Congress Street,

Congress

n>ch30tr

Returning, leave Cushing's Islund for Portland at
#J A. M.. and 24 P. M.
Leave Cushing’s Island,
touching at Peak's Island
II. 15 A. M, and 5,15 P. M.
Tickets down and back 23c.
Children half price.
Private parlies can Is. accommodated by aoplvino
to the Captain on board.
Jel3tf

PORTLAND, MU.

Under

low rates.

Leave Custom House Wharf foot of Pearl
at., for
Peak's and Cushing's Islands at 9 and 104 A. M. and
2 and 3} P. M.

■

Thurston’s Ivory Pearl Tooth powder.
It is the best Dentriflce known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 ceuts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

To be Let,

No. 20 WALL STREET.

Philadelphia,

—

stant

whole or part ot the block ot Brick Stores
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank,

Brancli Office 250

Portland,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPT ED)
Arr b o’clock r>. ar.
Ret timing leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 7 P. M. Faro ifl.SO. Freight taken at

MONDAY, JUNK 11th,
Running as follows, until further notice:

dred,

Sold at wholesale by
Phillips & Cs.. anil J. W, Perkins & Co.,
jn!5d3m
Portland.
wGm-w23

CJOITNI) WHITE TEETH, HEAXTHY GUMS,
^ AND SWEET BREATH, are secured l»y con-

LINCOLN

call at 31
tt

Dr.

Union, or 6 South Street
Gatley, Sheridan & Griffiths.
ap30

To
water.

Hold by all Druggi*!* ami Dealers ia
Medicine*.

Orders left at

tion soou if not disposed off*, as the proprietor wishes
to change his business.
Possession given immediately,
S. R. CLEMENT.
aplltf

to
TENEMENT
For [.articular*

Peak’s and

cess.

STREETS.

Better and

To Let,
occupied

sold, and

SIDEWALKS, DRIVES, TARDS,
GARDENS, WALKS AND

AT

seven

Building, Boston.

-FOB-

Morrill’s Corner, Deering—.A genteel brick
dwelling house, pleasantly located, near horse
cars and steam cars; has 10 rooms, all the modern appliances, stable, &c., and is first, class In all respects.
Apply to Chas. E. Morrill, near premises, or W. H.
Jerris, Cahoon Block.
mylftf
West Gorham House,
THE
years by Jedcdiah
of the Fumitui ol the

Co.,

Concrete Pavement

TAYLOR,

L.

my21-dtf

Difficult Female Derangements, (almost invariably caused by a violation of the organic laws.)
so prevalent to the American ladies vicld
readily to
this invaluable medicine—the Quaker Bitters.
All Impurities of the Blood and diseases incident t* the same
always cured by the Quaker Bitters,
it aken according to the directions.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the article they stand in need of in their
declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and'paves
the passage dow n the plane inclined.

executed on commission.
dec22
eodGm

To Let

the Imng*, Side
by taking a few

All

COEiUEUTIOIYS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all poiuts.
AHVANCES made on approved ollaterals.
ORDERS for Bonds and all llrst-class securities

underneath.

Hyster-

and

much relieved.

or

®j®'ob

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.

To Lei.
Middle street, recently occupied by
Congress

Hill &

BUSIN EM PAPER Bought and
Corp< ration Loans negotiated.

juy2dtf__

STORE
Hoyt,

Scars

3

No.

dollars per

No. 02
Fogg & Breed.
Two Rooms, 2d floor, Stuart block,
Key at store of H. W. Simonlon & Co.,
Water will be put in.

Medicines.

The Greatest Success of the Age.

Swelled .Joint* and nil Scrofula
greatly relieved by this inval-

Brentkinji, Pain in
and Chest almost invariable cured
bottles of the Quaker Bitters.

BANKERS,

To Let.

A

University

or

Bronchitis. Catarrh, Convulsions,

ics cured

ATLANTIC WHARF,

A*

The STEAMRR GAZELLE,
Capt. C. F. Sands, will comim-nci*
her trips to

a sure

Bhcnuintism,

eodly

uo28

THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,

MRM. IK. E.

once.

Affliction* removed
uable mcdicino.

Urethra, Retention or Incontinuenceof Urine, Chronic-Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medieln

LET.

Haring commodious Cabin and State Room uccuiiiinudatlonR, will run alternately, leaving

M,

the_Islands.

remedy.
Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia.
&c., speedily relieved.

KF" If applied for immediately will be let low.

Inquire

Burn, Liver Complaint, and
by taking a few bottles.
Spirits and sinking Sensation

Low

Kidtiey, Bladder and Urinary Derangement invariably cured. One bottle w ill convince the most
skeptical.
Worms expelled from the system without the
least difficulty. Patients
sutiering from this prevalent disease will wee a marked change for the better
after taking one bottle. Worm
jiir"B”.condition
dithculties are more prevalent than is
generally supin the young, and
they will find the Quaker
itters

LET.

THOMPSON

For

NEW YORK

Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities of the blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise, cured readily by following the directions on the
bottle.

those large and commodious stores

ol

THE

winch almost invaria-

the following complaints;—

cure

l*y«pcp»int Heart
Loss of Appetite cured

ABBOTT.

Store and Basement
more

ax noots ana Herbs

•tAiratis

bly

A.
15

SUPERIOR SEA-UOI'.ti
STEAMERS
BltOOKM mid
MO.VrKE.il.,

JOHN

M„ tend 2.00 and 5.15P. M.
On and after July 1st, will run a
Morning and
Evening trip in phasant icealher, leaving Custom
House Wharf at 7.15 A. M, and 7.15 p. M and June'
landing at 7.30 A. >1. and 3.00 P. M.
Fare down and back 25 cents, children half
price.
Sjiecial arrangements can be niado by applying to
the Capt.
5t-22.lt?
THE

Jel3tf_Attorney

IN

Reluming leave Evergreen Landing at 11.' 0
and 5 P. M, and Jones’ Landing at 3.bo and 11

ijpDICACF

Inquire

®

NEW YORK,

Buildings

1'BIVATE),

HOUSE

days.

Portland to Montreal ami return, via Quebec,
good for 20 days. 17.00
Portland to Quebec and return, good for 20

to contract for

To Let.

One

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
Custom lions. Wharf dally for
Evergreen Landing, touching at Jones' Landing, on
m< « 8.45 and 10-15 A. M and
“'/j af:Vr'
Will leave tlie end of

mm

LaHHitudr,

No. 47-49 Middle St.

Until Further Notice

I. 45 and 3.15 1. M.

No. 50 St. Lawrence, next to corner Congress st- Rent $200.
Dwelling Houses ami Stores to rent.
of
S. L. CAKLETON,
at Law, 80 Midtile St.

TO

( IIA.V(jii: OF TIME !

EXPRESS,

i&LEBRATEDM

Prices.

G. H.

L-*—

Portlar.d

Co’s,

my28oodlm

gentleman
Apply to WM, H. JEKRIS, Real Estate Agent.
June 27-tf
a

for boston.

Pettk’a I.lunil Hleikuibont i'ouipnuy.
ITKAJIKR

Especial attention paid to Piping Houses for Gas
and Plumbing in all its branches.
W. H. PENNELL,
W. B. SMITH,

within two minutes' walk of the
A Preble House.
Rent may be paid by the board
and his wife.

--

POPULAR EXCURSIONS

OB

STEAMERS.
_

For Peaks’ Island.

do all kind* of

Kinds of

j

into

Witli Sienna, laigli or low pressure, either
direct or indirect radiation.

««

ejaculate.

water

THE—

prepared

(PUBLIC

DESIRABLE tenement for a small .family, at
on the premises, or of L.
N. Kimball, No. 16 Alder st.
junlttl

of

are

all

220 Commercial st.

To

to

Reasonable

We

ON

A 15 Alder st.

fully prepared

we are

STEAMERS.

WATER PIPING

JytiMw'

pehool-feUows.

order that he be shot in mid-ocean
and von
are hereby instructed to see that
these orders
trH
are carried into effect.”
I read the letter backward and
forward, t
went on deck. There they
were, she lookin''
upon the ocean, and lie gazing upon her with
an expression of unutterable
fondness Catching his eye I signed for him to come into the
and
cabin,
bidding her

As

PLEASANT tenement, convenient tor a small
family, with water, gas and furnace. Apply at
No. 4 HIGH St.

Jy2tf

putting

No. 38 & 40 Union St.

To Lei.

A

MEDICAL.

PI mu.
about

W. II. Pennell &

To Let!
SMALL tenement of four or five rooms, to a
small respectable family without children; or
the whole house; partly furnished; rent taken in
board. Apply 27 Wilmot St.
juy2*lw

They instantly obeyed, and I heard them
laughing and chattering like two innocent

“Captain Pontainbleau: The convict Antoine Hmdsclear, stands
convicted of high
treason against the
Republic. The directory

W. If. JEKKIS, Real Estate Agent.

to

July 2dtf

so.

One morning when I awoke I was surprised not to feel the slightest motion of the vessel. Hurrying on deck, I found that we were
becalmed. Latitude, one degree north;
longitude, between twenty-seven and twenty-eight
west.
degrees
I waited until
night, when I descended to
my cabin and opened the letter, witli a dull.
"
I held
fftchng.
my breath while I
;nv
broke the big red seal and read

WATER
Wc would invite parties
tlieir houses, to call at

water.

Apply

a

like a mad man:
(Part them ! Part them this instant! Part
them—curse the republic—curse the directory
—the directors, I qfft the service, curse the
lawyers, you may tell them if you will.
fShe was dragged into her berth, and theboat
rowed away in the darkness.
Nome time after a dull
volley came over the
sea to the vessel.
It was all over.
Fool, madman, how I paced the deck and
cursed myself. All night
long I paced back
and forth, and all night
long I heard the
moaning of the poor stricken bird.
Often I halted and was
tempted to throw
myself into the sea and so end this horrid
torture of brain and heart
Days passed; 1 saw nothing of Laurette. I
would not see her. She avoided
me, and I
was glad of it.
I could not bear the sight of

MISCELLANEOUS.

SMALL
RENT.
convenient for small family, within five
VERY
minutes walk of Citv Building; .supplied with

leave-taking,

confusion.

The lights should all have been
extinguished by this time; but when I looked
upon the deck I thought I saw a little red
hue of light beneath my feet. At another
time and place this would have made me angry ; hut knowing that the light came from
tlie cabin of my little deportes, I determined
to see what they were about.
I had only to look down—I could see into
the cabin from the
skylight.
The young girl was
upon her knees: she
was saying her piayers.
A lamp swinging
irom the ceiling lighted her room. She had

_TO LEI._

A

A.
a

Saw For Salo.

GOOD Gate Saw, nearly
dress LITTLEFIELD &

»d Maple atreeta.

new.
Enquire or adWILSON, Cor. York
|a31eodtf

,

THIRTY DAYS,
—AT—

C.

F.

IIRYANT’M,

WOODFORD’S

CORNER.

nne12

Llotliin**

('IcaiiNcU.

RS Cleansed and Repaired at short noth e,
and all kind* of goodsdred in a
Thorough inanier’
Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.
All orders will receive prompt aud faithful atun* lon.
WILLIAM BROW N,
CM Federal at.,
I
Near the Park.

CLOTH

